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Abstract

This researcir provided a package of experimental and $umerical results. The phe-

nome'o, of u¡usual turbulence intensity distributions in closely-spaced rod bundles

$,as first experirnentally studied. The structures of fully developed isothermal air tur-

bulc't flo*, through simulated rod bundles were measured t'ith hot-rvire anemorneters

a'd a Presto¡ tube. The rod bu¡dle g,as forrled by a single rod regularl¡' mounted

in a trapezoidal tluct, and the Reylolds number ra'lLge 1\¡as 25 x 104 to 5 5 x 104'

The existeDce of a high turbulence kinetic energy patch *'as identifred in the rod-

to-rvall gap region rvhen the gap-to-diameter ratio gfd *as rvithiÌ the range of 0.10

to 0.03 approximately EnergS' delsit¡' spectrum nteasutements revealed that cross-

gap large-scale edd5' motion is the probable rnechanismbehiud this phenotnelon atld

tltis kind of eddy motion is characterized b)' a peak frequenc¡' n'hich depends ol the

geometry and flow condition. secondary velocities on the rod settilg rvith g/d as

0.220 were rneasured rvith X-probe; the obtained fl6s' pattern coincided ivell with tlie

bulges ol .rvall shear stress and turbulence kinetic energ5' disi¡ibutio s. The impact

of subchannel symmetry rvas also experimentally investigated

Follorving these experimental studies, numerical predictions {eaturing the use of

anisotropy factor alld coordiuate system transformation lvere carried out based on the

finite t,olume method. Simulations were performed on full5' developed turbuiellt flon'

through simulated symmetric rod bundle subchanneis fon[ed by the rod-trapezoidal



duct. With a unique coordinate system transformatiolL from orthogoual cylindrical

system to nolL-orthogonal curvilinear systen, tlie highly irregular florv passage of rod-

trapezoidal duct tvas converted to a regular rectangle. An empirical anisotropic eddy

viscosity distribution derived from existing experimental data rvas used in conjunction

ivith the algebraic stress model to address the influence of coherent large-scale cross-

gap eddy motion, rvhose existence in closely spaced rod bundle subchannels has been

substantiated by the extensive hot-rvire measurements. Results o{ the calculatiou

compared favourably lvith experirnental data, rvith emphasis on secondar¡' flo$' and

turbulence kiuetic energy. The credibility of this numerical scheme rvas estabìished

ihrough a series of numerical t,ests or.L silnple geonetr¡'flol's'

Further nune¡ical predictio on fully developed turbulent florv through sir.nulated

asymrnetric rod buudle subchaÌnels $'as carried out using the finite elernent n'Lethod

and standard ttvo-equatioÌ turbulence rnodel. Preliminary results indicated a large

singìe vorlex circulating arouncl the rod rvhich might explail the high rnixing factors

for asyrnmetric rod-to-ri'all gaps.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Duri'g tlie past trventy years conti'ued research efforts have been de'oted to the fleld

o{ axially deYeloped turbule t flow through rod bundles due to its $'ide application

in the nuclear energ,r' industry. \\Itrile such endeavours have resulted iu solutious to

rnal¡, questions raised by the engineering sector, uncertainties still remaitr and Ìe$'

florv pheuornena emerge from experimental obse 'ations. Amo g those are the roles

of secondary florv and large-scale cross-gap eddy motion in rod bundle subchallel

florvs, rr hicli have recently received increasing ¿ttention'

1.1 Rod Bundle Subchannel Flow

Nuclear reactor fuel channels generally corlsist of a cluster of fuel rods arranged iìl

a flo.*, tube rvith the coolalt moving axially through the subchannels fortned betrveen

neiglibouring fuel rods and betri,een the periplieral fuel rods aÌd the flos' iube. The

necessity to predict tire bulk coolant temperature distribution among the various

subchannels of tlie fuei bundle in teactor core design calls for knorvledge about coolant

mixing rates betrveen homogeneous or heterogeneous sutchannels. under normal

operatioÙal conditions in which coolant flo$. state is fully deYeloped turbulence, three



diferent component mechanisms contribute to the overail mixing process; namely,

turbulent difiusion, turbulent contection and coùvection by meau motion Turbulent

diffusion is of conventional gradient-t¡,pe and is caused by srnall-scale turbulence of

tlie order of magnitude of the dissipation scale or the integral scale. Turbulence

contection originates from the large-scaie motions of eddies comparable in size to

the geometric characteristic length and is of non-gradient-type. Convection by mean

motion denotes the transport by secondary flow of the second kind rvhich in turn is

caused by non-uniformities in rvall turbulence and appear in chanuels which do not

possess aúal symmetry. The combined effect of these individual trausport phelLomena

n.rarkedl¡. modifies the temperature and velocitl'fields in tlte fuel channel transversal

plane aud hence influences the subchantel mixing process'

1.2 Sirnulated Rod Bundles and Motivation

The cross-section of a typical {uel bundle cha nel consists of various trumbers

of triangular array and square arr¿y interior subchannels plus some irregular rvall

subchannels. Direct measurements and simulatiols on coolaut flog' through these

subchannels generated mucìL useful information but rvas unable to urlveil peculiarities

of the three transport mecha isms. Imperfections of the geometry te[d to sn'amp

the sensitive and $,eak identities of turbulence alìd mean convection. In comparison,

simulated rod bundles are more suitable for basic mechanism study due to their

better construction tolerence. A nurnber of such subchannels appeared in the course

of researches conducted in this area; {or instance, a duct consisting of a siugle rorv

of rods betrveen two flat rvalls. In this study, effort was spe[t on fully developed

turbulent florv ihrough a duct formed by a single rod regularly housed by a trapezoidal

duct. This rod-trapezoidal-duct belongs to the family of siurulated rod bundles such



flow rvas found to be of interest after a cornputer literature sur\¡ey was conducted

at the beginning of the research, specifrcally, the important facts may be stated as

follorvs:

1. Four subchannels are formed in the rod-trapezoidal duct rvhich are intercon-

nected via four rod-to-rva1l gaps. The top and bottom gaps provide linkages

betrveen two pa.irs of homogeneous subchannels aud the trvo side gaps bridge

trvo heterogeneous subchannels, respectively'

Alteratioù of the rod setting rvill.bring about the change ilL four gap sizes, lvhich

rvould facilitate tlie study of the impact of the gap size on transport mechartisms.

3. certain similarities exist in geornetric sliape betl'een such subcha[ne]s and those

in real fuel bundle subcliannels, especially iû the hexagolLal duct bounded u'all

subchannels.

it is these considerations that motivated the present research'

1..3 Objectives

The research inYolved two components; r,iz. , an experimental investigation of

fully developed isothermal turbulent air florv through the rod-trapezoidal duct, and

a ]lumerical study on the same floiv. Tlie main objectives rvere as follo t't's:

A) To siudy experimentaily the existence and efect of the large-scale turbulence

convection, and to investigate the effect of gap size on such eddy motions

B) To correlate the turbulence convection $'itl.r Seometly and florv characte¡istics via

spectrum analYsis



c) To study experimentaliy the existence and efiect of secoudary flow convection

D) To correctly predict the main flou' identities such as the turbuler-Lce convectior.t

efiect and secondarY velocitY

1-.4 Layout of the Dissertation

This dissertation is cornposed of six chapters. An extensive review of the literature

is supplied in chap. 2. Full particulars of the experirnental study are documented

in Chap. 3 rvliich irtclude experimental setup, ecluipment, and prelirninary and flnal

results. Objectives A, B and c are deall witlì i this chapter. chapter 4 contaills

details of the numerical stud¡' 6¡ symmetric rod bundle subchalLnels by the flnite

volume method; the goverr.Ling equations, coordinate systen'r transforrnation, nunter-

ical scheme, test results ald final outcotnes are presented Chapter 5 documents the

finite element analysis oÌL flou, through asynr.netric rod bruidle subchaÌnels Finally,

conclusions a.ttd recommendations are given in Chapter 6 Regarding the credibility

of the experimental data, Appendix A presents the error aualysis associated u'ith the

rneasurements of secondar¡' r'elocit¡', The computer code employed in the nunrerical

study reported in Chapter 4 is gii'en il Appendix B'



Chapter 2

Review of Literature

Throrrgltorrt the literature, informalion ou the thermal-fluid aspects of nuclear teac-

tor fuel chanlel design technology is rvidel¡' scattered. Thus, this reYiew is intended

to gather the relevant coutributions ald to drax' a clear picture of the background

for tlte present research

2.1 Scope of the Review

This revierv is lirnited to fu11y developed turbulent flow structure through real and

simulated rod bu dle subchannels, To highìight the preYious studies, the revie$'is or-

gaÌized in terms of experirnental investigations and computational simulations. The

experimental or numerical meihodology and rod bundle geometry in each selected

paper \l¡ere addressed, rvith special emphasis on the results rvith direct relevance

to the three major transport mechaìisms governing subchanuel rnixing, i. e. turbu-

lent difiusion, and turbulent and rnean convection ll the experimental category,

limited attention is givelL to ernpiricai correlation studies about mass and lleat sub-

channel mixiÌg except {or those providing direct linkage bett'een coolant mixiug and

turbulence structure. Iu 'uhe numerical part, papers oniy concerning general model



development or computatioual schemes are excluded'

2.2 Frxp erimental Invest igat ions

Experimental research on fully developed flow through rod bundles cau be traced

back to as early as ihe 1950s. The early experimental studies concentrated on the

overall florv properties such as flor¡, resistance and pressure drop along the mainflou'

direction rvl.rile the crossflow mixil.Lg rvas resolved by various empirical correlations.

Among the numerous correlations of interest are those rvith implicaiions coucerning

the efiect of turbuleÌce and mean conl,ections on coolant florv mixing. Galbraith

and l(tLudseu (1971) performed careful mixing experirnents in a square arra5' rod

bundle u,ith $,ater over a wide ra ge of pitch-to-di ameter ratio (pld) horn I '228 lo

1.011. They observed a negative dependeÌce of the miúng rale upon rod gap size;

surprisingly high niixing rates rl'ere found for very small gaps Such mixi g-rate and

gap-size relationship suggested the presence of some transport mechanism(s) otlier

tlLan lhe conventional turbulence difiusion

Having sensed tlie lack of infornation on local fluid florv, solte rneasuremeuts al

the tine-mean axial velocit¡' level rvere carried out in ihe 1960s Pahner and Srvan-

son (1961) investigaled the meaD axial velocity distribution and the flow resistance

of a triangular array rod bundle rvitli ,pld, : 1.015. The velocity measulements rvete

performed in air ¿t a Reynolds number of 2 x 10a using Pitot and I(iel probes. Ðx-

cessivel¡, large flotv resistances rvere reported for such a tightly packed rod bundle.

The frictio1l factors determined over a Reynolds numbe¡ range o{ 3 x 103 to 3 x 104

s'ere approximately 5% larger than those for smooth pipes. Ðifler and Nijsing (1967)

systematically studied the axial velocity flelds and hydraulic resistaltce of triangu-

J.ar array rod bundles in fuily dei'eloped turbulent florvs. The velocily distributions



were obtained îor pld.:1.0, 1.025, 1.05,1.1, 1.15 in the Reynolds nutnber range from

1.3 x 10a to 5.4 x 10a. Good agreement u'as reported between me¿sured velocity

profiles lLornraì to the u'alls $'ith Reichardt's velocity lalv Fo¡ t\e pf d:7'L5 case,

the friction coefficients after correction for test section rvall efects lvere 15% Iligher

than tlie corresponding values for snooth pipes. Subbotin et al (1971) used triaugu-

lar array bundles tt,tlh pld,: 1.05, 1.10, 1.20 for air florv at Reynolds numbers around

4 x 10a. vel0city and rvall shear stress rreasurements $,ere made using Pitot and

Preston tubes, respectively. Axial velocity profiles norrnal to the u'alls shoived good

agreement tvith Nikuradse's lau,of the rvall. For thecase oIpId. = 1.05,theisoYelsand

the u,all shear stress distribution showed distinct curl'atu¡e suggesting the preseuce

of secondar¡'flot's.

The turning poiIt, rnarking tlie begirtning of inYestigations on sublle turbulelce

structure influences on crossflow nixing process, did not occur until Kjellstróm (1971)

reported his comprehensive study of fully developed turbulent air flo\vs througir a

six-rod bundle of triangular arra¡' rvith pld = 1 217 using liot-rvire anemometer' The

experiments iucluded measurements of friction factors, the distributions of axial and

seco dary flo$' velocities, Reylolds stresses and rvall sliear stresses in the Reynolds

urnber range from S x 104 io 4 x 105. The N,all shear stresses sho$'ed a relativeìy flat

distribution rvith a rnaximum of 3% va¡iatiolL around the average value. Ho\\'ever,

the skervness of the ivall shear stress distribution suggesting the presence of secondary

florvs. Aüempts to rneasure secoÌdary flou, velocities rvere mostiy unsuccessful. The

secondary velocities tvere less than one percent of the aúal velocity rvith considerable

scatter in the data. Turbulence intensity profiles normal to the rvalls rvere found to be

i1 fair agreemeut rvith the data of pipe florv, but the axial velocity distributiotl uormal

to the rvalls did not show complete agreement r'¡itll Niku¡adse's universal velocitS'1arv



Measured Reyuolds stresses and velocity gradients were used to compute local eddy

difiusivities. The resuits showed that morìentum diffusivity is strongl¡' anisotropic

*,ith circumferential difiusivit)' t¡'pically exceeding its radial counterpart by a factor

of 5 near the rvalls. The core flow u'as found nearl¡' isotropic'

Rorve et al (19?a) systemized the argument that macroscopic turbulence structure

influences the trausport processes in rod bundle florv , especiall¡' in gap regions'

LDA rvas used to resolve the mean-r,elocit5' distribution and trvo compouents of the

Reynolds stresses, for developed flo$, of rvater through a square-pitch array rvith

pld : 1.725 and 1.250. Their Reynolds stress data shoR'ed that both the axial

intensity and the intensity parallel to the 1\'alls rvere higher than ill circular tubes.

Tire turl¡ule ce intensities in the axial direction had a relative maximutn on tìre

cerlterlire between subchannel centers and the rod gap, at about 15o to 20o fron

the gap. This relatite maxirnum increased considerably rvith decreasiug relative gap

u,idth or pitch-to-diarneter ratio. The conclusion drarv¡t rvas that n-racroscopic flou'

processes exist adjacent to the rod gap, including secondary florvs and fl611' pulsations

characterized by increased scale and clominaÌt frequency rvith decreasing rod gap

spaci'g. Their rneasured autocorrelation functions for the axial velocit¡' component

confrrmed the existence of significaDt periodic floÏ' pulsations iu the gap legions.

Horvever, in some strongly asymmetric rvall and corner subchannels, the axial intensity

data dicl not shot, an increase but a decrease {or the reduced gap spacing, suggestilLg

the disiinct efect of geometric syrnmetry o11 i¡rtersubchannel mixiug. secondary-

florv cells tvere proposed for rvall and corner subchauneis, based on the distortions o{

the axial turbulence intelsity. such distortions, hott'ever, did not occur in interio¡

subchannels.

Trupp and Azad (1975) performed a detailed study of fully dei'eloped turbulent



ai¡ florv through triangular array rod bundles rvith pld = 1'2,1 35 and 1'5 over a

Reynolds number range of 1.2 x 10a to 8.4 x 10a. Their data include friction faclors,

local .rv¿1l shear st¡esses and the distributiols of mean axial velocit¡" Re]'nolds stresses

aÌd eddy viscosities, Local values of the rvall shear stress around tlie rods were

measured using a flusli-mounted hot-frlm probe and a Preston tube. The results

shor,ç,ed a maximum of 3% variation about the average wall shear stress iu the case

of PID -- 1.20. Secondary flotvs rvere inferred from the skerved wall shear stress and

the axial turbulence i[tensity distributions. Their Reynolds stress data, rT'heu scaled

by the local friction velocity, established sirnilarities ivith the data of circular tubes.

The edd¡. r,jscosit].parallel to the ['alls exceeded the eddy viscosit¡'normal to t]re

s,al1 by a factor o{ at least 2 or 3. Attempts to measure secondary ¡'eiocities using

X-array probes in triangular- arrav rod bundles $,ere unsuccessful and problems due

to geometric imperfectioÌs rvere reported. Also, the velocity proflle normal to the

rvalls shorved poor agreement tvith Nikuradse's uuiversal larv for pipe florv'

carajilescov and Todreas (19?6) investigated the problem of turbulent tYater flo\\'

tlrrouglr the interio¡ subchannel of a triangular rod arra¡' tvilb pld: 1123 using

LDA. Measurements of the distributions of axial velocit5" turbuleÌt kinetic energy

aÙd Reynolds stresses rvere perforrned in tlie Reynolds number range frorn 9 x 103

to 6.5 x 10a. Their Reynolds stress data shorved the turbulence iutensities for flou'

through rod bundles to be simila¡ to tlte data of ci¡cula¡ tubes, if scaled by the local

wail friction velocity. They used the same technique as that of Rog'e et al (1974), but

experimetltal error precluded identification of secondary velocities having a magnitude

less tlraÌ 0.67vo or the bulk velocity. This rvork was extended by Bartzis and Todreas

(1979) and the irnportance of anisotropic viscosities iu rod arrays $'as stressed.

The Reynolds stress data of l(ohav et al (1976) sho$'ed that both the axial i¡rten-



sitl, and the intensity parallel to the rvalls were higher than itl circualr tubes. This

applied particularly to regions close to the gaps betrveen the rods, and betrveeu the

rods and channel walls. They observed a relative maximum of the turbulence iùten-

sities in the axial direction on the centerline betrveen subchanuel centers and the rod

gap, at about 30, from the gap ivhicli confirmed the results of Rowe et al. (1974).

Fakory and Todreas (1979) measured the rvall shear stresses and computed friction

factors in the Reynolds nurnber range from 4 x 103 to 3.6 x 104. The experiments

g,ere perforr¡ed rvith air and the wall shear stresses rvere measured by a Preston

tube. lVall shear stress was found to increase mouotonicall¡' frorn a minir¡um value

at tlre rod gap (0 -- 0 )to a r¡axirnum value at the largest flol' atea (0 : nl6)

rvhich irnplied that secondarl' flou,s exerted little iÌfluence on the rvall sìrear stress

distributio . Thel' also shorved that, for ful\'turbulent flows \\'ith Reyrolds numbers

above I x 103, the normaLized rvall shear distributiols \l'ere esselltially indepetide t

of the Re¡,nolds nutrber. The friction factors cornputed using the average g'all shear

stresses $,ere practically indistinguishable from smooth pipe {riction factors al the

same Reynolds nuluber.

Rehme (1978, 1980, 1982, 1987a) reported a series of hot-l\'ire experirnenls yield-

illg detailed information on turbuleut flo$, structure for $'al1 and corner subch¿nnels

using four rods arranged in line I'ith pld, : I.036 to 1.4. The experiments wele pel-

formed with air florv at Re¡,nolds Ìumbers in the range frolu 6 x 10a to 2 x 105. Most

attention was directed to cases of closely-spaced rod arrays The mean aúal I'elocity

and tvall sh.ear stress distributions sllowed little efect of secoudary florvs. An energetic

and almost periodic azimuthal turbulent-velocity component directed through the gap

go.i,erned the transport processes. The azimuthal turbulelit-velocity conrponent rvas

found not to be associated lvitlì mearÌ-secondary-flou' velocities driYen by Reynolds-
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stress gradients, but rather generated by a incompressible-florv parallel-channel in-

stability. Structural analyses were also performed for certain geometric configura-

tions, The measured large length scales of the axial and azimuthal turbulent-velocity

components relative to the gap x,idth, ernphasized the anisotrop¡' of the turbuleÌt

transport ptocesses in the gaps of rod bundles'

chieng and Lin (1979) performed local veiocity measurernettts ir the outer sub-

chanùels of a OANDU t¡,pe 19 rod bundle placed inside a smooth pipe using LDÀ at

a ReJ,nolds number of 1.89 x 105 in water. Their results shorved higher average and

peak velocities as rvell as steeper velocit¡, gradients in u'all chalurels facing triangular

subchannels as conLpared to geornetricallJ' sin-rilar ones facing square subchannels'

It $,as also claimed that secondary florv velocities rvere rneasured and found to be

negligibly srnall, but no data are presented in the paper'

Ðichhorn et al. (1980) measured the u'all shear stress distribution around the

central rod of a 9 rod square array bundle usiÌLg a flush-nounted hot-film sensor.

The pitch to dian1eter ratio $,as 1.4 and the Reynolds numbers i rvater raÌgecl

from 1.22 x 10a to 3.15 x 10a. Li all cases, the rvall shear stress distributions s'ere

Ìearl¡, silusoidal iu shape s'ith the rlaxima and minima occurring al the maximum

and rninirnum subchalneL spacings, respectively Hence, there rvas no discerniable

presence of secondary florvs. Their data K'hen norrnalized rvith respect to tlie average

rvall shear stress, shou,ed a Reynolds number dependeùce rvhich contradicted the

resuits of Fakory and Todreas (1979). This discrepaucS' *'as attributed to tlie fouling

of the hot-film by naturalìy occurring contaminants in rvater'

For the purpose to determine the effect of the displacement of oue rod in a regular

rod bundle on tlie freld of local time-averaged hydrod¡'namic quantities, Hejna and

Mantilk (1982) used a trianguiar array of 19 rods arranged rvith p/d : 1.17 inside
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a hexa8onal florv cìranne], performed velocity and u'all shear stress measurements in

the Reynolds number range from 3 x 104 to 1.6 x 105. Compared with the regular rod

bundle, a more prolìoultced effect of the secondary florv rras inferred from a number

of anomalies in the rvall shear stress disribution. The most typical efiects include

the 
'rarked 

local minima of the rvall shear stress in rvide parts of the channel and,

conversely, local maxima in narrou, parts of the chaurel and shifts of the maximum

veiocitl, lines. The normalised. N,all shear stress profiles u'ere inse sitive to Reynolds

number variation and rvete skerved suggesting the presence of secondary flows The

distributions of axial velocit5' normal to the walls sho w'ed satisfactory agreernent ivith

Nikuradse's universal larv of the u'all

seale (1982) reported detailed measulenents of mean a.xial and secondary flou'

velocities as rvell as ReyÌolds stresses at a Reynolds nu rber 2 x 10s in a duct that

sinLulated tlre trvo interconnected subchannels of a rod bundle rvith a pld' : I.20

Distributions of the principal Reylolds stresses rormal to tlte duct wall t'ere similar

to those observed ir.L axisyrnmetric pipe flou'. The rnaximun secondary-flos' r'elocities

obtaillecl bJ, the cells circulating iu tlie square cotuers of tlie duct rvere 1 5% of the

bulk axial velocit¡'. Tlie maximum level in tlie sitigle opel rod-gap area ri'as less, beiug

approximately 0.5% of ihe bulk aúal r,elocity. The preselLce of the secorrdary flo$'

cells l,ere also apparent from the rvall shear stress distribution and from tlle distoried

axial velocity and turbulent kinetic energ]' cotttours Althougii particular emphasis

u,as placed on the maintenance of the dimensional acculac]¡ of the test section, such

a channel does llot occur in practical rod bundles and tire secondary flow data t'ere

strongly afiected by the corner of the test section, hence decisive conclusion for rod

bundles should not be developed based on Seale's secondary florv data

Hooper (1980) and Hooper and wood (1984) used square-pitched and six-rod bu[-



dles rvith pfd. tatios of 1.10? and 1.194. Measurements of the mean axial velocities,

¡valL shear stresses and Reynolds stlesses u,ere carried out using Pitot and Preston

tubes, and hot-rvire anemometry. They tvere the first to rneasure all components of

tl.re Reynolds stresses. Their results fo¡ the smaller lap pld = 1.107 shorved that

the shearctres, priri may become signifrcant in the gap region {or small gaps The

departure of the turbulent f.orv structure from axisymmetric pipe florv lvas found to

depend strongl5' on the pfd, nt'io, particularly in the rod gap regiolls For the same

pld ntio, the normalized rvall shear stress distributions around the rods shorved only

a rveak dependence on Reynolds number. In tl.Le case o1 llte pld: 1.194 bundle, tlLe

ryall shear stress distributon attained a peak value at 32' ($'ell before the 45' s5'¡¡-

'retry 
line) but this 1¡,pe of behaviour $,as not observed in the other channel. The

seco¡dar¡,flog, r'elocities could not be measured accurately , hotvever, their attelnpted

observatio¡ together l'ith the turbulenl kinetic erlergy profiles indicated their exis-

tence. N4axitnum axial turbulence inteusit¡' rvas found betl'een 15" to 20" from the

gap and was almost independent of the position norrnal to the rvall. The azimuthal

turbulence intensity had its maximum value directly ill the gap. Moteover, the shear

stress i¡ the direction parallel to the rvall sliorved the nt¿ximum va-lues between 15"

to 20' from the gap

Hooper and Reirme (1984) confirmed the presence of an energetic large-scale and

almost periodic momeltum excha ge process through the gap betrveen rods through

cross-correlation measurements. Both the axial and azimuthal turbulent velocity

components we¡e found to be significantly correlated for a considerable dista[ce from

the gap between the rods. The cyclic momentum exchange process generated by a

pulsating florv betrveen subchannels rvas claimed to be responsible for the increased

levels of axial and azimuthal turbulence intensities in tlie open gap a¡eas of ¡od-bundle



florv.

vouka et a.l (1988), using LDA, successfull5' resolr'ed secondary flow vortices in

trvo regular subchannels of a triangularly arranged bare rod bundle ivith pitch-to-

diameler rrltio pld,: 1.3 under tlie Reynolds number conditions 6.0 x 104 and 1.75 x

105. Olle siugle secondary vortex, having the average ta[gential velocity slightly less

than 0.1% of the mean bulk velocity, lvas resolved per minimurn symmetry sector

of the bundle geometr¡' The secondary vortex velocities, rvhen norrnalized by the

mean friction velocity, turned out to be independent of Reynolds number. Also

the secondar¡' velocity profrles shorved a similar form for both Reynolds numbers

comparing with the null)elous conclusions inferred frorn tlie distortions of mean axial

velocity and other turbule ce quantities, their secondar¡'florv data are amoÌLg the {erv

direct reliable proofs rvhich support the existance of secondary flows in real rod bundle

subchannels.

Re ksizbulut alld Hadaller (1986) performed experimental investigatiol of the

distributions of \r,all sliear stress, mean axial velocity and turbulence intensity in ful\'

developed turbulelt u'ater fl.og' tlirough a six rod bundte (p/d = l'75, sld': 0 62) at a

Re5,nolds number of 5 X 105. Calibrated Prestou tubes I'ere used for the rneasureüre t

of rvall shear stresses. The results shorved ver¡, Iarge \\.all shear stress variations

reaclring l.40% ol the nean values around the rods. Although the secondary florv

velocities were rot measured directly, the skewed $'a11 shear stress proflles together

$,ith the deformed isovels suggest their presence in the corner subchannels However,

thei¡ efiects appeared to be minirnal in the wall and central subcirannels. Mean

axial velocit¡, and turbulence intensity measuremerLts from laser-Doppler velocimetr¡'

indicated that ihe core floN in the central subchannel rvas similar to pipe florv, but

much higher turbulence intensities s,ere encounteted in the 8ap re8iolls. The data
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suggested that, compared to triangular array buudles of nearly equal p/d ratios,

square array rod clusters produce higher turbulence inteÌLsities at the gaps. Also,

their results iudirectlS' supported previous observations that turbulent mixing rate

between adjacent subchanneis l'as rather inselsitive to gap size'

Experimental investiga,tions on the turbulence structure of the flou' tlirougli trvo

asymmetric rod bundles rvere undertaken by Rehme (1987b). The rod bundles were

arranged at pld = 1.148 and sfd, ratios bettveen 1,045 and 1.252. The uarrow rod-

to-.$,a11 gap connecting trvo symmetric subchannels rvhereas the rvide rod-to-rod gap

connecting t$,o asymmetric subchanDels. The experimental results shorved that a

strong mornentum transport existed betrveen the trvo asyrnmetric subcllannels. The

highest mean axial velocit5' of the n¿rrol' subchannel rvas {ound in the gap betlveen

the rods, rather than at the position of largest extent of the cross section of the

subchanuel. The rod rvall shear stress distribution exhibited similar behaviour. The

average rvall shear stress in the narrol subchannel s'as smaller than that in the

u,ide subchannel. Tlie axial turbulence intensit¡' reached high levels on ihe line of

maximum norlral distance from the l,alls at about 30' from the gap betrveen the

rod and channel rvalls in the narrow subchanÌels. The axial intensit¡' increased rvith

decreasing tuf d rulio or decreasing gap width. The turbuleuce intensitv parallel to

tlre ivalls also increased rvitli decreasing u: f d, rutio along the line of maximum ttormal

distaÌce from the rvalls in the region of the rod-to-rvall gap, Hou'ever, the highest

values were found directly in the gap. High turbulence intensities in the symmetric

gap were attributed to a periodic florv pulsation across the gaps betrveen neighbouring

tl,o syrnmetric subchannels rvhereas those in the asyrnmetric gap lvere attributed to

motnentum transport bet*'een trvo as¡'mmetric subchantlels No evidence of secondary

flou' rvas me¡rtioned.
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Möller (1991) investigated the macroscopic flow pulsations systematically using

the same s'all-bounded rod arral¡ as Rehme (1987a) Data I'ia liot-t'i¡e measure-

ments r¡,ere evaluated to obtain energy spectra as well as aulocorrelations and ctoss

correlations. The dominant frequeucy of the florv pulsatiou rvas fouùd to be a function

of gap spacing and Reynolds number. strong florv pulsations s'ere found to persist for

a rod gap with pld, r,alue as lorv as 1.007. This work Ìi'as recently analysed by Rehme

(1gg2) and a simple correlation of mixing factor rvhich claimed to be applicable for

any gap geometry u'as developed.

2.3 Computational Sirnulation

The evolutionary nature of numerical studies couducted iu the area o{ full¡' devel-

oped turbulent flou' through rod bundle subchanlels, like its experimental counter-

part, has seen a progessive move torvards the modelling of the combined effect of tlie

three ¡rajor tra¡sport mechanisms. The first generation of predictions in geueral iD-

volved nany sinplications ilLcluding ignoring cross-plane flo\\'s or allolving indirectl¡'

in some way fo¡ their efects. Bender alld S$'itick (1968) presented a Ìrethod to deter-

mine the tn'o- dimensional axial velocit¡' distribution {or an infinite triangular arra¡'

rod bundle. In tliis method, turbulent monentum transport rvas directl¡' calculated

via a mixing length theory based on actual flo$' geometry. The velocity solutiou

rvas determined b),iteration bettveen the momentum equation and the defir'rition o{

turbulent momentum diffusivity. This method did not allow for secondary flori's ancl

hence predicted the local rvall shear stress to monotonically ilcrease from the gap to

the posìtion facing th subchannel aúal centerline.

The first simulations of tlie fuil three-dirnensional florv fie1d including secondary

florv fo¡ rod bundle geometry are those o{ carajilescov and Todreas (1976). Ttvo
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equilateral triangular arrays rvith ,pld :1.2L7 and 1.123 rvere examined. They es-

sentiaily applied the stream functiol and vorticity formulatiou and algebraic stress

model proposed by Launder and Ying (1973). The vorticit¡' production due to shear

stresses was neglected and their orvn enrpirically derived length scale rr'as used A

polar cyclindrical mesh was employed in the calculatio t'ith special boundary ce1ls

at non-orthogonal intersectious. Trvo ceils of secondary flotl u'ere predicted in each

subchannel. Predicted axial velocity were compared rvith LDA measurements. The

distortions of axial velocity contours and rvall shear stress distribution rvere attributed

to secondary flou'.

Trupp ald Al¡, (1979) colducted a thorough numerical study on the secondary

flo\, fields and other turbulence quantities for infinite equilateral triangr'rlar arra¡'s

havittg pfd, rarge {rom 1.35 to 1.12. Again, the stream function/vorticily scherne

and one equation Launder and Ying model $,as.adopted ivith the inclusion of both

riormal and shear stress contributioDs to vorticity productio . For all the cases, the

secorrdarS,flolr,lr,asfoundtobeasirrglecellofcirculatiolrforeachprirrrar¡'flo.rvcell

of a subchanneÌ. Tl.Le strength of the secondar), flo$'increased lvith ReyÙolds numbet

but d.ecreased tvith rod spacing. The predicted $'aLl shear stress variations and axiaì

'elocity 
and turbulence kinetic energy distributions ofiered good comparisons with

existing experimental data. An important step lvas takeù on investigating the efiects

of anisotropic eddy viscosities on turbulence structures through rvhich tlLe¡' concluded

that the efiects of anisotropic eddy viscosities on the rvalì shear stress distributions

were very similar to the efects provided by secondary florv'

continued efforts on the prediction of secondary florv in infinite equilateral tri-

angualr array and fiÌite seven rod cluster rvere made by Bartzis and Todreas (1979)

and Benodeker and Date (1979), respectivell'' Ilì botli cases the À - e trvo equation
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turbulence model and the Launder and Ying model were used, together rvith po-

iar cylindrical meshes. Predicted secondary flo$' patterns appeared to be far from

those expected, rvith up to three circuìation cells in a subchannel for tl.re geometr¡'

of Bartzis and Todreas (1979). seale (1982) studied the secondar¡' florv and other

turbulence structures in a simulated rod bundle. A fairly coarse cartesian mesh rvith

step approximation on curved rvalls and empirical stress distributions based on his

measurements R,ere used, together with simulated turbulence kinetic energy profiles

instead of the Launder and Ying stress model. The predictioìs obtailed compared

favourably rvith the measurernents. In ali e$ort to avoid any geometric compromise

on subchannel boundaries, Rapley and Gosman (1986) used an orthogonal curviìin-

ear mesh based SIÀ{PLE method to stud¡' secondrLr¡' flolvs in ilLflnite triangular arra}'

rod bundles with lhree difierent gap spacings, pld,:1.2,1.123 and 1.06. Launder

and Ying algebraic stress model and the À - e difierential equation tu¡bulence model

u,ere employed, Their predictions for diflerent rod spacings agreed x'ith existing ex-

perime tal fiÌdings. A single circulation of secolldary flotY $'as predicted for botll

,pld = L06 and 1.123. Irr comparisoÌ, an additional rninor swirl near the gap was

predicted for the case ol p I d = 1.20, and its iÌfluence rïas claimed to be trival. The

sirnulated rod bundle geometry of seale (i982) x'as reexamined b¡. Demuren (1991)

using his algebraic stress model derived b)' simplifying model transport equatious

for the individual Reynolds stress. A non-orthogonal grid based SIMPLE numerical

scheme rvas employed. Results essentially the same as those of seale (1982) t'ere

obtained.

while nume¡ous nurnerical studies have beeu conducted in ihe simulation of tu¡-

buleDt difiusion by small scale eddies and mean convection by seco dary flow in rod

bundle subcha¡ rels, progress ili the rnodelling of the transport efect by large-scale
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cross-gap eddy motior.L, i.e. turbulent convection u'hich was experimentally studied

by Hooper and Rehme (19Sa) is very limited. The only kno*'u attempt so far is that

due to Lemos (1988). He tried to describe turbulence transport across closel5'spaced

rod bundie subchaùnel bouùdaries through an algebraic stress model which involves

an approximation of the full transport equatioÌL for individual stress component. The

coupling betrveen the axial and lateral stresses at the gap region \i'as suggested to be

a function of the tu¡bulence production and dissipation through the modellilg of the

wall correction to the pressure-strain correlation. The full system of equtions were

not solved. (inctuding equations for fr aÙd e). Prediction rvas achieved through the

prescriptiorr of ratio of turbulence production and dissipatio . comparisols betlveen

predictions atld tlie experiments of Hooper and Rehme (1984) s'ere onlv fairly good

2.4 Remarks

Experimental and numerical researches oÌ full¡' dsl'6lsped turbulent florv through

rod bundle subchannels are no\\' at the stage that ï'hile sufficient toutitte rneasure-

melts and simulations have been dotte, a cotlcensus still remaius to be reached regard-

ing the transport b¡' turbulence and mean convection in gap regions Cont¡oversies

seem to be centered around several points,

Regarding the existence of the flotv pulsation induced large-scale cross-gap eddy

motion, recent experimental evidence rvas almost exclusively collected from the

simulated rod-bundle subchannels at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research center

(Rehrne (1982), Hooper and Rehme (1934) and Möller (1991)) Further exper-

iurental corroboration from other laboratories is desirable'

The author believes that there must exist trvo threshold gap size values $'ithilt
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which turbulence kinetic energ]¡ will vary rvitli gap spacing Beyond the upper

1imit, subchannel mixing is governed b5' gradient-type turbulent difusion. Be-

1o\\,the lorver iimit mixing is dominated by larniùar diffusion. In otirer rvords,

the occurrence of large-scale cross-gap eddy motion, if it indeed truly exists as

such, is confined to a specifrc range of gaps'

3. Regarding symmetric (homogeneous) vetsus asymnetric (heterogeneous) sub-

channeÌs, to rvhat extent is tu¡bulence convection (by large eddies) influenced

by tl.re abse[ce or presence of net mean convection by secondary florvs? on the

other hand, do secondar¡' florvs significantly penetrate the asyrnmetric boundary

of tw,o adjacelt heterogeneous chauuels?

4. sillce the rnajority o{ the existilg turbu]ence models are colstructed on the basis

that transport is gradient-type difusio[, the inclusion of the iron-gradient-type

turbulence convection ì the nurnerical sinulatioli poses a challenging problem.

It is hopeful that this research will contribute tori'ards clarifying lhese issues.
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Chapter 3

Measurements of Turbulence
Structures in Simulated
Rod Bundles

T1.," ""1r"ri-.r,is 
describe¿ i' this chapter rvere desig'ed to exami'e fully de'eloped

turbulence structures in the simulated rod bundles {ormed b5' a rod-trapezoidal duct'

particular emphasis rvas placed oÌ the study o{ the depeÌdence of large-scale cross-

gap eddy motion on rod-to-rvall gap spacing some attention'çvas also giveti to the

exarnination of the variation of secondary flol\' iu diferent rod orientations. witli a

single rod sy rrnetrically mounted iÌ a trapezoidal duct to simultaueously achieve a

srnall bottom rod.-to-rvall gap and a correspondingly larger top one, it t'as expected

that axial turbulence intensity rvould exhibit uncolventional boundary layer bel.Lar'-

ior in the bottom gap region provided this gap spacing rvas small enough to fuifil

some kind of geometric requirement. Theu, rvheù the rod was systernatically moved

vertically upward, the distinct region was expected to tralLsfer accordingly from the

bottomtotlretopregiorr.Witliprogressivetodmovementupt'ard,thetrendcouldbe

tested until extremely small iop gaps made any large-scaJ.e eddy motion betrveel ad-

jacent subchannels impossible. It tvas also intended to gain knorvledge on the impact

of subchalurel homogeneity on the eistence of turbulence convection by measuring
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the turbulence structure for as5'mmetric rod setting rvith respect to tlie duct symme-

try line. Other objectives rvete to correlate spectrum measureltLent results rvith flow

and geornetric conditions as rvell as providing reliable secondar]'florv pattern for the

present simulated rod bundle subchannels (rod-trapezoidal-duct )'

3.1 Experimental APParatus

3.I-.1 'Wind T\rnnel and Test Section

The rvind tunùel, up to the test sectionof tìre current rvork, rvas that used pre-

r,iouslybyTrupp(1973)andlaternrodifiedbyGerrard(1976)'Constructiondetails

of this open circuit node rviud tuunel lvere {ully described b¡' Aly (1977) Isothermal

atrnospheric air \-as blorvu through the tunnel and discharged to atlnosphere at the

exit o{ the test-section. As already mentioned, the present simulated rod bundel \'as

basically achieved by mounting a rod illto an existing trapezoidal duct to simultane-

ously produce four subchannels bridged by top, bottom and two side gaps The duct'

ivhich had been used by Khaìifa and Trupp (1988), consists of a rvooden etttrar.Lce

lengtlr (2.40 m Ì 1.0 mm) and a frnal precision acrylic section (2 '44 n + 0 25 rnm)'

Actually, this trapezoidal duct \ïas obtained frorn an equilateral triaÌgular duct (Aly

et al. 1978) by irrstalling an isosce]es frllet at the upper vertex of the triaÌLgle. Layout

of tlie rvind tu nel, as tvell as the rvooden entrance and test sections are illustrated

in Fig. 3-1. The acrylic rod rvas made up of three sections ri'ith outside diameter

of50.8mm*0'2mm.Thetopandbottonrduciwalller-rgtlrswereS0.8mmand

127.0 mm, and ilre irrclined duct rva]l lengtlr rvas 76.2 mm. Variations in the side-

rvall lelgths rvere less ihan * 0.25 mm and f 0.10 mm for the acrylic and rvooden

sections, respectively. Ðquivalent hydraulic dianeter D¡ of the cross-section $'as 31 4

mm. The cross-section of the simulated rod bundle is schernatically shorvn in Fig 3-2
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0.0<g<1ó.2

adjustable

Figure 3-2 C¡oss-section of the test rig



and detailed dimensions and other geometric properties of the rod-trapezoidai duct

are listed in Table 3-1

Table 3-1: DimensiotLs of tlie Rod-trapezoidal Duct

bottom duct rvall 127.0 mm inclined duct wall 76.2 mm

top gap size range 0.0 - 15.2 mm area 3844.1 mm2

perimeter 489.8 mm hydraulic diameter 31 4 mm

In order to provide the longest possible enttance length and easy access, the

measuring statiou r¡'as located 20.0 mm upsttealu from the open eÌd of the ducl'

Tlris location correspouded to a distance of about 1'õ4.() Dh from tìre test section ililet

and 77.6 D¿ froÌr the beginnilg ofthe acrylic duct. The rod positiol rvas attained alìd

held usitg screws in a three-j a\,-chuck arrangement iÌ the *'ooden entrance section

and in the acrylic test section a single vertical support pin rvhich rvas located 41 2

,å upstream of the rneasuring statioti The diameter of each support pil rvas 1 50

mm. Possible blockage efect by the rod support/spacer structure $'as investigated

and results are documented in Sectiou 3.2 4

P¡ovision for axial pressure gradient measurenteltts rvas made by locating static

taps at 152.4 mm intervals along the duct length. Taps in the t'ooden section consisted

of 0.8 mm holes driiled rnidrvay across the base. Iu lhe plastic section, piezometric

rings were formed by joining 0.6 lnm squale edge holes ìocated in the middle of each

rvall. connecto¡s for the manometer tubing rvere epoxied in 8 nm holes driiled behind

the small diameter holes



3.1.2 Instrumentation

A Pitot tube rvith outside diameter of 1.07 nLm and having inside to outside diam-

eter ratio of 0.714 u,as used to calibrate the hot wire system. Pressure readings were

taken using a Betz Projection X{anometer rvhich had a range of 0 - 400 mm HzO and

alt accuracy of * 0.05 mm HzO. Reynolds number rvas evaluated from the mean axial

vel0citJ, obtained by integrating the Pitot tube data Turbulence measurements rvere

made tvith linearized constallt temperature hot-wire aÌemometer(DANTEC 55M01).

This sytem rvas operated in conjuction rvith a DISA 55P11 single t'ire alld a DISA

55P61X-probe.TlreancillaryequipmentcorrsistedofDISAssD3Srmsvoltmeter,

DISA 55D31 digital voltmete¡ and DISA 55 turbulence plocessor. Data reductiou

from l.rot-rvire experirnents rr,as performed according to Larvrt (1969) and Vagt (1979).

For spectral arralysis, a I(RoHN-HITE mode] 3700 band.pass filter rvitlr cutofi fre-

quelìcy accuracy of 5 per ce t $,as used. All hot tvire probes t'ere calibrated in situ

agaiust tLe Pilot tul¡e located at the subchannel geometric central regioD $'itll max-

imum axial velocit¡'. A static calibration {or the DANTÐC 55M01 systern rvith t}re

DISA 55D10 lilearizers co¡sisted of multipoints over a narro\l' ratlge. A set of typical

caiibratior results is presented in Fig.3-3 for the DISA 55P61 X-probe'

overall average friction velocity $,as obtained by averaging the local u'aIl shear

st¡esses from a Preston tube. The proper use of a Preston tube to determine rvall shear

stress, involves trvo nominal prerequisites; viz, the existence of a log iarv region aud a

probe size sufficiently small so as to be totally (or at least, largely) immersed in the

log la.n,region. The current Preston tube was small: 1.07 mm o. D. with 0.714 radius

ratio. Measured near-tvall mean axial t elocity distributiols (in directions norma] to

the duct rvall or the rod), presented in section 3.2.1, rvere found to be log lalv. Also

siùce secondary Lo*,s n,ere expected to be small, the rvall shear stress direction ahvays
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essentially coincides rvith the aúal (z) direction. Overall, the use of the Preston tube

rvas considered appropriate in this study

Measurements u,ere conducted on the basis of a Carlesian coordinate system (Fig.

3-2). Accurate relative positioning of eiiher a Pitot tube or a hot-rvire probe u'as

achieved using a traversing mechanism havilg resolutions of 0.01 mm in both hor-

izontal (x) and vertical (y) direction. Furiher details of the traversiÌg mechanism

u,ere documented bY AIY (1977).

3.1.3 Secondary Flow and Experimental Uncertainties

Measurements of éecondary florv by Ìriniature DISA 55P61 X-probe {ollo$'ed tlie

basic procedures followed b¡, A\, et al. (1978) and by Khalifa and Trupp (1988) for

the equilateral triangular cluct alid trapezoidal duct, respectiYelJ'. Horvever, in vielï

of the conparative smallness of the present geometry and hence the associated steep

mean velocity gradients, a compensation tecl.Lnique rvas applied to the secondary flov'

lneasurernent. After measuremenls tvere cornpleted ü'ith one of the ts'o wires for

o'e traverse, the x-probe rvas moved the (measured) *'ire-separation distance so as

to locate the second rvire to the sarne position as the first rvire for the subsequent

repeating traverse. Nlore details about the secondary flo$' measulement technique

can be found in Appendix A.

Given the fact that hot wire measurement is such a sensitive and intricate tech-

nique, ii is quite natural that one inherert problem always associated rvith the ap-

plicatio[ o{ hot rvire anemometry is the estimation of experimenta] error. In this

reseatclL, experimental etrors were estirnated using the method of Yavuzkurt (1984)

and vagt (1979). such estimations rvere exemplified by a thorougir error analysis on

the rneasurement of secondary velocities that is documented in Appendix A. certain

doubt ma¡, a¡ise on ihe applicability of ihe small signal assumption related to the

ta



linearization of the hot-rvire response to turbulence fluctuation. According to Hinze

(1g75), even though the truly correct rneasurement of turbulence of high intensity is

nearly impossible, ii is sti1l permissible to use the lillear relations to nteasute florvs

ri,itlr a turbulence intensity of up to 20 or 25 per cent if erro¡s of 10 per cettt are

acceptable, rvhich is the case of the present experiment Table 3-2 summarizes all the

error estirnations for measured quantities in this research'

Table 3-2: Summary of Experimental Uncertainttes

--M.a.*ããì,,atttity Uttc"ttuint)'gttimot"
---4rz{ +16%'r ' 

+5%

\,'",a

vi

,u't ,
1).¡ Ua

k
î2u", úzW

+2%
+1%

+47%-
+6%
+L2%
+r2%
+22%

z t0.1 mm
x.1' 10 01 mm

3.2 PreiiminarY Results

Priortourrdertakirrgdetailedturbulerrcestructuremeasurenterrts,tlreapparatus

was investigated for existence of log-larv near rvall aúal velocity distribution, estab-

lishme¡rt of full¡'developed flow conditions, disturbance of rod support pin and flou'

symmetry.Alltlrepreliminarytestsrverecorrductedatbotlrthetneatrvelocit¡'and

turbulence levels and by checking the locai rvall shear sttess ovel the entire duct and

rod perimeter.

3.2.1 Existence of Log-Iaw
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Legend

O traverse 1 (from duct wall); ui* = 1 13 m/sec

O traverse 2 (from duct ivall); oi," = 1 27 m/sec

Patel (1965): V,lai..= 5'ö0log(' - 5 a5

Re = 52,799

sld = r.220

15.0

r€
è

l>
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l>

10.0

0.0
1"0 10.0 100 0 1000'0

{- =ria'-tlv

Figure 3-4 Check of existence of the log-larv of wall



One of the prerequisites for the proper use of a Preston tube to measure *'all

shear stress is tlie existeuce of the logJarv for the near-*'ail axial velocity distribuiion;

such semi-empirical formula is aLso an essential bouÌdar¡' conditiol for tl.re numerical

simulation rvhich follorvs later. In vie$' of these necessities, in this research, near-

rva.il aúal velocity measurements rvere conducted ri'ith a flat-nosed Pitot tube which

was capable of approachiÌg to 0.1,5 r-nm from the rvali. Fig. 3-4 compareé the log-lau'

obtained by Patel (1965) (rvhich has been rvidely used to calibrate Preston tubes) rvith

the present neasurements along top and side gap traverses Table 3-3 summarizes

fi..i,e correlation results based on data collected from three representative ttavetses

rvhich are scher-natically shown in the descriptive flgure associated tvith Fig 3-4. It

was {ound that Paiel's correlatioD (A : 5.50 and B : 5.45) ofiered a reaso abl¡'

good average approxir:ratiol for all the prese t correlations (maxilnum deviatioli 10%

occurring at top gap), hence it was later used iu tlie calibr¿tion o{ the Preston tube

and in the description of rvall functio¡rs for numerical strrdies'

Table 3-3: Sarnple Near-rr'all Axial Velocity Distributions
Form:T.f u;." = A log {" i B
sld : L220, Re : 52,700

Number \4¡a1l Rod A B ilr range data pts (%)+
.ss

20 f.i3
i.50

31 2.01

3 x 5.53 5.10 500 15 0 98

;ñA tt t P**"ttg"
ol the average (Í "lrf"") in tlie rauge

3.2.2 Proof of DeveloPed Flow

As stated, the rneasurinS station rvas located 154.0 D¿ lrom the test section inlet,

77.6 D¡rtomthe begin ing of the acrylic duct and about 20.0 mm fro¡n the discharged

1 x 7.51 4.66 150

2 x 5.7L 5.52 603

2 x 5.85 5 49 170



end of fhe test section. The entrance length required for fully developed conditions

depends ou the geometr)' and entÌance conditions' Trupp and Azad (1975) reported

that rod bundle geometries tend to require a short elttrauce length to reach fully

developed state (16 D¡ for their triangular array rod bundle). In the preliminary

tests, mean axial velocity (V,) ald the normai and shear stresses, ãl and 2,u", rvere

measured along different streamwise positions to check ihe axial gradient vanishnents

of tlrese variables (Ôølaz = 0). Longitudinally, probes rvere initially positioned at

the duct eút (z = 0.0) and after measurements on the point corresponding to the

calibration position were performed, t1ie5' were moved axially upstream to another

cross section. Test results summarized in Table 3-4 clearly illdicate that tìre flow at

the measuri]ìg station l\,as essentially fully developed, This conclusio u'as reinforced

by tlre perfect linearitl' of the aúal pressure gradient (AFlAz = const) starting as

early as the begin ing of the acrylic duct. comparison betrveen the data at the duct

exit and at the measuring statioù revealed a d there $'as lìegliSible influence from

any possible end-blockage efect.



Table 3-4: Check of Flow Development and Ðnd Blockage

sld, : 1.220, Re = 52'700

x = 35.56 mm, J = 18 82 mm

Tn^ f.ø' ;"t,- 
-"*tr'0.00 24.85 r.L4 0.005

0.08 24.85 1,.t4 0.005

0.16 24.85 1.14 0,005

0.24 24.85 1.15 0.006

0.32 24.85 1.14 0.005

0.40 24.85 7.14 0.005

0.48 24.85 r.74 0.004

0.56 24.85 1.14 0.005

0.64+ 24.85 1.14 0.006

0.88 24.85 1.14 0.005

7.20 2+.85 1.13 0.004

1.60 24.8í' I'14 0 005

2.00 24.85 1.14 0.005

2.40 24.85 1.15 0.005

2.80 24.85 1.14 0.003

3.20 24.85 1.14 0.005

3.60 24.85 1.13 0,006

4.00 24.85 1.14 0.0Û5
+ Measuring station

3.2.3 FIow SymmetrY

The simulated rod bundle u'as formed bJ' nrounting a rod symmetrically (on\'

in one case asymmetrically) rvith respect to the trapezoidal duct axis. symmetries

of florvs in adjacent homogeneous subchannels n'ere investigafed in each rod setti g

case by checking the values of mean axial velocity, local wall shear stress aùd axial

tu¡bulence intensity betrveen symmetric points. Fig. 3-5(a,b) compales the local rvall

shear stress distributions on tlie duct u,all and rod surfaces for the rod setting s/d

:1.220. Maximum point deviation (1.2%) from symrnetry occurred or.r the inclined

duct rvall tvhe¡e 10ca1 maxima rvere attained. It rvas also foutld that difereuces
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in mean axial velocity aDd axial turbulence intensity rvere less than 1.0% and 2.!To,

respectively. Results for other geornetric settiÌrgs shorved the same order of deviations

rvith a slight tendency of higher asymmetry towards srnall s/d ratio settings'

3.2.4 Support Pin Disturbance

Attainment of a desired rod position in the trapezoidal duct *'as achieved by using

screws in a three-j arr-chuck arrangement in the tvooden enttance section and a single

vertical support pin in the acrylic section. The last rod support pin was located 41.2

,À upstream of the measuring station. Possible disturbance from tile support pin

rvas i.r,estigated by inserting a test pin between the rneasuring station and the actual

support piu. This extra test pin had the same diameter as ihe support pin (1.50 rnm

o. D, ) and its distalce rras 24.8 ,,¡ upstreanì of the neasuring station. l'Ieasuremenls

on axial velocity, rvall shear and. axial turbulelce intensity lvere conducted be{ore and

after tire installation of the test pin. Table 3-5 presents data to allot' cornparisons of

bottom duct x,all shear stresses and axial turbulence intensities. It t'as found that

the difierences for rt, and t-,i rvere rvithin 0.5% and 1.0%, respectivel)'. No measu¡able

diflerence coulcl be derected lor I',.

.10



Table 3-5: Check of Support Pin Disturbance
slð. = 1.220, Re = 52,700

r-:bottorn
u',: xfb -- 0 0, Y/h = 0 03

xlb r.lr
0.00
0.04

0.08
0.12 0.84

0.16 0.86

0.20 0.90

0.24 0.95

0.28 q 99

0.32 1.04

0.36 1.11

0.40 1.77

0.44 1..23

0.48 r.27
0.52 1..28

0.56 1.26

0.60 1.23

0,64 1,19

0.68 1.14

0.72 1.07

0.76 0.99

0.80 0.92

0.84 0.87

0.88 0.83

0.92 0.75

0.96 0.58

1.00 0.49

u ,lu ''"1*
1.65

1.bb

0.84 1.7t
0.86 1.78

0.89 1.83

0.95 1.91
noo 10á

1.05 1.98

1.11 2.01

1,18 2.01

r.23 1.98

t.27 1.98

1.29 1,97

1.26 1.98

1.24 2.02

1.19 2,09

1.15 2.17

1.07 2.07

1.00 1.94

0.92 1.82

0.87 t.72
0.83 1.63

0.75 1.48

0.58
0.49

ll l)

b0

tz
78

84

1.91

1.94

1.98

2.02
2.02
1.98

1.98

r.97
1.98

2.04
2.1.0

2.t2
2.08
1.94

1.82
'1..72

1.63

1.48

JD



3.3 Experimental Results

Five rod settings, (four symmetric v,itlr respect to tlie duct axis), .rvere chosen ilr

this researclt for the purpose of studying turbulelLce convection in different rod-to-

wall gap regions of various dimensions. It is conventional to express rod-to-rvall gap

spacing in terms of a nondimensional ratio s/d named as the rvall-to-diameter ratio as

illustrated in Fig. 3-2. The geometric parameters corresponding to the five settings,

together rvith ReyÌolds number and average frictiorL velocities, are tabulated in Table

3-6. For the sake of consistency, all wall-to-dianreter ratios, s/d, rvere deduced rvith

reference to the top gap, hence it sìlould be uoted that a large s/d represents a small

bottom gap and vice .r,ersa. In the case of the asyrnmetric rod setting with respect

to the duct axis, the bottom and left-side gaps have the same dimension, 4 0 mm'

Both the t¡,pical vertical ar.Ld horizontal distalces betrveen neighbouring rneasuring

positions on the test section are 10 nrn

Table 3-6: SuurnLary of Ðxperimeutal Conditiols

A Ln 62.0 1.220 1.2+ 52'700
'2.19
4L2

.Case g (mr.tr

B 4.0 54.8 1.078 1 30 55,200 161

c 3.0 53.8 1.059 L.26 54,200

D 1.0 51.8 1.020 r.26 55,200

tt7
zlb

E 17.2 62.0 1..220 0.55 2i,300 183

b: estimated locai wall shear stress

c: asymrnetric, bottom gap size equals to left-side gap size, I : 4 0 mm

d: evaluated for ihe left-side gaP

Experiments performed in cases A to D s'ere aimed at exanining the variation of

turbulence convection {,ith ilie cirange of gap sipe. It should be noted tliat the top



and bottom gap sizes in case A rvere interchanged in case B The extremely small

topSapincaseDwasusedasatrialr,aluefortlrecriticalgapsizebelorvrvlriclr

possible coherent relationship betrveen adjacent subchanÌLels rvas cut ofi The study

ofReynoldsnumberdeperrdencerr'asmadepossibletlrrouglttlrecomparisorrbetrveen

case A and E.

3.3.1 Turbulence Intensities

The turbulent velocity component in the longitudinal z-direction was measuted

rvith a normal hot-tvire and the results rvere double checked ri'ith X-probe. The trvo

sets of data gave idetrtical trends and any quantitative discrepancies betu'een them

n,ere rvithir 1.5%. The existence ol a distinctive patch o{ }righ axial turbulence in-

telsity, and its migration in the cross-section u'ith change in rvall- to-diameter ratio

s/d, is clearly illustrated in llie nolLdimensional contour plots of øi/o" shoivn in Fig.

3 6(a) (d). For the case of a srnall bottom gap (slð' -- 1' '220, Case A), u'"f a- dìsfti-

butions are fairl¡' norural, (apart frorn obvious distortions caused by secondary flou'

con'ection) rvith ole rnajor exception. A region rvith unusual ,i/1r' dittrib..tiott .an

easily be discer ed ear the small bottolr gap betrveeÌ Ú : 30' and 60" In this

distinctive orea, r',f ," increases radially from the vicinity of the rod surface up to ap-

proximately the subchannel center correspondiùg to this radial direction. The peak

magnitude oî u',fu- in this spot regiolÌ surPasses those iu any other regions of the

rvhole flo*, cross-section (except, of course, for perhaps \¡ery near $'alls where mea-

surements could not be made). It should also be noted that rvhen normalization is

made using local friction velocities zio" instead of the overall average values o-, the

resulting contour plots preserve tlie basic pattems as in Fig. 3-6 wiih only slight

changes in magnitude. The depeÌdence of the unusual axial turbulence iÌrtensity

dist¡ibution ol rod-to-rvall gap spacing is illustrated by comparing Fig 3-6(a) and
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Fig. 3-6(b), noting that the bottom gap spacing in Fig S-6(a) is equal to the top

gap spacing in Fig, 3-6(b) (both 4.0mni). The shift of the liigh-iùtensit¡' region from

between 0 = 30 and 60' to d = 80' and 130' indicates that its existerce is tightly

related to relative gap size. Ttvo other notable features are the relative invariance of

tlre peak magnitud.es or u'.fa- in these two cases and the larger area of the distinctive

region in the latter case. Also u,hereas turbulence intensities are fairly simila¡ in the

regions immediately adjacent to the trvo (small) 4 mm gaps) turbulence intensities

are quite different in the vicinity of the two (large) 11 2 mm Saps These diferences

in overall structure for the larger gaps indicate a strong efect of the charurel rvalls

rvhich are diferent in both cases A comparision o{ Figs 3-6(b) aud 3-6(c) indicates

that tlrere is au increase iù magnitude of the axial turbulence intelsity t:'"ftr vith

decreasilrgrod-to-l.al]spacirrgs.Asliglrtdecreaseinrod-to-rvallgapspacirrg(frolrr

4.0 mm to 3,0 rnm) markedlS' enhanced the level oi t'"f a-, especially in the peak

region. This tre¡d is in agreernent ri'ith tliose reported by Rorve et a1 (1974)' and

by Hooper and Rehme (1984) i\{ore importantly, the question as to t'hether or not

tlle above trend continues to extremely small gaps, is anst'ered by cornparing Fig'

3-6(c) and 3-6(d) \\¡liereas Fig 3-6(c) (s : 3 o mm) has an ob'ious aivpical axial

turbuletice intensity distribution, no unusual distribution ol u'"fa" can be discerned

inFig.3-6(d)(g=1'0mm)AccordingtoHinze(1975)'fornoderateflorvvelocities

(not much greater than 100 m/s), the smallest space scale or eddy rvill be Ìrardly less

than 1mm, i.e. the gap size for Fig. 3-6(d). This implies that tlie small gap for

Fig. 3-6(d) renders the coherent connection between the two adjacent subchannels

practically in{easible. At the same tirne, it appears very possible that the existence

of the unusual r.ri /r; 
- distribution is related to cross-gap edd¡' motion which applies

only lo cases of moderately small gaps
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Figure 3-6 Contours of axial tu¡bulence intensity u'/u'
(a) Case A; (b) Case B; (c) Case C; (d) Case D; (e) Case F



Fig. 3-6(e) gives the contour plots of a',fu- Io the asymmetric rod setting (Case

F, g = 4.0 mm, bottom and left-side). The distortions in the contours of the right-

half of the flow cross-section are similar to those in Fig. 3-6(a) whicli has the same

bottoÍr gap size (4.0 mm), suggesting similar secondarS,florv patterns. Quite obvious

is the difierence betrveen the two sides of the botiom gap in Fig. 3-6(e) rvtrere r.,i /2, " in

the right (rvith the large subchannel size) shori's an unconventiolal distribution, but

in the left (rvith small subchannel size) the axial turbulence intensitS' distribution is

quite conventional. In the left-side gap area) the local subchannel maximum of u'.fa-

value o{ (2.1) occurs not right in the gap but slightly aside from it to¡r'ards the bottom

corner subcharurel rvhich is relatively large in size compared to the top subchannel.

Tl.Lis suggests the possible influe ce of cross-gap eddy motio¡.. CoÌrparison of Fig.

3-6(a) and (e) (same g/d) only ofiers a gray picture regarding the depe dence of axi al

turbuleuce intensity on subchannel/symmetrl'

Normalized turbulelt velocitJ, components in the horizortal (x) direciion oi/z- are

giveD in Fig. 3-7(a)-(e). Ii is noted that the direction of this component is tangential

to the top ald bottom gaps, therefore, the term azimuthal intensity is occasionally

used to denote rji i a broad sense. For cases A to D, results along four represe]ìtative

traverses are shoÏ,n in Fig. 3-7(a)-(d), and for asymmetric case F, contour plots are

presented. The most notable feature in Fig. 3-?(a), rvhere s/d : 1.220, are the high

levels of zf/r,," that are attained in the bottom gap. Here u',fu- levels reached as high

as 2.3, exceeding those for ,'"fu" (L"s than 1.6) in Fig. 3-6(a); This experimental

evidence is a strong indication of the existeltce of an energetic cross-gap eddy motion.

Hooper and Rehme (1984) reported, for a rod-to- rvall gap *'ith similar size to case

B (S/d = 0.071 instead of 0.078), that u',f u- reached about 2 0 right in the gap,

rrl1iclr also exceeding ll.rcu u',fu- about (1.7) at the sarne place. Ho$'ever, flie results



{or the othe¡ three traverses for Cases A and B are more typical of non-circular

duct florvs. The large bulge in the celLtral part of the bottom traverse for case B is

partl5,due to the large flos, cross area it occupies and to the transport by secolLdars'

florv. The parabola-shaped ,i/2" distributio's alo.g the t'rvo ce't¡al traverses are

essentially similar to that of pipe flow $,here turbulence is mailly generated adjacent

to the duct wall, causing turbuletce intensit5' to decrease monotonously from lvall

to subc}ranrÌel center. For Case A oli the top traverse, the nearly-flat distribution

indicates the influence o{ secondar¡,florv is trigal. Next, comparing Figs. 3-7(a) and

(b), similar to the variation of u'"f u- {'ith s/d discussed earlier, there is a shift of

the higli peak of the azimuthal turbulence intensity frorn tlie bottor-n gap to the top

gap l-hich corresponds to the decrease of the top rod-to-rvall gap spacing from 11 2

mnr to 4.0 mrn. Peak r,alues (\,hen normalized by z") are higher in Fig. 3-7(b);

about 3.2 compared to about 2.3 in Fig.3-7(a). The quantative dependetice of the

azimuthal turbulence interLsit¡' on rçall-to- diameter ratio is further illustrated in Fig'

3-7(b) r,ersus Fig. 3-7(c). With a slight dec¡ease in top gap size from 4 0 mm to 3 0

nnr, the distributio' of u',lt becomes markedly steeper a'd the peak value jumps

from about 3.2 to 3.6. such an irrcrease suggests that tlie magnitude of the energetic

cross-gap eddy motiol can be enltanced by decreasing gap size, provided that the

gap size falls within a certain rnedium-small range. But the sizeable inclease itt a',fa'

rvith decreasing s/d holds only true for a narrou,gap rall8e sitice data {rom the other

three traverses stay at about their original levels. Fina115" a comparison of Fig. 3(c)

(medium-srnall iop gap, I:3 0 mm) to Fig' 3(d) (extremely small top gap g: 10

mnr) slrows a dramatic change in the a',f a- distributions around the top gap. Along

the top traverse, horizontal turbulence intensity f¿lls from its previous peak valte

of about 3.6 to 1.0, inrplying the disappearance of eÌergetic closs-gap eddl' motion.
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Figure 3-7 Distribuiion of horizontal turbulence intensity oi/o-
(a) Case A; (b) Case B; (c) Case C; (d) Case D; (e) Case F
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This finding indicates that cross-gap eddy motions ouly exist i medium-small gaps.

For the asymmetric case F, Fig.3-?(e) sho$'s that high u',lu- I'alues lvete achieved in

tl.Le trvo small gap regions (2.0 for ihe 4.0 rnm bottom gap and 1.2 {or the 4.0 left-side

cap)

Coritours of turbulence velocil5' component in the vertical direction aofu- arc

given in Fig. 3-8(a)-(e), For the {our symmetric rod setting cases (A to D), the

global peak values oÍ u'ofø- werc consistentl5' located at the near-rod surface regioÌ

rvhere d = 70, to 900, \\,liere the direction of ihe velocity component is more or less

parallel to the .rvall. Quautitatively, the maxima are {rom about 1.7 to 2.0, smaller

than those of the axial and lLorizontal turbulence veìocit)' componelts Apart {rom

the small gap regions u.'here cross-gap eddv notions are l¡eliei'ed to be present, the

contours ol u'of rt'for the most part of the rvhole florv cross-section, resemble iÌL shape

tlrose of u',f u- at','ð' o1 a',f u-,lvith numerical levels also quite close, for example, see

Fig. 3-6(a) and Fig. 3-8(a). The sirnilarity of the contour shapes and closeness of the

rnagniiudes suggest that iû the central subcharurel regio s where large-scale cross-gap

edd], rnotion is absent, local isotrop¡'is a good approximation For the asymmetric

case F, Fig. 3-8(e) shorvs two peak values i. the distribution at a level o{ about 1.6.

One of the rnarima occurs right in ttre left-side gap, t'irich is an indication o{ lire

activit], of a cross-gap eddy motion, since the vertical velocity cornponent projects a

large portion of the resultant in a direction which is azimuthal to the side gap The

other peak value is close to the ¡od surface at 0 x 60' to 90', and here it is typical

of non-circular duct behavior as discussed above Comparison of Fig 3-7(e) and Fig'

3-g(e) also suggests, for ihe right half of the florv cross-section, that local isotropy

approxinately holds true in the cetitral subchannel region

3.3.2 Turbulence Kinetic EnergY
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hl studies of non-circular duct flou,s, the dist¡ibutions o{ turbulence kinetic energy

usuaiiy receive special attetition because it is regarded as a trausferable quantity

rvhich reflects the efect of mean convection, aud also perhaps the effect o{ large scale

turbulent convection. From the visl¡' point of analogy, the distribution of turbulence

kinetic energy is also signifrcant in the sense that the transport of heat is believed to

be an intermediate process between the transport of turbulence kinetic energy and of

axial flou, mornentum, particularly at the large scale turbulent transport levei rvhen

a non-gradient type of transport is brought into the picture. Cousistent rvith the

contour plots of axial turbulence intensit¡'given iu Fig 3-6, there are also patches of

higìr iurbulence kinetic energy as sho\\,ll in Fig. 3-9. In Case A, the irighest turbulence

kirretic energy in the cross-section is found in a patch rvhich overlaps Íltai lor t'.fu-.

Tlre radial increase o1 kf u-' ill this special region clearl¡' iùdicates tltat a generation

mechanism other than $,a11-turbulence is preseùt. Otherlvise, the distortiorls of the

&/z'" contours tolvards the corners ald at'a)' frotn the inclined duct u'a1l cal be

attributed to trarsport by secondary flou' For Figs 3-9(b) and (c), global peak

values o{ k ft:-' åo.ot occut i. tltese patclles but rather in the small top gap rvhich

is due to ttre high peak values o1 u'.f u- located there as described earlier' The local

maúrnum in the patch region is about 4.8 for case B and about 5.6 for case c, ivhicir

is another indication that decreasing gap size is capable of euhancing cross-gap eddy

motioÌ. In Case D, the distinctit'e patch ceases to exist and the global maxintum

of kf u-t is found right near the rod surface aT. 0 x 70' to 90o instead of in the gap

region. TlÌe marked transition betrveen cases C and D is obvious in comparing Figs.

3-9(c) and (d).

The hypothesis of Reynolds number similarity in rod bundle subchannel flos's has

been confrrmed b¡,the experimental data of Trupp and Azad (1975), and Hooper anrì
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Figure 3-9 Contours of turbulence kinetic energy k/u ''
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Rehme (1g84). Tire present data shown in Fig. 3-9(e) also support this fundamental

cond.ition. on the other hand, it is $,orth pointing out that this same principle-rvill not

hold true unconditionally, because the underlying concept in tlie similarit¡ hypothesis

is that the flou,is dominated by large scales, rvhich remain u¡afiected t'ith increasing

Re, that can onl¡' affect the fine scales For the asymmetric Case F, Iocal maxima

o1 kf a"' reach about 6.6 for the boitom 4.0 mm gap and about 3.4 for the left-side

4.0 mnr gap (see Fig 3-9(e)) Difierence mal¡ be partly attributed to subchanuel

geometry, notir.rg that the left-side gap is associated rvith subchannels tlial involve

relatively small flou' rates.

3.3.3 Reynolds Shear Stresses

Tri,o of lhe three Reynolds shear stresses '$'ere measured tvith x-u'ire probe. Tlte

contours of u,'r-,. and uþ, lor case B are given iti Fig 3-10(a) and (b), respectively'

Three nil-r.r,¡; lines are discernible in Fig. 3-10(a). The trvo nil-t'"ø, lines in the

top and bottom (not shown) gaps demoÌstrate the simulated rod bundle geometr¡'

lras good syrnrnetry rvith respect to the duct axis. Devia.tiols frorn zeto ol ua.

right at the top gap are rrithin *0.1, Tlie central zero shear stress line divides the

flo$, cross-section into t.wo parts rvith opposite signs: uegative left half and positive

right hal{. In the top gap region, 'U,?. increases rapidly from the zero line to a

global maximum of about 2.2, thus creating a region with unusually high azimuthal

shear stress. This trend of steep gradient of azimuthal shear stress also occurs in

Fig. 3-10(b) v'here a trigh ?r,ov region with a global maximum of about 1 8 overlaps

tlie lriglr te fu-" palch. \\¡itlii' ttris distinctive region, ã,2, increases rapidly i' the

radial direction from the rod surface into the subchannel central region, establishing

a reverse trend in comparison rvith ordinar¡' lon-circuLar duct flot'. Appareutly the

Iarge azimuthal shear stress field is directly related to lhe large-scale cross-gap eddy



motion, lÌowever the precise connection is not clear. Nonetheless, certain deductions

concerning numerical conputation can be made frorn here. Since the turbuìence

kiletic er.rerg¡, patch caused by cross-gap eddy motion is ahvavs accompanied by

large azimuthal shear stress such as shos'n in the top gap regiolì in Fig 3-10(a) for

'útti 
and in Fig. 3-10(b) lot 4ay ar.r empirical approach to simulate the resulting

trigh ft patcli is to simulate k-production in these regions. Distributions of u"ui and

ufi lor all other cases dernonstrated essentiall¡'the same behaviour as Case B'

3.3.4. Local Wall Shear Stress

Local rvall shear stresses 4, tvere nìeasured along all tlìe duct I'alls and rod surface

bv Preston tube using the appropriate correlatior.r of Patel (1965). For each case, the

overa.ll average wall shear stress 7t, l'as deterrnilecl by numerical integration over tile

tube surface and all duct n,alls (after corner shapiug) of tlie measured values of the

axial component o{ local rvall shear stress. The z1! r'alues derived iù this manner via

Preston tube u,ere lound to be v,ithin 2To ol lhe duct average values F corresponding to

tlre nreasured axial pressure gradients (D¡l+0P l0z). The distributions of local rvall

sllear stress (norÏnalized by 7ìrj are shorvn iD Fig. 3-11(a)-({), For all five symmetric

rod settiugs, global maxima o1 r*fx- are constantìy found o the rod surface t'here

0 = 60. fo 80" ivith values betrvee 1.3 to 1.4, u'hile global measured nillima are

ger.rerally located in the 60" trapezoidal duct sharp corner at a ievel of about 0.3 of

interest in the distributions are sig s containing implications of the transport roles

of secondary flo$, and turbulence convectiou. For case A, attentiou is drawn to the

dual peaks along the inclined rvall. The dip between the two peaks represents about

a 10 percent decrease in comparison rvith the lorver peak value of abottl Llr*fî-.

such a war,¡, tyail shear stress distribution is a typical effect caused by secondary florv

transport. In general, returning secondary florv tends to direct nomentun a$¡ay ftonr
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the rvall, thus lowering the local rvall shear stress. Since the returniug secondary flows

ahvays occur near the wall bisector rvhere the local mass florv rate is large and so is

the local \ïall sirear stress, tlLe resultant efiect is an equa-lization of rvall shear around

the florv passage perimeter. In tiris particular case, the returning secondary flou'from

the sharp 60, duci corner \vas so strorìg that a large dip was formed. This point is

pursued further in conjulction u'ith the experimental secondary fl.o rv data.

For case B, pecularities can be found in the top gap region. As discussed, large-

scale cross-gap eddy motion rvas appareutl5' active in this area; this activity was also

reflecíed in s'all she¿r stress distributions. Due to the norne tum transported b¡'

eddies, top rvalì shear sîess r¿oofV* iDcreased startir.rg frorn the obtuse duct cotner to

the cer.Lter of ihe top gap, the tolal r,ariation bei1lg fro r about 0.75 to 0.87, Rod rvall

shear slress from t = i50" to 180" established the sar:re tre d, rvith a total l'ariation

ol r,"¿fT- fron1 about 0.8 to 0.92. Such distributions were preselved in case C rvhose

gap size was close to tltat in case B. But for case D, both the top rvall arld rod su¡face

shear slress decreased rnonotonicaly approaching the center of the top rod-to-ri'al1 gap

Near tlre top g¿p, bolh r¿*fT- atð' r,"¿f7,, tvere alound 0 3 It is quite obvious that

the cutoff of the cohere¡t interrelatioli betrveen the trvo homogeneous subchannels is

responsible for the reversion of the u'all shear stress trends'

For case F, it is noted that the locaL maximum of the bottom u'al1 shear stress

g,as displaced froln the position corresponding to the largest flotv rate, suggesting

the presence of secondary florv transport. The trvo peaks of the almost sinsodial

disiribution of r,.¿f¡- on the left half of the rod surface are corresponding to the

centroids of the t.rvo adjacent subchannels connected by tlie srnall left-side gap. Due

to the relatively large size of the right-side gap, peaks in the lvall sliea¡ distribution

on the right iralf of the rod surface are less distincti'r'e



3.3.5 Secondary Flow

Tìre secondar5' flou' results for s/d = 7.220 are presented in Fig 3-l2 Three

counter-rotating secondary flou' cells Ï'ere discelred from the X-probe measurenents

and the pattern is shorvn in the inset to Fig. 3-12. The magnitude of secondary florv

in nrosl places u.as around the level ol 1%Y ,,a, rvith a maximum of about 3.4TaY .¡

located near the rod surface rvhere d = 90'. Note that rneasuremeìt l0cation corre-

sponds to the iail of each arros', and that secondary velocities w'ith magnitudes less

then 0.5 per cent of the bulk velocity L/2,ò \\,ere disregarded orving to the limitation of

the present tech¡ique. Due to this lirnitation, the present measuted three-cell pattern

does ¡ot exclude more subtle circulations of secoldar¡' flos' rvithin the framervork

preseÌted in Fig. 3-12. For exar.uple, detailed secondar¡' flo$ patterns in the top and

bottorn gaps ù,ere uÌable to be discerned from present X-probe reasuremelts. It

is ¡oted that ihe large central circulation cell coufined itself rvithin the subcharurel

bounded by the side and bottom gaps, suggesting that eveÌ for heterogeneous sub-

cl.Lannels, penetration of secondar¡'florv through gaps is minimal Ol the other harld'

the enhaucemeut role of secondarl' fi.oy' to tlie interchange of energ¡' betlveen sub-

chalnels is not weakened b¡' such i abilit¡' to penetlate subchauÌel bouudary, since

mixittg can be strengthened b¡'moving high momenturn ald elergy from subci.Lannei

center to gap legiol.r as done by secondary flo\'. while the presented fl6¡' pattern {ails

to convey any definite lnessage related to the trigtr-k (or high-?,:) patch, it does rvell

account for the dip of the rvall shear stress distributior along the ducl inclined u'all

rvhich is shown in Fig. 3-11(a) ar.rd tire obvious bulges of turbulence kinetic energy

distributiol i the same area (Fig. 3-9(a)), in addition to bulges into both corners.

Had there not been the modification b¡' secondary florv, the rvall shear stress along

the incliled .rvall rvould liave established a single peak approximatel¡' opposite to the
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maximum flow rate region Thus although secondary flow does not appear to be the

main mechanism beirind the coherent relations bets'een trvo adjacent subchatllels, it

still plays a siglificant role in the transport processes rvithin a givel subclianuel
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3.4 Spectral Measurements and Mixing Correlation

To this point, the experimental evidence presented fron Figs. 3-6 to 3-12 defines

an atypical character of turbulent florv structure in the simulated rod bundle subchan-

nels. The abnormality of this florv is represented by a gap-size dependent large-scale

cross-gap eddy motion whose existence rvas first directly studied by Rorve et al (1974)

and its importance late¡ stressed by Hooper and Rehme (198a). The presented exper-

imental frldings confirm the universality of this phenomenon in the sense of its rveak

subchannel sliape dependence, r,hicli rvas first suggested b)' Roru" et al (1974). More

importantly, the occurrence, augumentation atid disappearance of the high ,t patch

tvith tlie variation of gap size reported in this experimental rvork settled ati outstand-

ing issue for olle special case (rod-trapzoidal duct), as raised by Rogers and Todreas

(1g68), "no information is ar.ailable on the critical gap to diameter ratio below \\'hich

the mixing rate decreases". As a continuatiolt of the turbulence structure studies, fur-

ther experimeltal work oÌL po\l'er spectrum t'as conducted in this research foilou'ing

the approaches of Hooper and Rehrne (1984), and Mó1ler (1992), aiming at revealing

the dependence of a possible dominant frequency of the cross-gap eddy motion on

flory co¡ditions and the inplicatiols of this cyclic motiol on subchannel mixing. Six

rod settings rvere chosen (each rvith two difierent Reyuolds numbers) in the spectrum

studies and they rvere generally different from those used in the structural studies as

sumrnarized in Table 3-6. The geometric characters of the toial trvelve test cases ,

together with Reynolds numbers and overall friction velocities, are tabulated in Table

3-7, noting that tliey are categorized into trvo groups according to the symmetry of

the ¡od rvitil respect to ducl axis.
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Table 3-7: Ðxperimental Conditions for Spectrum Analysis

^ lð z- lm/secl ReUase B¡or¿"- (mmJ åb"tto",,

b1 3.0
b2 3.0

4,0

cl 2.0

0.55 21,300

1.27 52,000
0.64 26,000

1.20 52,000

0.63 26,000

0.078
0.059
0.059
0.039
0.039c2 2.0

asJ'nrmetr' c setting+

d2 4.0 0.64 26,300

e1 3.0

0.079
0.059 1.16 52,000

0.059 0.61 26,000e2 3.0

fl 2.0

f2 2.0

r.tz 52,000
0.59 26,000

0.039
0.039

t qtou" : \t.jt !íd.

3.4.1. Results of Power Spectral Density

Porver spectral data rvere obtailed for aial aud azimuthal fluctating velocities

via a I(ROHN-IIITE model 3?00 band-pass filter (cutof frequency accuracy of 5 per

ce t). LL the s¡,mmetric setting cases (from al to c2), spectra rvere takelt at the

top alld bottorn gaps and at trvo lear-bottonL gap locations, \l'hich are schematically

defined in the insets to Figs. 3-13 and 3-14. In tlte asymmetric rod settilg cases

(d1 to f2), spectrum measulements rvere made at the ce[ters of the top, bottom and

left-side gaps as shown i Fig. 3-15. For measurements couducted in the left-side

gaps, the X-wire probe rvas oriented perpendicular to the gap center line betrveen

the duct rvall and rod sur{ace, this orientation facilitated the collection of azimuthal

turbulent velocity power spectral i1lformation. Selecied po\\'er density resuhs are

graphicallv presented in Figs. 3-13 to 3-15. For each energy spectrum of the axial

cornponent 8,,."(f) Á Fig. 3,13(a), only that in the high-intensity region establishes

a discernible peak frequency rvhereas in Fig. 3-i3(b) all three enerSy density spectra
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of ilre azimuthal component for the bottom gp E,:u) are related to the same peak

frequency (- 150 IIz). The spectrum at the $'ide iop gap [Fig.3-13(b)] also has a rveak

peak of somervhat lorver frequer.Lcy (- 90 Hz) Similar results for case a2 are given

in Fig. 3-14, but iti a linear-log form to accentuate tire energy-coutai ing frequency

bands. Peaks centered around the lorver frequency (65 Hz) in Fig. 3-14(b) and in

the upper part of Fig. 3-14(a) represents a strong disturbance originated from the

bottom gap, *,hereas peaks in the higlier frequency ranges are typical of the behavior

of rvall turbulence (Brernhorst and walker (1973)). It is known that a peak in a

spectrum ({requency domain) reflects the presence of a strong periodic component'

Therefore it seerns reasonable to speculate that the physical picture behind this is a

strong etìerg)'- containiÌg ìarge edd¡'motion along the azimuthal direction from the

small rod-to-u,all gap whicir interchanges its euergy I'ith tlte aúal cornponeÌt as it

moves to the subchannel central area, maintaining the same characteristic frequency.

Fig, 3-15(a) gives the axial spectral data {or the asymmetric settiÌg case d2 (same

bottom gap size 4.0 mm as in case a2). iÙ the botton gap area, the high peak of

8,,, (/) centres around 60 Hz rçhich is close to the 65 Hz found in the symmetric

setting a2. However, lor the left-side gap ri'hich also has the same gap size as case a2

(4.0 nm), the peak frequency is ouly about 40 Hz. Ttre differerice in peak frequencS'

suggests that $,hile the phenomenon of large-scale cross-8ap edd¡' rnotion is unil'ersal

rvith respect to subchaÌnel shape as suggested b)' Rorve (1974) alld Rehme (1992),

the periodicity o{ the cyclic edd¡r ¡61;ott is subchannel geometry dependent An

important observation can also be made by comparing Fig 3-14 (b) and Fig 3-

15(b). In the symmetric setting case of Fig. 3-14(b), t'be f E,af u"" - / plot does not

bear a visible peak in the top gap area, implying the absence of large-scale c5'clic eddy

motion. on the other hand, in the asymrnetric setting case such edd¡'motion through
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ihe top gap is clearly shori'n in Fig. 3-15(b). In the top gap region, experimental

data constantl]' show the existence of eddy motion in the asymmetric rod setting

cases rvith little indication o{ such motion in symmetric rod setting cases.

so far, it is fairly certai that the coherent cross-8aP eddy motion contlibutes

signiflcantly to tl.Le enhancement of transport by turbulence convection and probably

also influences the local turbulence production. what ¡emains unclear is the precise

description of the periodicity in terms of the knorvn quantities and the proportion o{

contribution to the total kinetic energy by ihe eddy motion characterized by ihe peak

frequency. Hooper and Rehme (1984) first suggested that tire dominant frequency

varies linearly rvith Reynolds number based on the mean subchannel velocity and

the hl.draulic diameter of the subchannel. Nlôller (1991) found that peak frequencies

could be correlated in terms o{ Strouhal number (5úr = frd,lt) and no[dimeusional

gap size, as follon-s,

Str-1 =0.808eid+0.056 (3 1)

Deviaiion as high as flfteen per cent occurred when Eq (3 1) rvas used to correlate

tl.re data of Nlöller (1991). Table 3.8 tabul¿tes the peak frequeÌcies obtajned ill

this research, together with the predicted strouhal ¡rumber according to Ðq. (3-

1). Since results from the asymmetric side gaps apparently difer f¡om those frorn

top and bottom gaps, the¡' ¿" given in a separate entry in Table 3-8 Fig 3-16

offers graphical comparison of the present data rvith Möller's correlation Ðq. (3.1),

excluding results from left-side gaps. The present data seem to ofer a correlation

which has the approximate same slope as Eq. (3 1) but a higher intercept,

Str-l =0.82291d+0.r44 (3.2)

The standard error estimate associated with Eq. (3.2) is 0.07378. overall, when

grouped into the inverse of strouhal ÌLumber and nondimensional gap size, the present
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date lie above the correlatioÌL o{ MöIler (1991). This difference emphasises t}re fact

that altliougli the existence of large-scale cross-8ap eddy motion has rveak subchan-

nel shape depende ce, the qua[tative descriptioù of such motion is still geometry

dependent.

svnìmetrrc gaps

top tl.z 90 1'24 0 2712 0 2341 0'2204

bottom 4.0 65 0 55 0.1666 0 1196 0 0787

top 17.2 45 0.55 0.2406 0 2341 0'2204

botton.r 3.0 130 1.27 0 1832 0.1037 0 0591

top 12.2 60

bottom 3.0 60

top 12.2 30 0 64 0 4200 0 2505 0'2402

bottom 2.0 130 1.20 0 1817 0'087S 0 0394

top l3.2 85 t.20 0.2779 0.2660 0.2598

0,63 0.2L76 0.0878 0.0394

asvlllrlletrlc gaÞs

top Il.2 70 118 0.33i8 0'2347 0'2204

bottom 4.0 69 0 64 0.1826 0,1196 0 0787

top 71.2 34 0.64 0.3705 0 2341 0'2204

bottorn 3.0 i30 1.16 0.1757 0.i037 0 0591

top 12.2 70

bottom 3.0 53

7.2r
0.64

0.3970 0.2500 0.2402

0.2100 0.1037 0.0591

bottonl 2.0 5l

1.16 0.3262 0.2500 0.2402

0.61 0.2266 0.1037 0.0591

0.61 0.57i8 0.2500 0.2402top
boftom
top
bottom

12.2 27

2.0 120 r.l2 0.1837 0.0878 0.0394

73.2 100 1.12 0.2205 0.2660 0.2598

2.0 58 0.59 0.2002 0.0878 0.0394

side 4.0

side 3.0

side 3.0

side 2.0

óó

50

27

90

60

0.64 0.3817 0.1196 0.0787

1.16 0.4567 0.1037 0.0591

0.61 0.5718 0.1037 0.0591

1.12 0.2450 0.0878 0.0394

0.59 0.1936 0.0878 0.0394

Table 3-8: Peak Frequeucies of Rod-to-rvall Gaps

side 2.0
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3.4.2 Mixing Correlations

Admitting that tlre iarge-scale ctoss-gap eddy motion is one of the major mech-

anisms in rod bundle subchannel mixing process, and perhaps the dominant one for

a range of medium-small gaps, it is possible to derive a semi-empirical quantative

description about the mixing process based on the exisiing experirnental information,

on po\r,er spectral densities. In doing so, the approach of Móller (1992) and Rehme

(1992) were follorved in this research.

Table 3-9: Summary of N4ixing Velocity and tr4ixing Factor (Re = 52'000)

case sap "^l d 6;; tl" ¡ ¡ ( m Y -- u.t"t¡6¿;lE Eq.(3.11

m
a1 top 0.220 0'042 0.22

a2 bottonr 0.078 0.090 0.46

b1 bottom 0.059 0.096 0.38

b2 bottom 0.059 0 096 0.56

c1 bottorn 0.039 0.098 0.33

c2 bottom 0.039 0.098 0 40

asvlnnletttc gaDs

4.6 3.47

20.7 9.40

L8.2 1.2.29

27.6 12.29

16.4 18.29

19.4 18.29

dl top 0.220 0.038 0'77

à2 bottom 0.078 0.087 0.42

d2 top 0.220 0.038 0.87

e1 bottom 0.059 0.085 0 65

el top 0.240 0.037 0.53

e2 bottom 0.059 0.085 0.67

14.6 3.47

18.3 9.40

16.5 3.47

27.6
oo

12.29

e2 top 0.240 0.037 0 61 7 6

f1 bottom 0.039 0.083 0.73 30.3

fl top 0.240 0.036

n bottom 0.039 0.083

28.s 12.29

9.0

3.20
18.29
D O^

26.4 18.29
0.50

0.64

f2 top 0.240 0.036 0.41 7 3 2 96

Assuming T; and T¡ are the bulk ternperatures ol trvo adjacer.Lt subchanuels i atLd

j, the heat transported through the gap per unit length by the effective subchannnel
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mixing mechanism is

qij=m'cP(T -T) (3.3)

lvliere rni, is the instantaneous rrrass flo$, rate per unit length betrveen subchannels i

and j and can be expressed as

n;i : Pu.J lg (3 4)

where tt"¡¡ is the efiective mean miúng velocity. It should be noted that for homoge-

neous subchannels, that ã,¡ = O. Based on the occurrettce ald disappearance of the

lriglr turbuleuce kinetic energy patch with the variation of 9ld as reported in sectio[

3.3.2, and the data of Hooper aÙd Relime (1984), it is judged that turbulence con-

'ection, 
manifested itsell as periocìic cross-gap edd)' motiol, is the dominant n.rixing

mechallisÙr in the follo*,i g gap raÌLge (at least applicable for rod-lrapezoidal duct)

0.020<sld<0.100 (3.5)

Since such cross-gap edd5'motion is characterized by a peak in the spectral density

fuÌction of azirnuthal turbulence velocit¡" it is possible to express the efective mixing

velocitl,in terms of the spectral data. Niöller (1992) calculated the rnixing velocity

u"¡ ¡ to be

-"rr = {Er:Jf)B (3.6)

rvtrere ,Ð,,, (/) is the power spectral density of the azimutlial fluctuating velocity in

the gap center and B is the bandividth of the digiialization. Eq. (3.6) implies that

only the bandwidth of tlie peak frequency contributes to the mixing velocity. As

pointed out by Rehme (1992), such handling is doubtful since the cross-gap eddy

motions are not caused by large-scale eddies of one size at a certain frequency but by

a spectrum of eddies of diffe¡ent sizes. In this researcl.L, ihe rnixing Yelocit)'is defined
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(3.8)

u,here ó;¡ is the mixing distance ivhiclt is assumed to be the centroid distance betlveen

tÌle subchannel.s z a d j, al-ld the mixing factor ]' accounts for the it.Lcrease of the

effective .r,iscositv compared to the relerelLce eddy viscositl' e s'hich is often taken as

the rnean value of pipe fiot' _ t ^He ll,: "=^r,li (3 e)

r'here / is tìie l\'Iood¡' friction factor.

A comparison bet*,een Eq. (3.2) and (3.7) gives the expression of mixiÌLg factor

in terrns of mixilg velocity

(3.7)

In order to facilitate comparison among difierent mixing results, x{öller (1992) fol-

1ov,ed the defrnition of intersubclLannel heat rnixing proposed b¡'Ingesson and FJedberg

(1s70),
.t1. ¡11.

r1
qii = Pcpegr 

-

vtJ

u.! J6¡j
¿

Table 3-9 sunmarizes the derived mixing r.elocities ?relJ ard mixing factors 1'-. -{11

data rvere converted to a single Reynolds lumber Re = 52,000 assuming t\al w"¡¡ is

proportional to ReO e as suggested by Rehme (i992). For al1 the rod settings, tlLe four

subchanr.Lel centroids rvere defined as the intersections betlveen the MVL (maximum

mean axial velocity line) and the lines connecting the rod center and duct corlÌeÎs.

The dista¡ce betrveer.L adjacent subchalnel centers l'ere then taken as the X4VL length

connecting the trvo centroids. Rehrne (1992) proposed a co¡relation betlveen mixing

factor Y and londimensional gap size gf d',

universal in subchantiel shape

tz

(3.1o)

\' =0.812(sld)-oea, (3.11)



It is noted thai the mixing factor f in Eq. (3-11) rvas multiplied by a factor 0.85

to account for a profile o{ the mixing velocity Fig 3-i6 compares the present

derived mixing factors rvith the those predicted by Eq. (3-11). while the preseut

symmetric gap data exhibit good cor¡elation rvith Eq. (3-11), large del'iations occur

for asymmetric gap data. one possible explaination to this is that secondary florvs

may not be bounded by the higlily asymmetric subchannel boundaries i these cases,

causing the enhancement of mixing bettveen adjacent subchannels, hence large mixìng

factors. This point is explained further in chapter 5 in conjuction rvith predicted

secondary florv pattem by finite-elemeut metliod.
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Chapter 4

Predictíons of Turbulence
Structures in Simulated Symmetric
Rod Bundles: Finite Volume Method

TIr. gool-ori.Dted unerical research presented in tìris chapter ser\res as a natural

contiÌuation and supplementation to the exte sive experimental u'ork reported in the

preceediug chapter. This study rvas aimed at simulatirg fully developed turbuleÌLce

structures in sil.nulated syrnmetric rod buùdles formed bv the rod-trapezoidal duct.

Special attentioÌ rvas devoted to tlie predictions of secoùdary flows, since the subtle

secondar¡, r,eìocit)'picture $,as not clearly depicted by X-probe measurements due to

various liuritations. Efiorts x,ere also made to lhe reproductions of turbulence kinetic

energ¡, a¡d çall shear stress distributions in rnediurn-smaìl rod-to-rvall gaps, 'rvhich

rvere found experimeÌtally to bear stroÌg traces of the influeuce of coherent large-

scale cross-gap eddy motion. Otlier pararneters of interest included axial veiocity

dist¡ibution and the dependence of friction factor on Reynolds number'

The methodology adopted in the numerical study described in this chapter, rvas

a combination of curvilinear non-orthogonal grids and primitive variables. with a

simple coordinate s¡'stem transformation from an ortl'Logonal cylindrical system to

a non,ortÌrogoDal curvilinear system, the highly irregular florv passage of tlle rod-
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trapezoidal duct tvas converted to a regular rectangle. Since this transformation is

applicable to other geometries formed by a rod enclosed by an arbitrary rlonci¡cular

duct, a series of numerical tests tvere performed on several sirnple geometries for u'hich

experimental data rvere aYailable for comparison to the predicted results. The pulpose

here li,as to develop the method and then to establish credibility b)' demonstrating

accuracy and versatility. The algebraic stress model developed b¡'Launder & Ying

(1g73) along $,ith the trvo-equation (k and e) model rvas employed for the prediction

of normal fully developed turbulent florvs. An empirical alisotropic eddy viscosity

distribution based on the present experirnental data rvas then used in conjulction rvith

the above turbulence model to address the influence of coherent large-scale cross-

gap eddy motion, $,henever the rod-to-\.all gap size {e11 u'ithin the experimentall;'

determined range git'en by Ðq. (3"5).

This chapter is organized in accordance rvith the natutal course of the irnple-

rneltatio¡ of the prese¡t numerical studv. The mathematical forrnulations, ilcluding

goveming equations, turbuleÌce model, boundary condilions, and details of the coor-

d.inate transforrnation, are give¡ flrst, follorved by the descriptio¡s of the numerical

scheme. The full documentation of the comparisons betu'eeu the predictions and ex-

perimental d¿ta for tl.re rod-trapezoidal duct is preceded bJ'the results of a nurnber of

nurnerical test cases, The computer code used in this study can be found in Appendix

B.

4. 1 Mathematical Formulations

4.1.1 Momentum Equations

consider a general passage formed by a rod and an arbitrary duct such as sho|tt

in Fig. 4-1 rvith pritnar¡' floiv (7,) parallel to the rod Note that the radius of ihe

/t)



0(¡o(r¡
0<0<2¡t

o

¿ main flolr' di¡ection

Figure 4-1 C¡oss-section of general flow passage in numerical studies
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rod may vanish and th¿t "corner" point(s) S may exist along the duct wall For fully

developed turbulent flo\i, of a constant properties fluid, in a cylindrical coordiuate

system (r,0,2),ll'te Revnolds equations are (Trupp and Aly (1979)):

Reynolds equation for the radial direction,

lfrø,r.v.t+!fiør,v.t - i#,w!,- ïhr,*)+ sv. (41)

lÍ, z azel 11 ô, -", -!aoo' _úlsv. = -ula*A æ)-el;ôr\ruí)+; æ -;)
l_rr, ôp

'', ôr

Reylolds equation for the peripheral direction,

)|-þ,r,v¡ -'rflt,r,r¡ = i**,*, - ii,rr*) si', (4 2)Ta)r" roa

^ l2aF, F,l la- tafi,z";øl
bv, - rl,,ag-7)-,1ôr""";ao' , )

,'-v,v, -!9!1' 1' OU

ReylLolds equatiou for the axial direction,

l,firo,t,.t',t *'rftøv,v,t = i*,r*t - !ftrr{;) - sz. (4 s)

sv, = -pli#n'-,. ih*) -'å

4.1.2 Turbulence Model

The algebraic stress model developed by Launder & Ying (1973) rvas employed by

Nakayarna et al (1983) along rvith the trvo-equation fr, aud e model for predictions of

full5, developed turbulent floy's in square, rectangular and trapezoidal ducts. In the



present research, this paih was follorved for flolvs without

cross-gap eddy motion. For such cases, turbulent stress

Reynolds equations are expressed as follou's,

the presence of cohereut

tensor appearing in the

(4.4)

o ^ ^ k\,ôv
uå : Csk - CrCn¿( ,56:)'

k3 ãvt = C,k c,co-{"ff)'
^ ^ k3 av,av,u,w = -UzUa; 6, ,69

^ k, av"
U"Ir : -lr4- ^eoT

^ k, ôv,
aâU : -Uq,- *É TOU

x.lrere Cz = 0.0185 ,Cs = 0.552 and Ca = 0.09 are related model coeficients (Nakayama

et al (19S3)). It should be noted that these expressions impl¡'the introduction of

isotropic turbuleut viscosit5'.

The trar.Lsport equatio s for the turbuleDce kinetic energy ,k and tlie dissipation

rate of turbulence kinetic energy € appearing irr the turbulent stress tensor (Eq.(4-4))

are as follorrs,

ii) - r0,-u,., r 0 
, ^.ltt 

ôk r , 1 0 , pt ô4 , _ 
". 

/¿Ã\'i(rpl'"k) - -l^(pl/ek) ("-;) -i
ror 1'od" 7'or' okur r2Ô0\oxô0)'". \'",

Sr: G - pe

1A - 7ôt,¡,,¡ 10,^¡ttôe, 1ôtþAe\-c t^ß\:fi(,nr/,Ò- ;6r?t,',¡ = iuþAu)- p 6s\¿a0)+ 
b, (4.0J

s, = '(c'G -cuP')

n'lrere p¿ = C atc2 le; a¡ = 0.9 and o-. : 1.3 are turbulent Prandil numbers for 'b 
and e,

respectivel5'; C., = 1 55 and C., :2.0 are empirical consta¡rts and G represents the
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production rate of tuïbulence kinetic energy in rvhich only gradients in axial velocity

are retained,

^ _0v, _0v,
G - -puîrz ^ Pueu, _qaOT TUU

(4.7)

Modelling of turbulence in the presence of coherent large-scale cross-gaP eddy mo-

tion poses a challenging problem. Transport of rnomentum and turbulence energy b¡'

turbulence convection, unlike tlie conventional gradient-type turbulence diffusion, is

not driven by the non-uniformity of the transferable quantity. Therefore, ihe existing

trrrbulence models s,hich are al1 constructed on Prandil's fundamental philosophy

(Hinze(1975))tlrateddy-r'iscosit5'is¿;'."'''re]atedtoirrtegrallerrgtlrscaleareiri-

lierently iùcapable of handling the non-gradient type transport by the cross-gap eddy

motion. This is not to sa]: tlìat the so-far successful conbination of algebraic stress

nodel aud trvo-equation k and e model suddenly becones totally obsolete in the rod-

trapezoidal duct case. on the contrary, experirnental evidence presented in chapter

3 and those of Hooper and Rehme (1984) suggest that tlie turbulence structures

in simulated rod brurdle subchanlels follow the nol-circular duct florv behaviors in

general, rvith certaill degrees of modification b)'large-sca.le turbulence convection in

confiIed gap regions provided that the gap size falls s'ilhin medium-srnall Iange as

given by Eq. (:-S). IÌ this regard, cotnplete modelling of the rod-trapezoidal duct

floiv involves t$,o Ìecessary components, the predictiolL of typical non-circular duct

flot, behaviors for most of the flo'rv passage and the simulation of non-gradient type

transport in certain designated gap areas. It is therefore quite natural to use the

model employed by Nakayama et al (1983) to handle the fuiiy developed turbulence

structures for passages not directi¡' influenced by the coherent eddy motion, and this

model t,as then superirlposed u'ith a certain experimental input to accommodate the

presence of large-scale cross-gap eddy motion. Nume¡ical modelling of this particular
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aspect is still in its adolescent stage

specific steps of the superposition rvas made possible by extending the conside¡a-

tion of the fact that at the time-average level the periodic large-sca1e cross-gap eddy

motion manifests itsel{ as a high turbulence kinetic energ5' patch in the near gap re-

gion. As pointed by Rehme (1992) and by wu and Trupp (t993a), the source of the

higir turbulelce kinetic energ5' comes flom the extremely Ìrigli turbulence shear stress

uw and u!=. If correct reproduction of tlie turbulence kinetic energy is of primar¡'

concern) an approach based on the empirical input of the level of turbulence shear

stresses seems plausible, admitting that ihe physics behind this coherent structure

maJ,rot be truly depicted by such simplifrcalion. In practice, an a isotropic edd¡'

viscosit)'factor was defined as

ot',
azu6 = n¡r'v )lrt ,69

ôv"u"a, = pt-ar

or explicitly

n(r,o)--#(*, *,e) tn'or

the right-ha d side of Ðq. (4-10) ca be determined experirnelLtall¡', The e\'ly

defined azimuthal turbuleÌce shear stress Iþs in Eq. (4-8) and azimuthal uorrnal

shear stress

Q: n(r,al 
[c,r - 

,,"^5]

(4 8)

(4 e)

(4.11)

are substituted into Eqs.(4-1) to (4-3) fol all the ¡od settings where the existence of

coherent eddy motion rvas detected by measurements. The derived anisotropic factor

n (r, á) contours from available experinental information {or cases oI s l d' : 1'220 and

1.059 are shorvn in Fig. 4-2.

4.1.3 Boundary Conditions
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The boundaries of the solution domain (Fig. 4-1) contail synmetric lines and

solid rvalls. In the limiting case of zero rod radius, the irnaginary rod surface is

regarded as a symmetric line. Usuall5' advantage is taken to arlange the starting arld

ending angular positions 0 = 0. al.d 0 = 1o coincide rvith geometry syrnmetric

lines. on a symmetric line, the velocity normal to this line is zero as are the normal

gradients of the remaining velocity components and of all other variables.

The usual "non-slip" conditions apply at a wall. The various difusive fluxes across

the u'all rvere calculated by use of "rvall functions" (Antonopoulos (1986)), rvliich are

based on the assumptions that in the regioÌ \'ery rÌear the rvall: (a) tire flos' behaves

as an one-dimensional Couette flou' rvitl.r low strearnrvise pressure gradient, and (b)

productiou of ,k is approximately equal to its dissipalion. A brief outline of the

relatiols employed is givel belorv.

The nearest-to-the-s'all grid node P, located at distance á¡ from the rvall, is con-

sidered to lie in the {ull5' turbulent region of the Couette flou', i{ the value of quantity

ó¡ at this point is defined as

(4 12)

is greater tlian 11.63, .rvhile for 6Þ < 1i.63 the point is taken to lie in the laminar

sublayer.

Thus, for the momentum equations, the wall shear stress componeÌl in the axial

z-direction at point P is calculated by use of the linea¡ or the logarithmic lau' of the

wall as

.- | PC)lntr't'trlÒP: l-l
L P Ir

I V.1T- = I u--:l' L'6P),
I o¡tn¡¡tzy. Ii,r-l
I s. so loslg.zzá;) I

for áÞ < 11.63 (4.13)
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The values of the constants 5.50 and 9.77 arc evaluated based on the l0garithmic larv

obtained by Patel (1965) which serves as a good approxmiation to the measured near

rvall axial velocity dislribution shorvn in Fig. 3-4.

For the fu-transport equation, the value of ,k at the learest-to-the-rvall point P is

calculated by use of the rvall shear stress expressions given above,

l r lr,: l;cP),
(4 15)

Fo¡ the e-transport equation, t1.Le value of e at the nearest to the wall point P is

calculated as

(4.16)

4.-1.,4 Coordinate System TYansformation

The coordinate system transformation emploS'ed in this researclt ri'as that flrst

used by l4arkatos et al. (i978) to solve three dimensional turbulent boundary la¡'ers

on a ship,s hu1l. FollotviDg the same path, Nakayan-ra et a1 (1983) successfully dealt

with {ul1y de¡,eloped turbulent f.oY,s in various non-ci¡cular ducts. Recentl¡" this

metltodolog¡' rvas reviewed thoroughly bl'x{elaael (1992) with reference to the gen-

eral flou- passage shorvn in Fig. 4-1, the elements of a tteu' curvilinear non-orthogonal

system (4, {, () are defined in terms of orthogonal, cylindrical coordinates (r, 0 , z) as

follorvs:

I Clte¡'z¡21
€D= I---I' | 5.50óp ìL 'JP

ñ = ::'" ê"' r6(U ) - r"
, 0 * 0" -, - 

-cò

' 0¡ - 0 "-"
(:"d'

u,here ro,16,áo, dò are diagramnratically shoivn in Fig'

vectors in the cylindrical system. It should be noted that

(4.17)

4-1 and d,,ë6,d, are unit

the radius of the rod r. is
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constant and the radius of the outer boundary 16 is a function of angle d. Applying

the chain rule of derivation to Eq. (4-18) yields the follo\\.ing transformation iarv for

the flrst order derivatives

ala
14.18)

0r - 16-r"ôq
Ô 1 A 1 ,.,0ra(0),0 t4.isl
æ: e'-6"-a¿*'o-ntn 5t '' \'tLl

For a "corner,, point s at which discontinuity of the first derivative occurs as sholvn

in Fig. 4-1, Ôr5(0)100 is defined as the average o{its lefi and right derivatives of the

same ordet,

(4.20)

\\¡ith ttre transformation defined bv Eq. (a-18) to (4-20), the r'hole length of lhe

duct wall is trans{ormed lo r¡ : 1, lvhile the rod surlace is transformed to ? = 0 It

is interestirg to note tliat a noncircular duct flotv can be considered as a special case

of the rod-'oncircular duci flo*' family by assig'ing ro = 0 and by correspo.dingl¡'

clranging the boundary condition al r = ro. Similarly, instead of considering 16(á)

as represenling a solid duct I'all, it is perrnissible to apply symmetric conditions o

16(9), rvhich is the case of a rod-bundle subchannel florr', This generality can also be

extended so as to inLpose difrerent kinds of boundary condilions on vatious sections

of the t'hole lengih of 16(d),

In a cylindrical coordiuate system (r, 0, z) the transport equations of momeutum

Eqs. (a-1) to (4-3) and of fr and e Eqs. (+-5) and (4-6) conform to the follorving {orm,

L0, ,'-, lô, 1A â¿ö | Ô,r-ôÕ.,_ 
".r. 

o,:å(pri7"o) + 1*(pVeQ) ='i(tq,rf,)+ i
To:r ou ror or 12 00\'* A0)'"e\"")

(4.21)

rvlrere tlre general variable Õ denote V",1.,,Í6, k and e, The efective transport

ôrt(0), I , âru(d), Ô16@), ì

AA )t-tt ð0 )s = * )s-t
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coefÊcient lç and the origiÌal source term ,96(r, á) have already been defined in the

corresponding transport equations.

By applying the trausformation lari's Eqs. (4-18) to (a-20) on Eqs (+-22), we

obtai¡r the following general governiug equatiott in the transforrned ({,4, () system,

1 1 3fr".,i'.-&r,9tll -!-L!çv,øt1'I'b- r'aoT | \tî rvtÔ0))) r06-U,df"

: +6+&{ffin, -,.firftn\. iø!*ir'.'ä)
+sl + So('i, {) (4 22)

rvhere 5i represerts extr¿ terrns resulting from the coordiliate transformation,

'; - -i"if i'+
I I I ?ra, A A4'

r n-----: ì- (f + *) (4.23)
12 oa - 0" rb - ro\'' Ag ) ôq' ' aÊ'
I 1 Ô,^ i â16âô,,

- * e, - o" 1€t't 
Ð rb - r.T ao an)

1 I - ,ð16,rôÞÔ,q,
; O, - ,.yt tT\ 

oe ) aT art'; )

and 5ç(a, {) represents the original source terms .9q,(r, d) transforrned from the ø'lin-

drical s¡'stem rvhich can be easil¡' dole by substituting all the derivatives x'ith respect

to r and d rvith the transformation rules given in Eq. (a-19) and (4-20).

Apart from the transformation of the general governing equations from Eq (4-

23) to Eq. (4-24), a|l auxiliary relations such as boundary conditions (except for

Dirichlet boundary conditions) must also be simiiarly transformed After this is

done, computation cal start wiih tlte regular computational (4, {) domain.

4.2 Numerical Scheme

4.2. 1 Discretization Procedure
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The first step in the development o{ a numerical scheme for solving the equations

giveir in the previous section, is to obtain discretized equivalents of the partial dif-

ferential equations (i.e. finite-diference equations). In the present section it is shorvn

horv the partial diferential equations a¡e discretized by integraiion oYer the control

volumes rvhich surround the nodes of the grid systern.

The control volume surrounding a grid node, P, is ildicated in Fig. 4-3, and is

termed the main colltrol volume. The grid spaciÌgs need not necessarily be uniform

over the florv domain. The finite-difierence grid is chosen after experimentation u'ith

finer and coarser grids so as to make tlie results of the computation substantially

iÌdepeìdent of the grid employed. Al1 the scalar variables (p,,t, e) arrd the axial

r.elocit¡. T.? are srored at rrodal points rvhile relocities V" alrd fe are slored at poirtts

nridu,ay betu,eel grid nodes in the { and 4 direction, respectivel5'. As a result of such

grid arrangernents, control r.olumes appropriate to the V" and V6 are staggered from

the main control volumes.

The geÌeral tra sport equation Eq. (a.23) is integrated for eaclt variable, over

tlie appropriate coÌtrol r,olurne that encloses the specific variable. Takiug one scalar

variable tÞ, for instance, defiue

'" = I;rfr"orr" --;øftn)_^'

+6+{ ä'''" " 
* r,,,,\ 1ffY1} 

^tt

r" = 7 1 
lo'ø1v' -Ú t'*nl o'

I'prb- Ta L r uø l"

- 1*+{ ä'''. " 
* r.,,\1ftv1} 

"u

t. : +#Eþvso)"a,t - äø -¡¡rrr,,#)"o,

(4.24)
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Figure 4-3 control voLume and staggered grids in transformed computational plane



T-11 11âò-- - r, eu _1Ø-t','ó).tn - rrrf,,, _ uy(f*,râ)-^'l
Integration of the geueral governing equation for the scalar Õ over the m¿in control

volume shown in Fig. 4-3 yields:

J^ * J" + J. - J*: (S; + sÞ)P^{^q (4.25)

In the 4,{ system, according to the transformation larv, tlie continuity equatiol has

the follorving forrn,

r t ôl Pa,ôr¿,,1 1 1 ñ-- ' i lpr(\',rb-raon| "-;h*)l)"i,,,-+æ(p|'e) 
- s' (4'26)

where ,9{ represertts extra tertn as a result of the coordillate transformation,

1 1 Ara -b - -;rb-1\ðoP\ ê'

Defrlie

þ'^ = 1 1 L' 1'6' or' I

;;= fr"(r-" - t'{n *)))^nt
r,- 1 t lo,(r"-&tr?+lll o, g27)

rprb-1'o I r OU )s

F"= L-r"(pr'p)"ar
rp0t- 0"'' "'"

r- = 7 -l ^þr'ù*o,'I'' p lb - od

Integration of the continuity equation over the control I'olume yields

F^ - F" + F" - F- = s;)P^d^? (4'28)

If we norv multiply the discretized continuity equation Eq. (a-29) by Õ¡ and substract

it from ihe disc¡etized general governing equation Eq. (4-26), rve obtain,

(J" - F"þp) - (J, - .F',Õr)+ (J. - ¡"Õp) - (J* * F*þp)

= (sl + so)pa(a? - s[¡ra6l4oe @'2s)



The discretization equation Eq. (+ 30) can be rearranged to the folloiving explicit

form,

apTp: ¿¡vÕrv -f asþs * aøúa * tt¡t'þu' *b (4.30)

$,here

aE : D"A|P.I)+ I,IAX(-F.,0)

ay = D-A(lP*l) + A,I Ax(F-,0)

aN : D"A(lP"l) + MAX(-F",o)

s : D"A(lP"l) + 
'f.4x(4,0) 

(4.31)

ó = (5o'r So)pa€.At + síÕPa{^?

ap : aEias,iaN*as

The florv rates -ti, F",F",F* have been defrned before, alLd the corresponding con-

duct¿nce are defined b¡'

- 1 1 l^,, "- ,drô"¿,,r,ì. n, 1D" = ; þb -,"y1'i' *'" - s *''-\ æ-)')Ì ^^l 
a,t^

- 1 I.^f"rr*,¡r*,tt*)'Ì ¡el (4.32)o" = *Go- r.J', ( r' oa ) " oq"

1llD" : 
r'zP @b - o^Y(ro'B )"^? ai"
11 1D- = rþ@b_ o"),(r+.e)-Âl*

The Peclet numbers:

o-F. ,_F- ,_F" p_F"t'= D. t-= D- '"- D^ '"- D"

The function ,4(lPl) is defined as:

A0Pl) : a,r Ax (0,(1 - o.1iPl)5) (4.33)



The discretized Eq. (a-30) is applicable to all the variables that are defined at

the main grid point P, and in principal, applies to those defined in staggered grids

provided that the definitious of florv rates and conductances are changed according

to the position of tlie staggered control volume,

4.2.2 Solution Procedure

As stated, the present numerical scheme $'as constructed as a the combination of

curvilinear nou-orthogonal grids and the method oI primitive variables. one funda-

me¡tal prerequisite for the use of the natured SII'IPLE algorithr-n is the construction

of a pressure correction equatiol to generate a field of pressure perturbations rvhich

tend to drive the velocities tol'ards the satisfaction of continuity. Il tltis research,

the pressure correction equation rvas derived frol.n a modifred Íorm of the continuitl'

equation Eq. (a-27). By moving the second tenn iu the frrst bracket of Ðq (4-26) to

the right-hand-side of the equation, lve obtain

I 1 A. I I ô - 1 1 Ô,ø- 1 1 ôf ,â16,'*l
;"=ô\þ'T)+ i/,, 0"uþ\/a) = -;rb-r,fict'et-;rb- t\anl7ln *lt''1

= s"' (4.34)

rr,here the right hard side of Eq.(4-35), 5"', can be regarded as a virtual source fot

tlie continuity equation. By doing so, the pressure correction at point P (Fig 4-3) is

only related to the pressure corrections at its four nearest neigl.Lbours. Such practice

entails ihe use of small under-¡elaxatiou coefrcieuts.

solution procedures folloived the standa¡d SIMPLE algorithm rvith rvall shear

st¡esses as the entry (Trupp and Aly (1979)). The pressure correction equation was

solved by a point-by-poini Gauss-seidal method instead of the line-byJine iterative

technique rvhich *'as found inferior by Lei (1990). Typicaì under-relaxation uutnbers

rvere 0.1 iotT,, k and e, and 0.05 for V,, P6 and pressure correcfion. Grid unbers
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varied flom 12 x 12 Íor triangular array rod bundles lo 48 x 24 for other geometries.

The validity of the use of tirese grid numbers rvas coufirmed b¡' grid reflnement studies.

Convergence rvas quite good and tlie criteria rvere set as

rÕ'"- - Õoldt ¿ rn-5
I ,¡ lnaî -: -" (4.35)

and by cliecking the local residual of the pressure correction equatiorÌ. It rvas found

thai by 1,600 iterations converged solutions to the florv in rod-trapezoidal ducts could

be a.chieved.
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4"3 Credibility Studies

Prior to performiug the predictions of fullv developed turbulent florv through rod-

trapezoidal ducts, extensive test calculations were performed on various laminar and

turbulent flow cases for which benchn-rark solutions (exact, experimental or numerical)

existed. Test cases for fully developed laminar florvs (e g. square duct) were aimed at

checking tlie numerical accuracy rvithout the presence of ambiguity due to possible

imperfectio of the turbulence model. Further scrutiny on the numerical scheme and

turbulelce model rvas made possible bl'lest calculations for full¡'developed turbulent

flol,s through the lrapezoidal duct of I(halifa and Trupp (i988), and for florvs in

infinite tria gular array rod bundle subchannels. From ari application point of Yietv,

these tests also demolstrated the generality of ihe adopted numerical approach, i e.

the combination of curvililear non-orthogonal grids and primitive variables. N4ore

details about these test calculations otlLer than here presented follorving can be found

elses'here (\\tu and Trupp (1993b))

4.3.L Laminar Square Duct Flow

Calculations rvere performed for fully developed laminar florv through a square

duct ai Re : 996.6. Advantage I'as taken of the inherent symnetry of the duci

so onl¡, one fourth of the duct rvas adressed. The inner rod in the generalized florv

passage (Fig. 4-1)) was treated as a symmetrical line rvitli zero radius (r" = 0).

Three grid numbers rvere used to check tlLe solution for grid independence, (21 x 21,

25 x 25 and 30 x 30). Secoudary velocitites V, and Ve rvere ktlorvtt to be zero, so

their governing equations were not solved. Converged solutions saiisfying the criteria

of Eq. (a-37) l'ere achieved after 400 iterations u'ith the under relaxatio¡r numbers
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as 1.0. TÌre predicted results were compared rvith the analyiical solutions given

Shah and London (1978); the results are summarized in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: Comparison of Numerical and Analytical Results
For Full¡' Developed Laminar Square Duct Flolv

{Re 1/"^..1V, dPi

by

21 x 21. 990.3 14.34

25 x 25 993.5 14.29 2.084
30 x 30 996.3 14.24 2.093

Ðxa,ct 996.6 14.23 2.096 0.251

4.3.2 T\rbulent Tbapezoidal Duct FIow

TIie fully deleloped turbulent flos'in the symmetric trapezoidal duct shot'n in Fig.

4-4 (ttl2b = 0.4, l¡l2b: 0.6) t'as studied experimentailS'by l{halifa and Trupp (t988)

using Pitot tube and hot-u'ire alLemometr5' over a Reynolds uumbet range of 3 7 -
11.6 x 10a. This duct rvas constructed {¡om the equilateral trianguìar duct used by Aly

et al. (1978) and it turrs out to be the bounding duct employed in the rod-trapezoidal

duct subchanÌel stud¡, by the present author. Predictions for the trapezoidal duct

flow $,ere c¿rried out for trvo Reynolds numbers (6.7 and 9.9 x 104) [correspouding to

the data presented by l(halifa and Trupp (1988 ),] by locating the irnaginary rod center

(zero radius) at the syrnmetric center of the original equilateral triangular duct. Fig.

4-4 shotvs the predicted and measured resultant secondarS'florv in the symmetric half

c¡oss-section at Re : 9.9 x10a. Each arrowhead and arrou-bar ir.rdicate the direction

and the magnitude (see scale), respectively; location corresponds to the tail of the

arrow. Both the numerical and experinental results display four discernible counter-

rotating cells of Èecondary florv ivitli the global maximum being located adjacent to tlie

incliDed rvall, The predicted global maximum secondary velocity rvas trveÏLty percent

lriglrer compared *'ith the 2.2Tav a val,¿.e from measurements. Further discrepancies

0.257
0.251
0.251
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Figure ,1-4 Comparison of predicied and measured secondarï flows in the
trapezoidal duct
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occur ir.r the top and botiom wall areas i¡r terms of both direction and magnitude;

this is probably largely due to the fact tliat ilie X-probe generally registered too higlt

near the top rvall and too lorv near the bottom. Fig 4-5 comPales the computed ald

measured iocal u'all shear stress (normalized by 7.,) for Re : 6.7 x 104. Generally, the

correct trends have been predicted and the quantative agreement between numerical

and experimental data is fairly good rvith a maximunr deviation of about 7% Fig

4-6 allows the comparison of the contours of turbulent kinetic energy at .Re = 9.9 x

10a. Predicted strong distortions of the contours torvards tlie 60o corner ald bulges

arvay frorn the inclined wall are il very good agreernent rvith the experimental plot.

Hotvever, bulges near the bottom tvall are more pronounced than those from liot-rvire

measulelÌ1euts rvhile bulges near the top tvall displa¡' the reverse behat'ior. This is

consistent rvith the differences itt secondar¡' flou's shox'n in Fig. 4-4,

4.3.3 Tbiangular Array Rod Bundles

Trupp and Azad (1975) reported a t'ide-ranging experimental study on semi-

infinite equilateral triatigular rod bundle arrays having pitch-to-diameter ratios(p/d)

of 1.20 to 1.50 ald Reylolds numbers in the range 7 2 - 8 4 x 104. Secondary flou'

rvas only inferred in their studies. Trupp and A1¡' (1979) later rurnerically studied

secondary flol's in such arrays rvith pitch-to-diameter ratios of 1.12 - 1 35. The preseut

predictions x,ere conducted for three combinatiols ol pf d' anð' Reynolds number, by

assigning symmetric boundary conditions on the outer boundary 16(9) (see Fig. 4-

7). Forpld, = L06, Fig. 4-8 compares the present predicted secondary florv and

that predicted by Rapley and Gosman (1986) who used a curviiinear orthogonai grid

The single s.$,irl of secondary fl.ow from both predictions is in agreement ivith tlie

measurements of Tahir and Rogers (1979). The global maximum secondary velocity

in tlre current predictiol is 7.6%Y t cornpared to I 8%V t of Rapley and Gosman
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(1gg6); tlie present prediction also displays weaker secondary florv in the small gap

region compared to that reported by the above authors. But this is consisteÌt lvith

tlre finding b¡' Trupp and Aly (1979) tlìat even fo|pld' = l'123, secondary florv is

un¿ble to peÌetrate signifrcantly into the gap region and such penetration decreases

with decreasing pld,. Flg. 4-9 compares rva.ll shear stress profiles for the cases of

pld : 1.10,-Re = 3.6 x 10a and pld, : I'20' Re = 3.5 x 104 and shorvs the predictions

to be in good agreement tvitli the measurements of Fakory and Todreas (1979) and

of Trupp and Azad (1975). The discrepancies in comparison with the data of Fakory

and Todreas (1979) lie in the neighbour ol 0 = 0" and I : 30'. ID the area around

A = S0.,prediction gives a shi{t in maxirnum va ìte of r-f¡-toNards srnall á direction;

and in the area around d : 0" the reverse shi{t is predicted, coÌsiderilg the fact

tliat the subchannel emplo¡'ed by Fakory and Todreas (1979) r'as not symmetricall¡'

boulded by its boundaries, \'hich neans cross-gap secondary flon'in theìr subchaline]

q'ould inevitably urove maximum rvall shear stress torvards the geometric center, tlLe

abole discreparLcies are lot surprising.
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Figure 4-7 Cross-section of the triangular array rod bundle subchannel
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Figure 4-8 Comparison of predicted and measured secondary flows in

the triangular array rod bundle subchatneL
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Figure 4-9 Cornparison of predicted and measrtred local rvall shear stresses

ir.r the triangular array rod bundle subchannel
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4.4 Numerical Results

Three of the six experimental cases tabulated in Table 3-6 rvere investigated num-

mericaily, using the methodology outlined in the precedir.Lg subseclions. The florv and

geometric specifications of these three cases are ret¿bulated in Table 4-2, For the

sake of consistancy, the sequential case numbets in Table 3-6 are retained'

Table 4-2: Summar¡' of Numerically Studied Cases

Case g (--) t (--) t/d ,j (*/.
ffil+ 52,700

c 3.0 53.8 1.0õ9 r.26 54,200

D 1.0 51.8 1.020 1.26 55,200

Por cases A and C in x'hich coherent cross-gap edd¡'molions rvere detected by hot-rvire

measurentents, the auisotropic eddy viscosity factor defi ed by Eqs.(a.8)'(4.13) rvere

incorporated into the coÌr,entional algebric stress model along rvith the ,b-e nrodel

given by Eqs.(a.+)-(+.7), rvhilst in case D u'here tlo large-scale cross-g¿P eddy nrotion

s-as delected, on\'Eqs.(4.a)-(4.7) rvere called for in the turbulence rnodel'

4.4.1 îriction Factors

Predicted frictio¡ factor characteristics are conr.pared rvith experimental data i¡l

Fig. 4-10, r'here the)'are seen io 1ie slighily above the spread of the data For s/d =

1.220, the predicted {riction factor-ReynoÌds number correlation / : 0.1734e-0 203 is,

on tlre average, about 3% higher than the experimental correlation f : 9.152 p"-o 'tsz '

Comparisons are exteùded to include the smootli pipe correlation Í : 0.784ae-o'2o

which closely fits tlie I(árrirán-Nikuradse equation and the trapezoidal duct correlation

.f = 0.198,Re-0 21a by I{halifa and Trupp (19S8). The numerically calculated friction

factors for the current rod-trapezoidal duct are about 10% lorver than the values for
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Legend

Experimental data

O sld, = 1.220

e sld -- r.078

sld = 1.s59

s ld = 1.926

Cor¡elations

4 Circular pipe: Í - 0.L84¿"-o.ro

B Present trapezoidal duct: ¡ = 0.1981?e-0.21a

Q Present prediction: f - 0.l7sûr-o.tot

D Preseni cor¡elation ': Í = 0.I52&e-o.1e2

- The standa¡d er¡or of estimate is 0.00232

0

0

0

0.030

0.025

?.0 8.0 9.0 10.02.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

.Êe(x 104)

Figure 4-10 f;.¿;o" tictår-d.p.t á*" on Reynolds numier
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smooth pipe flow. Simila¡ conclusion was drawn by Seale (1982), ivho found the

frictio¡r factors for a rod-rectangular duct werc 2% lorver than the Kármán-Nikuradse

correlation. Taking into account the frnding by Trupp and A1y (19?9), that in sn'rooth

triangular array rod boundles, friction factors are higher than those of pipe florv by

12% fo 78% for the same Reynolds numbers, it can be in{erred that the friction factors

in simulated rod bundle subchannels are generally lorver than pipe florv values.

4.4.2 l|4ean Axial Velocities

Isovels (V,lV,,o) in rod-trapezoidal ducts for s/d : 1.220,1.059 and 1.020 are

shotvll in Fig.4-11, rvhe¡e the predicted Yelocities are compared rvith the experimental

data. As cau be see , contour shapes are very silìilar' The maxintum deviation

between the ùurnerical arrd experimentaì data $'as about 1.57a Á the subchannel

ceÌtral regions and about 3.0% in the corner and gap regions. similar diferences

reported b¡' Trupp and Aly (1979) ir the gap region of triangular arra"r' rod bundle

rvere attributed to iticomplete florv development. Ilt all three cases, the naximum

axial velocities are aboul 20% higher than the subchannel average values. Ali tlie

predicted and experimental isovels bear strolg traces of the iufluence of secondarì'

flo$'; most evide¡t are the indentations a*'ay from the inclined rvall in case A rvhere at

the sarne place Fig. 3-12 shot's return secoudary flolvs. Less obvious are the bulges

of isovels towards the 60" and 120' duct corners. There is no ir.rdication that the

nean axial velocity distribution is afected b]'tlie large scale turbuLence cross-gap

eddy motion. As already shotvn in Fig.3-4 and Table 3-3, near rvall axial I'elocity

distributions in the rod-trapezoidal duct conform to the log-law.
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(b)

(.) (d)

Figure 4-11 Comparison of predicted and measured mean axial velocities
(a) Case A, prediction; (b) Case A, measurement;
(c) Case C, prediction; (d) Case C, measurement;
(e) Case D, prediction, (f) Case D, measurement
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Comparison of predicied and me¿sured mean axial velocities
(a) Case A, prediction; (b) Case A. measurement;
(c) Case C, prediction; (d) Case C, measuremenr;
(e) Case D, prediction. (f) Case D, measurement
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4.4.3 Secondary Velocities

Fig.4-L2 (a-c) presents the predicted secondar¡' velocity vectors for case A, C and

D. As iridicated b¡'the inserted illustrative flgures, the numerical calculatiotLs generate

a large vortex and a small counter-rotating vortex for each of the three rod-to-wall

gaps (top, bottom and inclined); and for each of the trvo duct corners (60" and 120')

there exist tu,o counter-rotating cells coming from the ceutral region torvards the

corner. These trvo pairs of counter-rotating cells in the duct corners will eventually

become dominant r4ren the radius of the central rod is reduced. The limiting case

(trapeäoidal duct) can be reached b¡' considering a zero radius rod; in tiris.situation

the secondary flotv pattern described in Fig. 4-4 rvould emerge. Consistent with ihe

existi¡g kuorvledge on the function of secondary florv irt rod bundle subchannels, the

maiu rotating secondar¡'florv cells in rod-to-rvall gap regions convect high motnentunt

from the subchalLnel central regions to gap areas, facilitating intersubchannel mixing

Comparison rvith experimeutal data can be made for case A rvhose X-probe mea-

sured secondary velocity vectors are docurnented in Fig.3-12, The predicted trvelve-

cell pattern partially encolrpass the rneasured rough three-cell secondary florv pattern,

in the sense that the experinrentall¡' established large central cell and the returnilg

corller cell are reproduced in the present prediction. Of particular importance is the

cousistent returning secondary florv from the 60'duct corner along the inclilied duct

rvall. The strong distortions of the measured axial velocit5', wall shear stress and tur-

bulence kinetic energy in this region are believed to be an efiect of such a secondary

florv patteru. The mag[itudes of the predicted secondary florvs, like the experinental

data, are within about 3.5% of the mean a\¡erage aúal velocity. It is of further interest

to notice the obvious diference of t]re second¿ry florv pattern i¡r case D from those

iL Case A and C. Tlie larger occupation area of the trvo returning secondary florvs
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Figure 4-12 Predicted secondary velocit¡' vectors in rod-trapezoidal duct
(a) Case A; (b) Case C; (c) Case D
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Fisure 4-12 P¡edicted secondary Íelocity vectors iÌL rod-trapezoidal duct

(a) Case A; (b) Case C; (c) Case D
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from the 60. duct corner represent the gradually itcreasing doninance of the duct

corner as the rod is brought up to the 1.0 mrn small top gap. It is also another indi-

cation that eventually as the the rod diminishes the present secondary flow pattern

u'ill degenerate into that o{ the trapezoidal duct given in Fig. 4-4.

4,4.4 
.Wall 

Shear Stresses

comparisons bets,een tl.re predicted local rvall shear stress distributions and those

measured by Preston tube are affordecl by Fig. 4-13(a-c). In the present numerical

work, the local rvall shear stresses are calculated from the turbulence field by Eqs,

(4.15) arrd (4.16). From Fig. a-13(a) for case A, it is evident that the present predic-

tiol s,¿s unable to reproduce the dip of wall shear stress ou the inclined rvall rvhere

a returliug secondarl' floli' ttas detected both experimentally aud numericail¡' This

nra},be attriblted to the relatively s'eaker predicted relurning secotdar5'florv in this

tegion. This dip region aside, the numerical prediction ofiers satisfactory comparison

with the experimental data, fo11oü's the same trel.Lds and has a maxirnum difference of

about 6% near the bottom gap region. Actuall¡" tlie experimental data in the bottoür

gap region rnay be biased by the srnallness of the gap.

For case C, the prediction is iÌ general agreernelt tvith ihe measured rvall shear

stress. Deviations occur in the top gap region rvhere measuted dala shorv an increasing

trend tou,ards the gap rvhereas the predicted rvall shear exhibits the opposite trend.

This difference boils dot'n to the cross-gap edd5' ¡o1iot.t rvhose influence is slLorvn by

the experiment but is less prolounced by the present numerical model. In tliis case,

the maximum quanlative diference is about 5% rvliich occurs in the top gap region

near the 120o duct corner.

For case D *,here only a conventional turbulence nodel \'as i[volved, the pre-

dicted rvall shear stress offers very close frt to the experimental data. The maximum
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Figure 4-13 Comparison of predicted and measured local rvall shear r.,/7., in the

rod-trapezoidal duci (a) Case A; (b) Case C; (c) Case D
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deviation of about 3% rvas located near the 60' trapezoidal duct corne¡.

4.4.5 Turbulence Kinetic Energy

Tlre predicted normalized turbulence kinetic energy contours (klu-") arc given in

Fig. 4-14(a-c). Comparison of the calculated ,t distributions for the three cases rvith

tlie experimental data shorvn in Figs. 3-9(axb) and (d) offers good overall agreement

For case A, the higli & patch in Fig.3-9(a) resulting from the cohe¡ent cross-gap eddy

motion is correctly predicted by the numerical calculation with about 10% quanti-

tative diference (maximum about 30% in gap region). Since the anisotropic factor

n(r,0) in the current turbulence rnodel x'as derived from experirnental results, it is

quite understandabÌe that predictiou rnethod should be able to generate the sarne

quantative turbulence kinetic energ¡' distribution rvithill certain numerical deviatioll'

Consistent r.ith the prediction on rvall shear stress, the predicted ,lc distribution ex-

hibits a rveaken dip (in comparison *'ith rneasurements) in the near-iuclined-rvall

region rvhere returlLing secondary flou'r¡'as measured.

For case C, the predicted tnaximun turbulence kinetic energy is located in tlie

celter of the high & patch, rather than in the snall top gap regiou as indicated by

the experirnental data shorvn in Fig.3-9(c). As depicted in Fig a-ia(b), the strong

inderrtatiotr of lafa"' contouts itL the near rod surface region t'here 0 = 50 - 70"

is the result of stroug returning secondary florv frorn the rod surface towards the

subchannel center. A sirnilar iudentation for case C is also sl.Lorvn in Fig. 4-16(c) rvith

a strong bulge torvards the 60o duct corner.

For case D, the maximum k,f ú' vúu.es are located near the rod and duct su¡faces

opposite to the largest florv cross-section. Here there is no cross-gap eddy notion

to modify tlie turl¡ulence kiletic energy contours, rvhich is il agreement rvith the

experimental data shorvr.r in Fig.3-9(d). In general, the present turbulence model
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based oll anisotropic edd¡' viscosity is capable of predicting the turbu]ence kinetic

energy fields iti closel¡'-spaced rod bundle subchanuels, provided that a description of

alisotropic factor is at'ailable
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Figure 4-14 Comparison of predicted and measured turbulence kinetic energy kf u-' ín L\e
rod-trapezoidal duct (a) Case.4.; (b) Case C; (c) Case D



Chapter 5

Predictions of Turbulence
Structures in Simulated Asymmetric
Rod Bundles: Finite Element Method

Th" ,rnr'r'rericol studies reported in this cìrapter serves a furtìrer coutilu¿tion aud sup-

plementation to the extensive experimental rvork reported in Chapter 3 This study

rvas aimed at simulating fully developed turbulence structures in sinulated asymmet-

ric rod bundles fornred by the rod-trapezoidal duct. Special attention n'as devoted to

the predicliol of secondary flon's. Eforts I'ere also made to the reproduction of *'all

sheal stress and axial velocit¡' dislributions, Predictions of turbulence kirtetic energ¡'

and dissipation rvere also of inte¡est.

The methodology adopted in the numerical study described in this chapter, rvas a

combination of existing finite elernent code ANSYS 5.0 and FLOTRAN 2.1a. The cal-

culations reported il Chapter 4 were performed using the frlite volume rnethod, rvhose

porver is enbedded in two features: 1) only noÌL-zero terms for each nodal equation

are stored, and 2) the governing equations are solved sequentially using iterative ma-

trix solutiol methods. Both of these features minimize the core storage requirements

for the calculation. The preselt reported approach cornbines these robust features of

SIX{PLE algorithms ivith the geouretric flexibility of the finite element method \\¡ith



the finite element model built by ANSYS, FLOTRAN soives the governing equations

using the Galerkin rveighted integral method, streamline uprvinding, and a sequential

solution algorithm. Modelling of turbulence is made possible by using the built-in

À - e trvo-equation model, although this model has been proven to be not adequate

for rod bundl florv.

This chapter is organized in accordance rvith the natutal course of the implemeta-

tion of the present numerical stud¡'. The mathernatical formulations, including gor'-

erning equations, turbulence model, boundary conditions, and details of the filite

elenent discretization procedures, r'ill be first given. TIie documentatiou of the

comparisons between the predictions and experimental data for tlte as¡'mmetric rod-

trapezoidal duct is preceded by the a description of tlìe FLOTRAN sequential solution

algorithn.

5. L Mathernatical Forrnulations

5.1.L Momentum Equations

For fully developed turbulent florv of a constaut properties fluid, in a Cartesial

coordinate system (ø,3i, z), tìre Re¡'nolds equations are

Reynolds equation for x direction,

a -- â -- a,ôv". 0,av,.
fiG1,,1'.)t jr(n\',,r'") = j,fufi)+ *fufi)-sv"

t. -- - plf;,¿, - ftø*t) -'f,
Reyrolds equation for y direction,

ft<ov.v"t + ft{nv"t") = *r*, - ftruufrt 
* tn" (5 2)

(5.1)
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su" = -l**r&rd_ *E

Reynolds equation {or the axial direction,

a -- a,*_ -,-. a,Ôv,, ôt..Ôr-,\ c_ i/6cì
fiØ,l',\'.)+ *Øt'"t'') 

: *0' 
^)+ *\rt * 

)- sr. (ðr)

s,.. = -,lftr,a-ftø*tl- *tr

5.1.2 Turbulence Model

Turbulent stress tensor appearing il the Reynolds equations are expressed as

follorvs,

av-'u: - -ltt ^' ur,
-" ol'ouí = -pt ôy

)Yo tE.t\u.u,, = -Ur-^ \Ð .1./

oæ

av,u"a. : -pt'^-oa
av,

u"U, = -Pt ôr
av,

usu, : - l-LL ôg

The transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy ft and the dissipation

rate of turbulelLce kinetic energy € appearing in the turbulent stress tensor (Oq.(S-+))

are as follorvs,

- Ak - Ak 0 .u,0k. ô ,p,Ôk,p1'.u+PYoaa u(^ul- 6o\;*)+s* (ÐÐ']

S¡: ¡r¡G - pe
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Figure 5-1 The cross section of the test rig for Case F
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,, - ,(C'IL''G -- C"Pe)
k

where pr : C sptrz le; a¡ = 1.0 and a. = 1 3 are turbulerrt Prandtl ttumbers for & ard

e, respectively; C", = L.44 , C"" = I'92 attð. Ca = 0.09 are empirical constants and G

represents the production rate of turl¡uleuce kinetic energy in which only gradients

in axial veloccity are retained,

*- ôe *- ôe , ,r,*) + !(!*l * s,Pr"aæ+P'oa, ar\o,o, og o¿oa

c=zlrþr -,-trl,lT**l'

(5.6 )

(5.7 )

5.1.3 Boundary Conditions

Therer are three boundary condition types in the three dimensional florv domain

shown in Fig, 5-1: inflorv, outflot' and lo-slip *'all

At theinlet, r'elocities are specified as Y" - 0, I , = ¡, V, : l r. The turbulent ki-

¡etic energy is estimated at the illet using the relation: k;^t"t : I'5(7%Yu)'. Tlte tnt-

bulence kinetic energy dissipation rate at the irllet is estinated as €ínlet: Cak!;l"tlL

n'here .L is tlte characteristic leugth scale of the probleni

On solid g'alls, turbulence and rnean axial velocity calculations in the ¡'icinity of

a rvall are made possible using the 1¿w-of-the-rvall.

Zero pressure are applied on the outlet pìane rvitlt other quantities left unspecified.

5.2 Numerical Scheme

TlLis section is divided into.three parts. The frrst subsection discusses tlie dis-

cretizatio¡r methods applied to Eqs. (5-1)-(5-3) and (5-5)-(5-6). The secoud part
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deals vith the aspect of velocity-pressure coupling. Finally, the third part describes

the sequential FLOTRAN solution algorithm. Again, al1 equations are in Cartesian

coordinates, unless noted otherrvise.

S.2.L Discretization Procedure

To facilitate understanding of the discretization methods, it is rvortlLudrile to con-

sider the {ollorving generalized transport equation that is sirnilar in mathematical

form to Ðqs. (5 1)-(5-3) and (5-5)-(5-6).

(5 8)

The left hand side of Eq. (5-8) gor.erns advection ol Õ. On the right hand side,

the second order temrs represent difiusion of Õ l'iih Iö as a geleralized diffusioll

coefficient. Finally, ,9ç is a generalized source term alreadl' defined in the individual

transport equations.

The Galerkin method of rveighted residuals is used to discretize the difusion and

source terms in the governing equations. Consider a steady state, diffusiol dominated

florv so tltat the advectiol terrns in Eq. (5 8) are negligible, gii'ing:

ryP.'gP = ftrr.uflt+ f,tr.ffr* s-

a. ðo a._aa.:(fd'-)- ^ (l.o^ )-5+:0oæ or' oa cla '

¡*l*rr,#t+ ftrr.fit+ s.]aa": o

(5.e )

Tire rveak form of this equation is established by taking the rveighted average of the

scalar equation over the individual elements:

(5. i0)

where I4l is the iveighting function rvhich, for the Galerkin rnethod, is the same as

the element interpolation function. Superscript 'e' denotes iltegration ove¡ individual

elements.
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Since only linear interpolation functions are used to approximate the distribution

o{ Õ in the h-type elements, the second order derivative terms in Eq. (5 t0) must be

transformed to flrst order. This is achieved bl' si¡nple integration by parts to give:

[ ,*l5ura, *Ya*ao] dA" - [n'f" lP -, u]l ot' - [ u's,¿¡' = ol -lÔæ ös 'J J -Ldlx oU) r
(5.11)

The seco[d integral is over the element surface 5". The next step is to substitute the

follorving approximations for Õ, 56 aud 16 into Eq. (5-11):

6 = !tr4l;Õ;;sr: Ð14/;,96,;;ra: tl4/rlÕ,i (5.12)
;=1 i=1 i=l

s'here /f" is the rlumber of tLodes il tlte element The resulting equation is:

/ I ,,-,ru , l'lli4}*^, {li4l¡.-lr."t"l ,.?,*, "-''" I ô* 0r ^ 0y öy I

/ fr ø',r,r,,r,,, [95*- " 41¡r-l d.s'- [f ";,,;r,,,r.4" 
= 0(5.13)

J ¡,70-, "Lo, oa ) r;7t
Reu'riting Eq. (5- t3) il matrix forn:

Ð x:¡øi = Fi,i = 1,2,3, . N" (5.14)

(5.16)

K:, - / l 'r,r.,l4i4l¡*^*4L95o-l¿,r"" l ;jf=t '''Iö, dr - dA oy J

- / Ë r4.;IT';r+,; lTlr- * ôI'o*ul¿s" 
(5.15)

J .=, " " I Oix Ou I
¡,J'¡s= I

,:: L::,wiwisþ,idA

The discretized equations (5-14) are fromed on alL element basis and assembled into

global s¡'s1sn in s'hich coefi.cient matrix K¿¡ and source vector F¡ are defi.ued as

.¡v. N.
Kt¡:ÐIçjrFr:ÐF:
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ri'he¡e 1/" is the number of elements irr the solution domarn

The elements used are the linear tetrahedral. Tlie weighting/interpolation func-

tion has the follou'ing form for each element:

W; : a¡ I b;n 'f c;Y (5.18)

The mouotole streamline upwind rnethod is used to discretize the advection terms.

The strength of this scl.reme is that upt'inding occurs along a streamline, not nec-

essarily a coordinate axis as is the case for conventionai uprvinding techniques. The

intent is to minimize crossg'iud numerical diflusion that occurs rvhen the florv ruls

diagoually across an element in rvhich case the first order truncation errors associated

n'ith the uprvinded advection terms a.re highest. The physical basis for the r:ronolone

slreanline upt'ind method is that pure advection is a characteristic value probleln in

which the conserverl quantity is transported along characteristic lines, the streamliues.

Since characteristic value probler.ns typicall¡' govern phenornera that are fundamen-

tally discoltiluous, then adt'ective transport rnust also be cousidered a discontinuous

process, Consequently, the monotolLe streamline uprvind method represertts the non-

liliear advection terms rvith discotitinuous approximations.

Assume a cornpletel5' inviscid flou. with ÌLo source tetms so ihal Eq (5-8) reduces

to
aG!"ø)+a(pliÕ) _o

Oæ OY

The expression represents pure advective transport of iÞ

streamv'ise coordinates, Eq. (5-tg) can be rvritten as:

o\pv se )-=_--u
os

(5.1e)

i¡r corlservative form. In

(5.20)

Eq. (5-20) indicates that for pure advection flori's, (p7,Õ) is constant along a
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strearnline. This is implemented on an element basis by assuming

(5.21)

(5.23 )

where JV1 is the dorvnt'ind node alrd iVs the point of intersection betrveen the up-

stream face and the streamline that coincides l'ith the dot'nstream node

5.2.2 Solution Procedure

Similar to tlte SII{PLE rnethod, a Poisson equation for pressure is derived for im-

pletneutation il FLOTRAN bJ'substituting an expression for velocity il temrs of the

pressure gradient derived from the momentum equation into the continuit¡' equation

Tliis permits the use of equaì order interpolation lunctions for pressure and velocity

since these variables both appear il second order terms ilL the pressure equation.

There are tu'o steps in the developrnent of the solution algorithm for pressure. The

frrst is a derivation of the expressions used to relate the velocity to pressure These

expressions are obtained from a rearrangement of the partially discretized momentum

equations. The second step is to substitute the velocity-pressure relatior.Ls into the

continuity equation after it has been discretized using Galerkin's weighted integral

method.

FLOTRAN solves the governiug equations sequentially rather than as one large

system. The florv chart in Fig. 5-2 illustrates the global iteration loop. The rnonen-

tum equations are solved sequentiall¡', as noted. So, tvhen the x-momentum equation

ttt*r]" = constant

for the element. As a result, discretization of tlie advection terms becomes;

tu-lô(p!"øl - 
a(pl,o)l 

dA" =laþ!"ô)l' [^,0o" (Ð.22\J | 0t ôy I L 0s )J
Tlre gradient ô(pT"A)l0s is calculated using a backrvard diference:

[ô(pP,o)1" (p].,Õ)"' - (pll,Õ)N,

Lô, l= d'
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is solved rvitli TDMA solver {or velocity 7,, the variabi es, Vr,V ",P and the source

terms are treated as knorvrL {rom the initial guess or the previous iteration. Au anal-

ogous procedure is used for the g- ar.Ld z- mornetrtum equations and the pressute

and turbulelce equations.

Typical under-relaxation numbers rvere 0.5 for a1l the variabìes. Element numbe¡s

rvere 65 x 15 x 15 for the three dimensional computatioual domain shotvn in Fig. 5-1

Totai ¡rode and element numbers were 16,640 and 18,525, respectively Au element

spacing ratio of 1:10 rvas used in tlie z- main florv direction to account for the

large gradient near the inlet region. Convergence was declared after all the primar¡'

variables satisfied tlie c¡iterion:

¿6 -ð,,,'ald -,^_5l---- 

-l-o" 

\ lu (5.24)

It was found that ¿fter 300 iterations, converged solutions to the florv of asymmetric

rod-trapezoidal duct t'ere achieved on a HP 725 Urlix rvork-station t'ith 43,200 CPU

secolLds.
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Figure 5-2 Solution florv chart by finite element method



5.3 Numerical Results

The asymmetric experimental case tabulated in Table 3-6 was investigated rrum-

mericaliy, using the flnite elernent method outliùed in the preceeding subsections.

The florv and geometric specifications of this case are retabulated in Table 5-1. For

the sake of consistence, the sequential case number ir Table 3-6 is retained

Table 5-1: Flou' ald Geometric Conditions of Case F

F' r7.2 62.0 r.220 0.64 26,300

In the cartesian coordinate system defined in Fig. 3-2, the axis of the rod is located

at the line of (0.0126 m r,0.0294 mm). The bulk axial velocity correspondirlg to tlie

selecled Reynolds number is 12.6 rn/sec

5.3.L Mean Axial Velocities

Isovels (i1) in the rod-trapezoidal duct for case F are shotl'l in Fig.5-3, l'here

the predicted velocitl'are contpared l'itll the experimeltal data. Contour shapes are

very similar; the maximum dei'iatiou betrveen the numerical and experimental data is

aboui 3% in the subchannel ce[t¡al regions and higher in the comer and gap regions.

5.3.2 Secondary Velocities

Fig.5-a (a-b) presents the predicted secondary velocities for case F. As indicated

by the velocity vector plot in Fig. 5-4(a), the nume¡ical calcuìations generate a large

single vortex circulating around the rod. Thus secondary florvs nay not be bounded

b5' artificial subcharurel bouudaries for highly asymrnetric rod-bundle subcha¡¡els

AIso being coDveyed i¡r this flori. pattern, provided that the real florv s'as correctly
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Figure 5-3 comparison between predicted and measured a-.cial velocity fo¡ case F
(b) measurement -.







modelled, is the message that transport bettveen asymmetric rod bundle subchannels

is strongl¡' influenced by crossing-gap secondary velocity, supporting the apparent

high rnixing factors for asymmetric rod-to-rvall gaps shorvn in Fig 3-17 Fig' 5-a(b)

gives the predicted secondary velocit¡' magnitudes. The peak secondar5' velocity is

3.9ToV t similar to those in the s5'mmetric gap cases.

5.3.3 Turbulence Kinetic EnergY

The predicted turbuleuce kinetic energ¡' cotttours (fr) for case F are given in Fig.

5-5. Comparison of the calculated ft distribution rvith the experirnental data shorvn in

Figs. 3-g(f) only exhibits agreernenl in the large subchar.Lnel central area far a['aJ'frorn

gaps. This is due to the fact that the prese t standard lt - e turbulence rnodel does not

accou¡Lt for the cross-gap eddy motion rvhich modifies the k distribution signiflcanlly

in tlre near gap regions. The predicted maximum klt' (a a) is located near the large

subchannel bottom area. It is emphasized that the present predicted secondar¡' fl611'

pattern is a very preliminary result rvhich should be treated rvith caution. in addition

to further ¡urnerical study, becauses of the far-reachitÌg coltsequerces, attempts sliould

also be made to experimentall¡' confirm the recirculation
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

6.L Experimental Studies

Extelisive hot-rvire, Preston tube and Pitot tube neasuretttents t'ere performed

over a Reynolds number range of 2õ,000 to 55,000, in simulated rod bundle subchan-

nels (rod-trapezoidal duct cross-sectiou) {or which the tube positions $'ere varied to

proYide s/d ratios from 1.220 dol.n to 1.020, including asymrnetric tube orieutatiols,

As a result of these experiments, spatial distributions of the mean axial velocity, local

rvall shear stress, fit'e of the six Re1'¡o1¿t stresses and the distributions of turbulence

kinetic energy are obtained, as rr'ell as secondary velocities for tlte setting o{ s/d =

1.220. Xleasurements on pou'er spectra of tlie axial a d azimuthal ReJ¡]ìolds stress

components ir.L the nea¡ gap regions tvere also made. Examilation of the presented

experimental data leads to the following conclusions:

1. The Reynolds number depeùdence of friction factor in the sinulated rod bundle

subclrannel rvith s/d = l '220 can be described by / : 0 '152 Re-o '1s2 Based o'

the equivalent hydraulic diameter, frictiol factors in rod-rroncircular duct are

generally lorver thau smootlt pipe flor¡ r'alues

2. Maximurn axial velocity in the present rod-trapezoidal duct is typicaliy about
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4.

twent5' per cent higher than the subchannel averaged value. Contours of normal-

ized axial velocit5' display bulges torvards duct corners and indentations arvay

from the lorver part of the inclined duct rvall due to the convection of momentum

by secondary flos'. There is no indicatiol that the axial velocity distribution is

aflected to any significant extent by large scale cross-gap eddy motion

T]re numerical integration based overall average rvall shear stress 7,, is within

trvo per cent of the ducl average value from the measuted axial pressure gradi-

ents. Global maxima of normalized local rvall shear stress r-f T- ate consisently

located ol the rod surface rvhere d = 60' io 80" rviih the value o{ about 1.3 -
1.4, rvliile global rnitLima are generall¡' located in the 60o trapezoidaì duct corner

at a level of about 0.3. Ttre local rvall shear stress distributions are markedly

nodifled by secondar5' florvs, such as the dip on the iuclined duct rvall for case

A. There are also signs that in the vicinity of small gaps, local rvall sirear stress

can be modiled bJ' lurge scale cross-gap eddy motion

Tlie present experimental results uniquely colflrm the exislence of an unusual

region near the rod-to-rvall gap characterized by liigh magnitude axial turbu-

lence iutensity rvith a rernarkabll' different type of distribution compared to a

normal boundary layer. The quautative level of this high-intensity region in-

creases rvith decreasing s/d ratio. Hot'ever, such increases do uot extend to t]ie

case of extremely small gaps under r'ç'hich condition any cross-gap eddy motion

becomes irnpossible. Azimuthal turbulence intensities reach peak values un-

der conditions corresponding to rr'hert the aforementioned high-intensity region

occurred. The disappearance of tl.Le peak norrnalized azimuthal tu¡bulence in-

tensity aÌso coincides rvith the limiiing case stated above. The quantatit'e level

of the azimuthal turbulence intensity is larger than the axial conponent near
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the small gap region. Based on the measurements of Reynolds normal stresses,

turbulence kinetic energy t'as calculated and its distribution was fould essen-

tially similar to the axial turbulelce intensit¡'but it rvas strongly influenced by

the azimuthal cotnponent right near the gap.

Secondary velocities on the symmetric rod setting slà = L.220 tvere measured

with X-probe; the magnitudes of secondary flow in most places rvere around

tlre level of 7%V "¡, rvith a maxirnun of about 3.4ToV ",a. 
The obtained floiv

pattern coilcided u'ell rvith the bulges of u'al.l shear stress arLd turbulence kinetic

energy distributions, suggesting tliat secondary florv is an importaut transport

process rvithin the present rod-trapezoidal subchattnels, and possiblv for other

rod bundle subchannels as *'ell. Horr'ever, there is no apparent linkage betrveen

secondar¡' florv and the abuorrnal turbulence intensity distributiol.

The peak frequencies from the measured pot'er spectra on axial ancl azimuthal

Reynoids stress contponents strongly suggest the existence of strong periodic

eddy movernent; this characterislic frequelc5' depends on the subchannel ge-

ometry and florr' condition. The present data can be correlated lvith a linear

correlatior of Eq.(3-2). While the derived rnixing factor from symmetric gap

spectral data shorv good agreement u'ith the Rehme's correl.atiolL Eq (3-i1),

rnixing factors from asymmetric gap spectral data are rluch higher than pre-

dicted by Eq. (3-1t), suggesting that mixing betrveen adjacent subchannels

might be enha¡rced by cross-gap secondary florvs.

6.2 Numerical Studies

Sinrulations of fully developed turbulent florv through the rod-trapezoidal dirct
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ìve¡e made using the numerical methodology based on the combination of curvilinear

non-orthogonal grids and primitive variables. As coufr¡med bJ' a series ol devel-

opmeutal test cases, tlie simple coordilLate system transformation employed in the

study applies to simulated and real rod bundle subchannels Turbulence modelling

rvas made possible by combining the existing algebraic Reynolds stress model and the

experimentally determined ernpirical anisotropic eddy viscosity factor. This turbu-

lence model rvas found to be capable of qualitatively reproducing major turbulence

quantatities such as turbulence kinetic enregy and local ivall shear stress ir.r the pres-

ence of large scale cross-gap eddy motion. In parallel rl'ith the experirnental studies,

frictio¡ factor, Iocal l'all shear stress ald distributions of axial velocity, turbulence ki-

netic energy and secondar¡' r'elocities rvere predicted for selected rod settings Specific

conclusions cal be drarvn from the presented numerical results, as follorvs:

1. The predicted normalized isovels V,/].,6 \l'ere l'erJ¡ similar to the experimental

data rvith maxirnum differerce of about 1.5% iu the subchaunel central region

and 3.0% in the corner and gap regions. Ðr'idences of secoldar¡' florv such as

buiges torvards duct corlers and dip at'ay fron the inclined rvall t'ere repro-

duced but l'ith somervhat reduced distortions compared to the experirneutal

data

2. Two counter rotating secondar¡' florl' cells rvere predicted t'iih the current nu-

merical model for each rod-to-rvall gap, includilLg a large central vortex and

a small cell. There are also trvo pairs o{ counter-rotating cells coming from

the subchanuel central region torvards the duct corners. The full picture o{ sec-

ondary f.ow consists of trvelve counter-rotating ceils for a s¡'mmetric haive ol the

rod-trapezoidal duct. Variation of this pattern rvith changes of s/d ratio were

obtained. In comparison l\'ith experimental secondar¡' flou' data, the predicted



pattern ofe¡s a more complete descriplion of the secondar¡'flow which encom-

passes tu'o of the three measured cells. The predicted maximum secondary

velocity rvas 3.õ%l'¡,,, comparing to the measured ntaxnrium of 3.4%ii,". Con-

sidering the dife¡ence betweeu the predicted ar.Ld measured secoldary florv pat-

tern, note experimental work on this regard is needed.

3. The predicted local wall shear stress distribution did not exhibit the interesting

dip that was measured along the inclined duct rvall for tire symrnetric case of

slð : 7.220; associated with this, the prediction s'as about 10% lorver than

the experimeutal data in the bottorn gap area. Tliese diferences aside, the

numerically calculated local l'all shear stress x'as generall¡' x'ithin 6% of the

experimental values, tvitìr tìre exception of the gap region u'here the present

turbulelice model provided inadequate description of the cross-gap eddS' motion.

4. The experimentally obtairLed higli turbulence kiletic energy (&/u"') patches

g'ere correctl], predicted by the present numerical scheme. The migratiol of the

patch fron bottom gap region for case A to the top gap region for case C was

achieyed b)' etonttt.ot i¡put of anisotropic eddv visosity factor in the turbulence

mode1. Quantative difierences between prediction attd measurement rvere gen-

erall¡'within 10%. Distortions in the predicted contours due to secondary florvs

resembled those frotn neasu¡ements rvith somes'hat lesser degree of bulging and

dipping.

6.3 Recornrnendations

The ultimate aim of the enorrnous eforts devoted so far to the area of rod bundle

subchannel florv is to facilitate the design and safe operation of nuclear reactor fuel
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channels. consistent u'ith this aim, recommendations for future rvork iu the present

research area are noted belorv in order to priority.

1. Measurements of temperature fluctuation for fully developed turbulent florv in

simulated rod bundle subchannels rvith gid = 0.10 to 0.02.

2. Flow visuaüzation of large.scale cross-gap eddS' ¡¡6¡1on in simulated and triaù-

gular array ¡od bundles.

3. Development of a turbulence model ivith rninimum possible empirical input to

simulate ¡od bundle subchanlel florvs, including the flot' regions rvhich consist

of coherent cross-gap edd)' nrotion and the regions rvhich or.Ll¡' cotisist of ordiuary

boundar¡' Ia]'e¡ þsh¿l,i6¡.
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Appendix A

Error Analysis of
Secondary Velocity Measurements

Given the fact that hot rvire measurement is such a sensiti ve ¿nd intricate technique,

it is natural to understand that one inherent probletn alu'ays associated l'ith the

application of hot *'ire anemometry is the estination of experimental error. Certain

scientific sense carÌ only be reached if a cornpetent error analysis has been conducted.

This is particularly true rvher.r the direction-selLsitivity of ilie hot 's'ire anernometr]' is

used to extract the extrerne rveak information of non-zero meatt transveral velocity.

Before atialysing the experimental error, rve rvill first go over the basic classification

of measuremelt errors, because this rvill certainl¡' benefit the {ollot'ing discussions.

Systematic measuremettt errors (bias) cau be caused by the use of imperfect mea-

surement devices, measurement ptocedures, by environmental influences (influence

quantities) existing during measurement, as v'ell as by the influence of the measuring

person. Systematic errors can be detertnined and eliminated according to a prin-

ciple and are, in theory, predictable on a single measutement basis. Random mea-

surement errots can occur in seusitive measurentents conducted under repetitional

conditions. Repetitional couditions exist when the measuriug person is repeatedly

,rl"ururing the same quantity, using the same measuring device and the same mea-
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surernent procedure. The scatter of the measured value is caused by temporallJ' and

locally non-constant er¡or sources. Random measurement etrots cannot be individ-

ually elimilated because it is not possible to predicl the error magnitude at a given

time.

The staldard approaclL to estimate the systematic error involves three steps: ap-

plying partial differentiation to the original response equation rvith respect to virtually

every variable rvhich rnay cause deviatiol from the real value; evaluating tlie magni-

tude of influence resulting from tire diferential change of each individual variable in

terms of perceltage; finally making use of root-sum-square method to get the overall

deviation rvhich is the systematic error. To put tÌris into lnathematical language,

assume u'e h¿ve

g = f(æ1,æ2,...,æ^)

according to linear error-propagation lau',

n A-,
Ar,=\- "Y Ar.," 7=, t)r,

For relalive neasurement errors in terms of percentage,

AE {- 0g Lr¡
, : !a^T

makìng use of the root-sum-square method to get the maximum systematic error

estimation

Several prerequisites have to be met if ihe above illustrated principle is to practically

make sense. An explicit expression of the desired quantity 3t in terrns of every influ-

encing factor is indispensible if a theoretically strict estirnation is to be achieved. Un-

fortunately in sorne cases the derived expression y : f(q,æ2, . .,*") only holds true
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provided certain assumptions have been made tvhich implies some error-causing fac-

tors c,.,11, ...ttn)-k have beeti implicitly onritted and hence do not appear in the final

equation. Lengtlry nathematical derivatiol of partial derivation 0y fÔt; often aåds

sig ificant trouble, i{ not making it irnpossible, to the implementation of the error es-

timation process. Apart from fhese, perhaps the most perplexing problem associated

with the above process is lo quantify the magnitude or L,æ¡lg because some vari¿bles

are tlrernselves quantities dependent on other variables, i.e. æ;: Í'(,1,*r,. .,';"),

which means that a chain estimation is needed to reach a strict error estimation, and

this is not alu'a)'s practically possible. In this regard, generally two approaches are

at aiiable, i.e. theoretical alal¡,sis u,hich in esselce is by virtue of series expansion

ancl o¡rissio¡ of terms of higli order srnallness; and sensitivity analysis r¡'hich invoh'es

alteriùg soute errol dominating factors experinentallY step bv step aÌd exami g the

relative changes of outputs. The former rvas adopted by Larvn (1969) in lorv Reynolds

number srnootli pipe florv l'hereas tlie latter u'as emploved by Seale (1982) in sim-

ulated rod bundle subchanÌel flow over a wide Reynolds number range. Although

these trvo r¡ethods seem to difier from each other significantly, the¡' are'r'irtually the

sarne in the sense that both of thern starl from tlie cooling resporìse equation and

proceed follorving the differentiation procedure.

Compared rvith the estirnation of systematic ettor, ratldom error alLalysis is a

relativel¡' si¡rple matter i¡ the sense it mainly involves arithmetic calculation on a

repetitiolal measutement basis. Suppose we have,

y: f (,)

and æ is the measured quantity. After n times tests, a.random sample $'ith size z

is obtained rvhich can be denoted by æ;,i -- I,2,. ' ' ,n' Mathematicall¡', the random

e¡ror of the measu¡ement of ø is cha¡acterized by the following parameters,
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. mean deviation

where æ = 7lnÐT=tæi

standard deviation

a vanance

1nAI.D.=:)-l¡;-zln--

The random propertl'of the desired quantit5'y can be calculated using the variables

in tlre sample size oI x.;ri : 7,2, . .. ,2, assuming the randotl propert¡' is preserved

through the calculation process, notrvitìrstanding sorne additional error may be intro-

duced from tlLis sirnplication.

Assur.ning a is the algle betl'een the normaÌ to the rvire and the z-axis and'y., the

rotalion angle of the wire around the z-axis, the response equatiou of instantaneous

effectir.e cooling velocity, according to Vagt (1979), reads

\;;iJ:1/: +\;: +It - (1 -,k)'?ll/,sin a * 1/,cosacosJu -Ì- I/ocosasinl.,]2 l1l

rvhere 7- = 0" and 1- : 90' correspond to the cases that the *'ire lies in the Z-X

plane and Z-Y plane , respectively. For the sake of sirnplicity, let's rest¡ict oursell'es

to ihe Z-X plane,and rvrite the response equation for the trvo rvire orientations,

orientation one Jú : 0o ar : a
orientation trvo '7. :0" az = ¿ ¡ n f2

Assuming the relative turbulence intensity is small, after separating mean ave¡age

terns on both sides from the instantaneous terms and some sirnple algebra derivatiolL,

D(r' - ø)'l(" -

u--s'

-2V!¡t,, = (l',cosa -V,sin o)'1+ k'z(V"sirLo I lacosa)2 +Ví= A i2l
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T1¡¡,,, = (7, sina * V,cos a)'z+ k'(V"cosa -Tosino)'+V3: I' 13]

Tlre contribution to Vl¡¡ by the time at'erage of turbulelce conelations a7fr arc

omitted ori'ing to the assumption made above. Certain systematic error rvould be

introduced in this respect, we will come back to this poiut later on.

Subtraction of Eq. f2l from Ðq.[3] yields,

TZr,,,, - V3¡ ¡,, = 4 sin a cos a(\ - k'z)V "V,

The linearized outputs of tlte anemonteters are

Et = KtlL¡¡,t
E¡¡ : K7¡11.¡¡,¡7

assuning I{ 7 : 1ç r, = K, substitutiorL yields

Ð2 F2
r; - 

UII "I
' ^ - 2l{r(I _ ¡,2)\u, sin 2a

and similarly, for

orientation olÌe 7., : 90o al : ou

orientation two J.,=90' a¿ =air12

u'e have
D2 D2

i- DII - DI

' o = zl<\t - lrtlv 
" 
;rr',u

The ¡elative wire orientations gives the direction of the above evaluated transveral

velocity. A simple confirmatory test was performed on a calibrator in this regard The

conclusion is that negative (dorvnrvard) meatt t¡anst'eral velocity 7, causes higher

voltage output registrated by the rvire rvhich has acute angle a ( 90" wiih posi-

tive main flot direction (counterclockrvise) , and sirnilarly positive (outlvard) mean

transveral velocity I/, is registrated by ihe rvire rvhich also has acute angle a < 90"

u'ith positive main florv direction (counterclockrvise).
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Ðxperimentally, the most natural way to materialize the outcome of the above

mathernatical derivations is direct recourse to a x-rvire probe rvith r'hich the simul-

taneity of the outpuls from trvo diferent a settings can be absolutel¡' guaranteed

Indeed this straightforrvard approach has been employed successfuly by Aly et.al.

(1978) and by l(halifa and Trupp (1988) in the secondary florl' measurements in an

equilateral triangular duct and trapezoidal duct, respectively. Nevertheless olìe ple-

requisite that must be met rvith this approach is that the instantaneous velocit¡'

disiribution must be uuiform in the region occupied by the element; this means that

the detecting element must be srnailer than the dirlensions o{ tire smallest eddies of

the turbuleùce. Unfortulatel¡', the separation of the trvo slanted rvires, in the case of a

miniature P61 DISA X-u'ire, is 1.0 mm ivhich fails to rvork given the sma.llness of the

present flon' geornetry and steep velocity gradielts. One aìterlative is the rotation

technique associated t'ith a single slanted rvire, I'hich was reported by Seale (1982).

A single slanted rvire rvith a = 45. trad been used in the preseut test in vierv th¿t it

mi¡imizes the spalial diference in tu'o a cases. Hou'ever, inherently the dependence

on the rotation of a single slanted t'ire not onlS'' lose the signal simultaneitS' but also

brings about extreme dificultS'in relocating the n'ire due to possible the eccentricity

of the probe support and the random scatter of the experimental data may srvamp

the tiny mean secondary velocit¡' information. After a lot of repetitive trial tests, a

conpromise *'as made betu'eel the requirements of simultaneity and spatial accutacy)

i.e. tire compensation technique of the X-v'ire separation. For example, suppose we

are agail restricted to the Z-X plane. Once a X-rvire probe output from one rvire

along one horizontal traverse has been collected, the position of the X-wire probe

is changed accordiug to a previously measured rvire separatiol to bring the center

of the secolid rvire to the point l'here the former $'ire center rested, and the sane
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traverse was repeated to complete measurements along one horizontal traverse. Thus,

the stringent requirement of precise relocation of rvire can be easil¡' met because the

spatially imprecise rotation of rvire is replaced bl' a line translation that can be easil¡'

haldled.

One o{ the other problems associaled rvith the implemation of the above principle

is calibration. It rvould be ideal to have the hot rvire calibrated in a perfect larninar

floiv with a calibrator. From the experience obtained in the Reynolds stress measure-

ment carried out previously, it is almost irnpossible to ¡ernove the hot lvire probe from

a calibrator and install it to the actual test facility and at the same time maintain

the calibration constants ulchanged, The routitie insitu calibralion method can soìr'e

the above problenr and tliis is indeed the procedure ernplol'sd in tlte Revnolds stress

measulernent. As a rule of tìrumb, the calibration position is als'ays choosen as the

point rvhere tl.Le maximurn axial veiocity is reached, i.e. tire pipe centerline in pipe

flox' or the intersection of tt'o s]'mmetric liues, if symmetries eúst, in noncircular

duct fiol.. Il the present test, this rule rvas also used to choose the insitu calibration

position. Calibration conducted at such position yielded expected secondary velocity

data along the symmetric line of the top gap. In order to maintain the consistencl'of

the calibration constant, the hot *'ire rvas calibrated before and after several, (usually

four), horizontal trave¡ses.
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Table A1: Calibration position {or secondary

velocit]' measurement (sld = L220)

X (rnm) Y (mm) 12, (m/sec) ø¡ (V) En (Y)
35.56 t2.12 30.90 6.49 6.49

Having illustrated the principies ar.Ld some of the salieut points of the experimeutal

approach, Iet's come back to the theme of the text and derive the experimental

systematic error associated rvith the X-rr'ire secoldar5' flow measurement Before

outlining the major soutces o{ systematic error, it is appropriate to recapitulate as

complete as possible the assurnptions routinely rn¿de that are associated t'ith the use

of X-s'ire probe, aìthough ilr most cases implicitly , because the influences fron these

factors are usr.rallS' considered to be negligibly smalì so that they rvill lot be included

in the constituents of systematic error. Ol the other hand, tliese assumptions rvill

not alrvays hold true so certail aclditional systematic errors rvill be ilrtroduced agair''

due to this neglect. To put into mathematical form, these factors can be grouped into

rn+1¡ tn+2¡ . . ' , r¡rk rvhich has been discussed previousl¡'. The¡' are.

that tire hot l'ires are per{ectl¡, linearized so that all frequencies occuring in the

flot' are correctlS' transmitted,

that the hot t'ires are straight so that the angle bet$'een the main florv direction

and wire axis is knorvn exactly,

that no vibrations of the various elements of the probe are preselLt so that

aerodynamic disturbances can be neglected,

that fluctuations present in the flow are uniform over the rvhole length of the

sensing element,
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that steady state relations are assumed to be equally valid for instantaneous

values,

6. tirat hot-rvake efiects for multi-ri'ire probes can not be detected,

7. th¿t the influence of the u'all on the liot-rvire signal can be disregarded

8. that the cooling efects of the wire supports can be neglected.

Excluding the aforementioned impacts, notrvithstanding certain amount of deviation

l'ill inevitably be introduced resulting from this, trvo major categories of systernatic

error sources in the secoridar]' flo$' measurement can be singled out and examined,

i.e. errors liliked to liot t'ire anerrometer tesporìses E1,E¡¡ and those related to

repeatiablity rvhich are pertain to the secondar¡'flor. r.ueasuremelt. Sources belonging

to the first group are) for example, yat'parameter precision, exponent of linearization,

precisiol of rnean main florv velocity. These are common in tire application of hot u'ire

technique rvhile those peculiar to tliis test and hence belonging to the other group

are unprecise relocation of rvire by translation, drifts in nteatt tunnel velocity and in

calibration constants during a ttaverse.

Table A2: Systernatic error constituents in secondary flos' measutenent

No. r'ariable ¿;

1 ¡otatiolL angle 1-
2 *'ire slanting angle a
3 calibration constant K-
4 yav'parameter &

5 mean axial velocity 7,-
6 turbulencecorrelation

Aæ¿ (+) Læ;læ¿ (*Yo) typical value

i.0, 1.1 0",90'
0.25. 0.56 +45"
0.001 0.36 0.276

0.005 2.0 0.23

0.2 m/sec 1.0 25 m/sec

* Variation in -I( includes calibration uncertainty, mismatch betr¡'een tu'o rvires

and channel d¡ift.

* \/ariatiorr in ü includes uncertailty in U, drift of the n'ind tunuel velocity aud
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uncertainty caused by space relocation.

+* mln=2.
Systematic error associated with rotation angle 7-

Apply linearity assurnptiorì on the tvire instantaneous resporÌse equaiion l1], sep-

arating time mean itens from the instantaneous terms and omitting the terms of

turbulence correlation, leads to:

T1¡¡ : lri+Vi+Vl

-(I - k')lV:sin2 a f Vl ror' o 
"o"" 1- +V'zrcos2 a sin2'y-

+2V, V, sin a cos a cos 1'u * 2V, Vo sin a cosasinl'- +2V.Vocosz asin7., cos7.,l

Consider the case h = ^t. -l À1 :0" + Af'-, in u'hich Af'<< f-

I ell - rz-¡r¡-rIy

-Q - k\l\1sin2 a * Vl .or' o.or2 \ - Í'rcos2 a sin2 A1

+2V ,V " 
sin cu cos a cos Af i 2l ,Tosirtacosasiu Ll + 2i.V o cos2 a sin A1 cosÀ7]

Recall ihe rules of series expansion,

cos2Â1 : ](1+cos2A'y): |(r ' 1-Q^:t)'+...) = 1- A't'z

sin2À1 = |(1 -cos2A1) = å(r - 1+P+f + "') = Ar''
cosA'Y :I-+*'
sinAT =Af *"'

Substituiion yields

T1t¡ = A-(1 -k')t-T1cos2aÂ'v2 *Vlcos2alf

-7,7, sin a cos aA12 + 2V,V o sin a cos aA1 + 2V *V o cos2 aA'y( 1 - ^jn
= A- (1 - fr2)[cos'z o,þ'(V'zo -V",¡ - 7,lLsinocosaa72

¡2V,V o sin a cos aÂ1 * 2V,Vocos2 aAA -...
: A*B
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Assuming no etror is introduced in the location of the rotation angle associated with

the orielrtation trvo, rve lLave

t/'..- - a-R' eJ J,t
Í2tt,,, = 'n'

rvhere ,4 and ,4' are defined by the righthand sides of Eq.12] and Ðq.[3], respectively

Y'.¡¡,,, -îit,,, : A' - A +B = 2sin za1 - k'z)V "V" + B

w - E?'-E? - B
2lç(1 - kz)l " sitt2cr 2(I - k2)Y , sÁZa

- 7: - 
B

2(I - k'?)Y"sin2a

Assurne I,! = O.Otl¡,, Àt : t.O" = 0.017, V" = 0.0tü, a = 4-o",

B:0.00016I,':

V " 
: v ",*."""." - o.ot%T 

"

Systematic error associated with wire slanting angle a

After applying the small signaì assumption, taking time-average leads to:

-.-2 --2 -2 *-2 ,- ,1,,'i=2 e ;';2 , , --2 ) ì,

1'"t¡ = l';-l';- l;-(f -Ä,')il;srn'a-¡ l',cos'ô cos'J., + I vcos- o srìt-J-

2V 
"V , 

sÁ a cos cr cos 'T., * 27,V, sin a cos asin7,, +2V,Vocos2 a sil1cos1-]

Consider the case % = 0",

rr==",, : V3 + lri + Vl - F - k'z )lTasin2 a t v',.o"' o + 2V .V,sin a cos al

Assurne a : a I Aa rvhere Ao (( a,

r@+h) = /(,)+ hf'(æ)+t¡"(,)+...
sin2(c -l Âa) = sin2a *2AasinocosaÌ "'
cosz(a -¡ A") : cos2 a * 2Aacosa(- sin a) *'..
sin(a* Ao) : sino t Äacosa t "'
cos(a * Aa) : cosd-Âasina* "



Substitution yields,

v3¡¡ = A - (I - &')1V]Âosin 2a - lr'z,Lasin2a - 2T"V,L,c si# a

+2V "V,L,acosz 
a - 2V,V,Aaz sin a cos a]

\\¡ith a = 45",

T3,, = A- (l - k'?)tV:A " - v',t"- v,l'"¡'" + r'v'^al

=A-(1-k")J/;-\/;l^a

-Á a

l'1,,,,, - Í2,,,, ='1' - A + c

v,=F,,^."",," ñ:-tr
(1t1 - Y"-\La

=l'r,^.""",r- 

^-
Assurning L,a - 0.25'= 0.0044, i-' - O.OIU,

i" =v,,^"","," - o.22TaY 
"

Systematic error associated with calibration constant 1(

Et = K¡Ilqt,t

Ett = KttI/.Ít,tt

Il Kr = Kr * AK¡ where LI{t 1<Kt = Ktt --.1(, substiiution yields,

@,#t(,Y #=2sitt2.,.'Y'
ä E?, - E't E?llll{'z - ll]{ + LK)'z)t'-: ,t z 

"¡2"11 
_ *2fi- ,"i"r"l _ kñ,
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:v,,, v'11 - K2 lK2 +2AI{Kl
'""""'" - 21r t kzlsinza

'rvitlr a = 45', K = 0.276 and ÂK = 0.001,

r'"!-fß:] !!lÐ = v.,^".,,." - o 1s%v,ì.,: I,,.-".","" + 2¡ _ ¡z¡ = r

Systematic error associated with Yaw parameter Ë

-2v.JJ,r = (yz cosa - 7, sin a)'z + k'(V,sina * V' .o" o)2 +lll

Assunre k:E + Lk,

-2| .J!,t - (l ,cosa - i*sirro)2 | (k - 
^k)'?(f 

, sin a + l '' cos a)'? + T'l

:il r 2kAÀ( ,sila+I.'cosa)2

\\¡ith o = 45',

12,,,,:A+klk(v,+v")'z

1/2 _T3,,,, : A, _ A _ k\k(T, +V,)z'ettIl 
-"),

v. - r'*,-*"-" u 
**L(t",1'5

¿\t - t¡')t ,

Assunre F, = O.Ott:, k:0.23., Ak = 0.005,

=v.,,""""",. + o.o6%V"

Systematic error associated with mean axial velocity V,

t\2 E\2r;': 2rrg:k F,sinn
The contribution of the variation o{ mean axial velocity 7, to the systematic error

cal be evaluated more straightforu'ardlJ' by

rv, = 
al.=.nv,
ot/,
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- i, LV-.
- -'" v,

Assume Ll', :0.2mlse",T, -- 25mf sec, i/" : ¡.917,,

LI/, = 0.08%1/ z

Systematic error associated with large turbulence fluctuation

In view of the strong turbulence ilLtensity present in ihe rod-t'all gap region,

intuitively one ri'ould consider the time-meall voltage output be more or Iess distorted.

To appreciate the degree of distortiol, let's start from the iustantaneous v'ire response

equatiol [1]

1,2¡ ¡ : {1'l - I'"i + I;" - (i - Ë'?)li;sino * låcosacosl'- i f/ocosa sinl-]2}1/2

llz:\/z+az

\L:v,+"'
11o=Vo¡uo

\".¡¡:V"¡¡¡u"¡¡

After substituting into the instantaleous response equatiou, tìle individual terms read

:V3+2Í"",+"2
: V"- + 2lt 

"u" * uj
: V'zo + 2V ouo + 

",o: V|"in' a I 2V 
"u,sin2 

a * a!sin2 a

= Y', cot' a cos2 1- +2V,u.cosz acos21,, ¡ ulcosz acos2 1-
=...(similar)

=?lo, 

* u')(v, + r''') sin ocos a cos.'' ='''

t/.¡¡: {A- [(u!al + sþ,V)]'t'
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1/2

1,2Iy

1/] sttt2 a

l/,2 cosz a cos2 1*
1/o2 cosz a sinz 1-
)l/.\/,sina cos a cos ?ú
|[/, ]/, cos a sin a sin 1-
ll/,1/, cos2 a sin,y., cos 7-

thus



rvlìere r? I n :2 and á is tlie instantaneous value

Finally rr'e have

(* + Y) = r" - nr"-l' * "

i- -i 17þW 
,

2 
^/.q

1,1,, = t ¡ ^/Á¡ç"y"7) + . .

Í3¡¡,,= A+ ^/Ãlþf"î)
I'i¡ t,,t -- I - ^/ 

A' ! (airi)

Witlrl =0',a=i45",

I : G 12 - k')r: + (3 12 - k'z)uz r,tr + çt - k'z)þ {u" + ûir)

f : (s lz - k )4 + Ql2 - k'z)4 + ai - G - k')(ua. + t;ø;)

it is hardly possible to drarv an quantitative estim¿tion out of these tu'o expressions.

Accordingly, it is assumed that after subtraction these trvo influences tend to cancel,

leaving negligible iurpact on secondary velocit¡' data.

Table A3: Recapitulation of systematic errors

No. variabìe AI'"(%i/, ).t- 0.01

a 0.22

I{ 0.38

5 V. 0.08

6 zirli cancel

Tire overall estimation of the systematic error associated with the X-rvire probe sec-

ondary velocity measurement can be deduced according to the root-mean-square

rnethod,

LI/" :0.45%V,3 0.5V"
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Another question which is more or less related to the systematic error estimation

is that hox' strong tlie tnagnitude of tlie secondary florv velocity_ should be in order to

be sensed by the present measurement technique. Intuitively one rvould think that i{

tlie secoudary velocity is larger than the systematic errot in terms of tlte mean axial

velocity, then this method nakes sense. This is not v'rong. But there is another

experimental means by rvhich this minimurn magnitude catt be estimated. To this

end, a simple test rvas performed on a calibrator and the results are summarized as

follorvs,

Table A4: Directional resporÌse of X-rvire via calibrator

-7;---T, G;A-ElW
0 30.90 0.0 6.47 6.47 0.0

0.3 30.90 0.0052 6.45 6.49 0.52

1 30.90 0.0174 6.37 6.56 2.46

2 30.90 0.0349 6.28 6.65 4.78

3 30.90 0.0524 6.17 6.76 7.62

4 30.90 0.0699 6.06 6.85 10.0

5 30.90 0.0874 5.98 6.94 12.4

0 23.16 0.0 4.91 4.91 0.0

0.3 23.16 0.0052 4.89 4.92 0.29

1 23,16 0.0174 4.84 4.97 1.27

2 23.16 0.0349 4.78 õ.06 2.7i,

3 23.16 0.0524 4.71 5.13 4.r3
4 23.16 0.0699 4.63 5.20 5.60

5 23.16 0.0874 4.56 5.27 6.97

0 20.94 0.0 4.43 4.43 0.0

0.3 20.94 0.0052 4.41 4.45 0.35

r 20.94 0.0174 4.38 4.49 0.97

2 20.94 0.0349 4.32 4.55 2.04

3 20.94 0.0524 4.25 4.62 3.28

4 20.94 0.0699 4.19 4.67 4.25

5 20.94 0.08?4 4.13 4.72 5.22

The derii'ed secoldary velocitl' expression

v"_ Efu-Eì
v" 2Kr(r_kr)\/"

0.0036
0.0170
0.0331
0.0527
0.0705
0.0857

0.0060
0.0157
0.0340
0.0508
0.0689
0.0859

0.0053
0.0147

0.0307
0.0494
0.0640
0.0786

t4l
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has been verifred in the above test, and a quick comparisiou betlveen tand and the

calculated secondar¡' velocity ratio Ii/l, coufrrms ihe reliablity of this equation.

From the above table, it is also concluded that the present technique is able to extract

secondary velocit¡' rvith magritude dorvn to 0.5%T 
".
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Appendix B

Computer Code To
Predict Real and Simulated
FÙod Bundle Subchannel Flows



1. / /xwu JoB' r,T=1999,r=10,L=90r','xwur,NorIFY=xwuz. / / nxnc FoRTTCLG,srzE=1200K,P=D¡PARM='Lc(88)'
3. //FoRT.SYSIN DD *
4. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
5. C FULLY DEVELOPED TURBUBLENT FLOW ÏN
6. C REAL OR SIMULÀTED ROD BUNÐLE SUBCHANNELS
7. cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
8. C DEFINIATION OF ARRÀYS AND VARIÀBLES
9. C-------

10. c 1. coN(I,J),ÀE(r,J),Aw(I,J),AN(I,J),ÀP(I,J),
'1 1. c PT(r),0T(I): COEFFICIENTS OF THE DISCRETI ZEÐ
12. C LINEARTZEÐ EQ, (4.33)
13. c F(r,J,K): GENERAL VÀRIABLE IN EQ. (4.33)
14. C 2. GÀMR ( I , J ) , GAMT ( ] , J ) : RADIAL ÀND PERIPHERÀL
15. C EFFECTIVE TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS OF THE
'I 6. c F.Q, (4.24')
.17. C P(r,J): NODÀL STÀTIC PRESSURE, EQ. (4.1),
18. C EO.(4.2) AND EQ.(4.3)
19. c Ðu ( I , J ) , DV ( I , J ) : VELOCITY CORRECTIONS
20. C TÀU(I): LOCAL WALL SHEÀR STRESS
21 . C TAUÀ: AVERAGEÐ WALL SHEAR STRESS
22. C DH: HYDRAULIC DIAMETER
23, C RE: REYNOLDS NUMBER
2+. c 3. R ( I , J ) , RU ( I , J ) , RV ( I , J ) , RC ( r ,,: ) : neorus FoR MAIN ÀND
25. C STAGGERED NODES
26, c Gc ( ] , J ) , G ( I , J ) , GU ( I , J ) , GV ( I , J ) : GEOMETRIC GROUP
27. C = ETÀ*DRB/DTHETA FOR MÀIN ÀND STÀGGERED NODES
28. C THETA( I ), THETAU(] ), THETÀC( I ) : ANGLE IN CYLINDRiCAL
29. C COORD]NATES FOR MAIN ANÐ STÀGGERED NOÐES
30. c ETA(I ),xI (I ) ,ETAV( I ) ,xIU(I ) ,ETAC(I ) : TRÀNSFoRMED
31. C COORÐINATES FOR MATN AND STAGGERED NODES
32, C RB ( I ) , RBU ( I ) , RBC ( I ) : RAD]US OF OUTER BOUNDÀRY FOR
33. C MÀIN AND STAGGEREÐ NODES
34, C RÀ: RÀDIUS OF' INNER ROD, MAY BE ZERO
35. C TB,TA: STARTING AND ENDTNG ÀNGLES OF THE DOMÀIN
36. C DX,DE: INCREMENT OF TRÀNSFORMED COORDINÀTES
37. C RELAX(I ): RELAXATION NUMBERS
38. C RHO: ÐENSITY OF FLUID
39. C ÀMU: DYNAM]C VISCOSTTY OF FLUTD
40. C SMAX: MAXIMUM LOCÀL RESIDUE OF PRESSURE CORRECTION
41 . c EouArr oN
42, C SSUM: SUMMATION OF LOCAL RESIDUE OF PRESSURE
43. C CORRECTTON EoUÀTION.
44. C 4. NF: IDENDITY NLIMBER OF EOUATIONS TO BE SOLVED
45. C L1 ,M1 : NUMBER OF NODES TN RADIAL ÀND PERIPHERAL
46, C DI RECTI ONS
47. C LSOLVE(I ): LOGICAL VÀRIÀBLE CONTROLLING WHETHER
48. C AN EQUATION IS TO BE SOLVED
49. C IST,JST: INTERNAL VÀRIABLES
50. C ITER: NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
51. C LÀST: MÀXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
52, C NTTMES(I): NUMBER OF TÐMÀ SWEEP ÀCROSS THE DOMAIN
53. C NFMÀX: MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EOUATIONS TO BE SOLVED
54. C IREF,JREF: INTERNÀL VARIABLES
55. C 5. FLOÌ,¡: FLOW RÀTES DEFINED IN EO.(4.30)
56. C DIFF: CONDUCTANCE DEFINED IN EQ. (4.35)
57. C ÀCOF: EQ(4.36)
58. C 6. U(r,J),V(I,J),W(I,J): NODAL VELOCITTES
59. C PC(i,J): NODÀL PRESSURE CORRECTIONS
60. C AK(I,J),E(I,J): TURBULENCE KINETTC ENERGY AND
61. C DI SSI PÀT] ON
62. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
63. C M.AIN PROGRÀM
64. L------
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65. C THIS IS THE MÀIN PROGRAM WHICH CALLS
66. C SUBROUTINES TO SOLVE THE FLOW PROBLEM
67. C------
68. IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-U,O_Z )
69. LOGICAL LSOLVE , LSTOP
70. cowoN/w1/F(52,52,10),coN(52,52\,
71. &AE(52,52),Àw(52,52),AN(52,52),As(52,52),ÀP(52,52),
72. &pr( 52 ) ,Or( 52 )
73. cor''4"roN/w2lcÀMR( 52,52 ) ,GÀMT( 52,52) ,
74. &P(52,52),DU(52,52),Dv(52,52),
75. & TAUO,TAU(52),TÀUA,DH,RE
76. COWOÑ/CRrpS/R(52,52),RU(52,52),nv(52,52),GC(52,52),
77. & c(52,52),GU(52,52),THETA(52),ErÀ(52),XI(52),RB(52),
78. & cv(52,52),RBU(52),R¡,TB,TA,THETÀU(52),T1,T2,
79. & ETÀv(52),ÍIu(52),rHETAc(52),ETÀc(52),Rc(52,52),
80, & RBc(52)rÐx,DE,RELÀX(13),RHo,AMU,sMAx,ssuM
81. col¡l¿oN/r¡¡ox/Nr',ll,L2,L3rl{l,M2,M3,LsoLvE('10),
82. & IsT,JsT,ITER,LAST,NTTMES( 10) rNFMÀx,
83. & I REF , JREF
84 . COI'4'.ÍON/COEF /FLOW , Dr FF , ÀCOF
85. DIMENSIoN u(52,52),v(52,52),w(52,52),Pc(52,52)
86. DTMENSION AK(52,52),E(52,52)
87, EQUIVALENCE(F( 1 ,1 ,1) ,v( 1 ,1) ) , (F (1 ,1 ,2),u( 1,1)) ,
88. & (F(1,1,3),Pc(1,1)),(F(1,1,4),w(1,1)),
89. & (F ( 1 , 1 , 5 ) , ÀK ( 1 , '1 ) ) , ( F ( 1 , 1 , 6 ) , E ( 1 , 1 ) )
90. cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
91 , cÀLL usER( 1 )
92. CALL USER(2)
93. .1 o cÀLL usER(3)
94. CÀLL USER(4)
95. CALL USER(s)
96. r ¡' ( I rnR. cn . I,AST ) coro 2o
97. CALL SETUP
98. GOTO 10
99. c------

100. 20 sroP
101 . END
I 02. cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
103. SUBROUTINE USER(KENTRY)
1 04. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
105. C THTS IS A SUBROUTINE TO INPUT DATÀ, CÀLLS MESH
'1 06. C SUBROUTINE, INITIALIZE ARRAYS, IMPOSE BOUNDARY
107. C CONDITTONS, UPDÀTE VARIÀBLES INCLUDING WÀLL SHEÀR
108. C ÀND UPDATE SOURCE TERMS
1 09. c-----
1 10. IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O_Z )
111. LOGrCÀL LSOLVE,LSTOP
112. COMMON/W1/F(52,52,10),CON(52,52),
113. &AE(52,52),ew(52,52),AN(52,52),Às(52,52),AP(52,52),
114. &Pr(52),0r(52)
'1 15. com¿o¡¡/wzlcAMR(52,52),Gattt(52,52),
116, & P(52,52),pU(52,52),DV(52,52),
117. & TAU0,TAU(52),TAUA,DH,RE
118. coÌ'e'{oÑ/cRIDS/R(52,52),Ru(52,52),RV(52,52),Gc(52,52),
119. & c(52,52),GU(52,52),THETA(52),ETÀ(52),XI(52),RB(52),
120, & cV(52,52),RBU(52),Re,TB,TA,tHetau(52),T1,T2,
121,' & ETAV(52),xru(52),THETAC(52),ETAC(52),Rc(52,52),
122. & RBC(52),DX,DE,RELAX(13),RHO,AMU,SMAX,SSUM
123, COMMON/rNDX/NF,r,1,L2,L3,vI1,M2,M3,LSOLVE(10),
124. & IST,JST,ITER,LAST,NTIMES(10),NFMÀX,
125. & I REF , JREF
126 . co¡o.roN/coEF /FLow , Ðr FF , ÀcoF
127. DTMENSTON tJ(52,52),V(52,52),Vt(52,52),PC(52,52)
128. DIMENSTON AK(52,52),F'(52,52)
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129. DTMENSTON SRZ (52,52),STZ(52,52),SR2(52,52),5T2(52,52),
130. & SRT(52,52)'131. EOUTVALÉNCE(F(1,1,1),V(1,1)),(F(1,1,2\,u(1,1)),
132. & (F(1,1,3),Pc(1,1)),(F(1,1,4),w(1,1)),
133. & (F(1;1,5),AK(1,1)),(F(',I,1,6),E(1,1))
134. ÐTMENSTON wOLÐ(52,52),TAUO(52),DN(52,52),WEIGHT(52)
1 35. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
136. cO TO(1111,2222,3333,4444,5555,6666) KENTRY
137. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
138. 1 111 CONTINUE
139. C-----
140. C INPUT CONSTÀNTS HERE
141 . C-----
142. NFMAX=6
143. LSTOP=.FÀLSE.
144. I TER=0
1 45. LÀST=2000
146. RHO='1 .205D0
147. AMU=18.17D-6
148. Pi=3.14.1 5926s3s897932D0
149. SMAX=O.0Ð0
150. SSUM=0.0D0
151. Ðo 1000 I=.1 ,6
152. NTIMES (I )=1
1 53. 1000 CONTTNUE
154. RELÀX(1)=0.1D0
1 55. RELAX( 2 ) =0. 1D0
'1 56. RELAX(3)=0.1D0
157. RELAX(4)=0.1D0
158. RELÀX(5)=0.1D0
159. RELAX(6)=0.1Ð0
160. DO 1002 I=1,3
161. LSOLVE(I )=.EÀLSE.
162, 1OO2 CONTINUE
1 63 . LSOLVE (4 ) =. TRUE.
164. LSOLVE (5 ) =. TRUE.
165, LSoLVE ( 6 ) = . TRUE .
166. L1=48
167. M1=20
1 68. L2=L1-1
169. L3=L2-1
170. M2=M1-1
171. M3=M2-.1
172. C-----
173. c2=0.013D0
174. c3=0. s62D0
175. c4=0.085D0
176. SIGK=1 .0D0
177 . SIGE=1 .34D0
178. CE1=1 .55D0
179. CE2=2.0D0
180. C-----
181 . RETURN
182. cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
183. 2222 CONTTNUE
184. C-----
185. C GENERÀTE MESH HERE
186. c-----
187. CÀLL GRID
188. c-----
189. ÐH=31.4D-3
190. RE=55200.0D0
191 . WAV=RE*ÀMU/ ( OU*Rr¡O )
192. C----- -----------
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193. C INITIÀLIZING ÀRRAYS
194. C-----
.1 95. DO 2000 I=1,L1
196. DO 2000 J=1,M1
197. GAMR(I,J)=ÀMU
198. GAMT(I,J)=ÀMU
199, U(I ,J) =0.0D0
200. V(I,J)=0.0D0
201 . w(I ,J)=wÀv202. Pc(I,J)=0.0D0
203, ÀK(I,J)=0.1Ð0
204. E(I,J)=10.0D0
205, sRz ( r ,J ) =0. 0D0
206. STz(I,J)=0.0D0
207. SR2(I,J)=0.0D0
208, Sr2(I,J)=0.0D0
209, SRT(I,J)=0.0D0
210. DU( I ,J) =0.0D0
211 . DV( I ,J) =0.0D0
212. AP(I,J)=0.0D0
213. coN(I,J)=0.0D0
214, AN(I,J)=0.0D0
215. ÀS (I ,J) =0.0D0
216. ÀE(I,J)=0.0D0
217 , Àw(I,J)=0.0D0
218 . DN(I,J)=1.0Ð0
219, 2000 CONTTNUE
220. C-----
221 . C INPUT AN]SOTROPY FACTOR DN(I,J) HERE
222. c-----
223. REÀD(1 1 ,999) ( (DN(I ,J) ,r=1 ,L1 ) ,J=1 ,M1 )

224 , C-----
225, TÀUO=1.90D0
226. DO 2001 I=1rl.l
227. TAU( I ) =TÀUO
228. 2001 CONTTNUE
229. RETURN
230. ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
231 , 3333 CONTINUE
232. c-----
233, IF(ITER.GT.1) THEN
234. DO 2999 I=1,3
235. LSoLvE(I )=,TRUE.
236. 2999 CONTTNUE
237. ELSE
238. END IF
239. c-----
240. C BOUNDARY CONDIT]ONS (NON-SLIP ONLY)
241 . C SYMMETRTY CONDITIONS ARE IMPOSED IN SOLVE
242. c-----
243. DO 5200 I=1rL1
244. C-----
24a , w( I ,M1 ) =0 .0D0
246. u(I,M1 )=u(I,M2)
247. v(I,M1 )=v(I,M2)
248, C-----
249. w(I,1)=0.0D0
250. U(I,1)=U(I,2)
251 , v(r,1)=0.0o0
252, c-----
253. 5200 CONTTNUE
254. DO 3456 I=2tL1
255. IF'(THETÀ( I ).LE.T1 ) IHSH
256. v(r,M2)=0.5D0*(u(r,M2)+u(I-1,M2))*DsrN(THETÀ(1))/
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257. & DCOS(rHErÀ( r ) )
258. ELSE IF(THETA(I ).GT.T1 .ANÐ.THETÀ(I ).LE.T2) THEN
25g, V(r,M2)=0.5D0*(U(I,M2)+U(r-1,M2))*DSIN(THETA(I)-2.D0*PI /3.D0) /
260. &DCOS(rHErA(r)-2.Ðo*Prl3.D0)
261 . ELSE I F ( THETA ( I ) . GT. T2 ) THEN
262. v(r,M2)=-0.5D0*(u(r,M2)+u(I-1,M2))*ÐsIN(PI-THETÀ(I))/
263. & DCOS (PI-THETA(I ) )
264, ELSE
265. END IF
266. 3456 CONTTNUE
267 . CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
268. C CÀLCULATE AVERAGEÐ AXIAL VELOCITY AND REYNOLDS NUMBER

269. C-----
270. wv=0.0Ð0
27 1 . ÀREA=O.0D0
272. ÐO 5201 I=2,L2
273. DO 5201 J=2't'12
274. wv=wv+w(I,J)'kR(I,J)*(TB-TA)*ox*((R¡(r)-n¡)*oe+
275. & c ( I , J ) 'rR 

( I , J ) 'k 
( TB-TA ) *Dx )

276. ÀREA=AREA+R(r ,,'])* (tB-t¡) r'Ðx* ( (RB(r )-ne)xop+
277. & c ( I , J ) *R ( I , J ) * ( TB-TÀ ) *Dx )
278. 5201 CONTTNUE
279. DO 5202 J=2,M2
2BO. WV=WV+W(1,Ji*R(1,J)*(TB-TÀ)*Dx/2.D0'*((RB(1)-RA)*ÐE+
281. & c(1,J)*R(1,J)*(TB-TÀ)*ox/2,Ð0)
Zg2. AREÀ=AREA+R(1,¡)*(rs-r¡)*DX/2.D0*((RB(.1)-RA)*ÐE+
28 3. & c( 1,J)xp(1,J)*(TB-TÀ)xpx/2.Ð0)
284, 5202 CONTINUE
285. Do 5203 J=2,M2
296. wv=wv+w(L1,j)*n(ll,J)*(TB-TA)*Dxl2.D0'k((ns(Ll)-n¡)*¡n+
287, & G(L1,J)*R(L1,J)*(TB-TÀ)*pXl2.D0)
2BB. ÀREA=AREA+R(i,i,,:)*(rB-TA)xDx/2.D0*((RB(L1)-R¡)*op+
289. & G(L1,J)*R(L1 ,J ) * (tn-ta ) *DX/2.D0 )

290. 5203 CONTTNUE
291 . wv=wV/ÀREÀ
292. RE=wV*DHl ( e¡aU/nHO )

293. C-----
294. C CALCULATE LOCAL WALL SHEÀR STRESS
2)a, a-----
296. IF(TTER.LE.1) THEN
297. REÀD( 12,999) (wprcHt(I ),I=1,L1)
298. ELSE
299. END IF
300. c-----
30'1 . TÀUA=O.0D0
302. DO 5205 I=1,L1
30 3. YPT1=DABS(R(I,3)-RA)
304. C-----
305. I F ( THETA ( I ) . LE . T 1 ) IHNN
306. YP=DÀBS((RB(I )-a(r,u2) )'tDcos(THETÀ(I ) ))
307. ypr=ÐÀBs( (n¡(r )-R(l ,M3) )*Dcos(tHet¡(i )))
308. ELSE IF(THETA(T ).GT.T1 .ANÐ.THETA(I ).LE.T2) THEN
309. YP=DABS( (RB(I )-R(r,lA2) ),tDCOS(THETA( I )-2.Ðo*Prl3.D0) )

310. ypr=DABS( (na(l )-R(i,M3) ) *Dcos ( rHErA ( t ) -2 .D]*Pr / 3.D0) )
311. ELSE I F ( THETA ( I ) . GT. T2 ) IHEN
312, YP=DABS( (ne(I )-n(I,M2) ) *Dcos ( PI -rHErA ( I ) ))
31 3. ypr=DÀBS ( (ns( I )*n( Í ,¡t3 )) *pcos (PI-rHErÀ(I ) ) )
31 4. ELSE
315. END IF
3 i 6. c-----
317, IF(ITER.LE.O) THEN
318. TÀU(I )=TÀUO
3'1 9. rÀUO(I)=TÀUo
320. ELSE 164



321 .
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327 .
328.
329.
330.
JJ I.
332.
JJJ.
'r1¡t

336.
337 .
338.
339.
340.
341 .
1¿"t
343.
344.
345.
346.
347,
48,
,o
50.

53.
(¿
55.
56.
57.
58.
<o
60.
61.
62.
63.
64,
65.

366.
367 .
368.
369.
370.
371 .
372.
373.
374,
375.
37 6,

378.
379.
380.
381 .
382.
383.
384.

YYP=RHO*C4 *'K O . 2 5DO*DSQRT ( ÀK ( I,M3 ) ) *YPT/AMU
YYYP=RHOI'C4 * * O . 2 sDO*DSORT ( AK ( I, 3 ) ) *YPT1 /ÀMU
rF (vYP.GT.11 .63D0 ) tUpN

TÀU ( r ) =W ( r,M3 ) *RHO*C4**0. 25D0*DSORT (an ( r,U3 ) ) /
& ( 5. 5oDoìIÐLOGl 0 ( 9. TTDOxYPT*C4**0. 25D0*DSORT ( ÀK ( I,M3 ) ) /AMU*RHO)

ELSE
rAU(r )=AMU* (w(r,M3)-w(I,M2) ) /YPT/2.D0
END IF
rF(YYYP.GT. 1 1 . 63Ð0) rr¡pn
teuo ( ¡ ) =w( I, 3 ) *RHo*c4**0. 25D0*DSORT (ex ( r, : ) ) /

& ( 5. 50D0*DLOG1 o ( 9. 77D0*ypT1 *C4**0. 25D0'kÐSORT (ÀK ( I, 3 ) ) /ÀMU*RHO )

ELSE
rAUo (r )=AMU* (w( r ,3 ) -w( r ,z ) ) /YPT1 / 2.D0
END IF

END IF
TÀUÀ=TAU ( ] )+TÀUÀ*WEIGHT(I )+TÀUO( I ) *PI *RA/L1

5205 CONTINUE
TAUAB=TAUÀ/ ( pI *RA+ 1 27, 0D- 3 )

c----------
TÀUA=0.0D0
DO 5207 I=1 rL1
TAU( I ) =rÀu ( I ) *t¡u0/r¡ues
TÀUO( I ) =TAUO( I ) *TAUO/TÀUÀB
TAUÀ=TÀUÀ+TAU ( T ) *WEi GHT ( I ) +TAUO( I ) *PI *RA/L1

5207 CONTINUE
TÀUÀ=TÀUÀ/ (pI *RÀ+1 21 ,0Ð-3')

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
DO 5206 I=1,L1
IF(THETÀ(i ).LE.T1 ) TT¡PH
yp=DABS( (ns(r )-R(I,M2))*Dcos(rHnte(l ) ) )
ELSE IF(THETÀ(I ).GT.T1 .ÀND.THETA(I ).LE.T2) tUE¡¡
YP=DÀBS ( (RB ( I ) _R( I,M2 ) ) *DCOS (THETA ( I ) -2.ÐO*PI /3,D0 ) )
ELSE TF(THETA(I ).GT.T2) IHPN
YP=DABS( (NA(I )-R(I,M2) ) *DCOS ( PI -THETA ( I ) ) )
ELSE
END IF
YPl=DÀBS(R(T,2)_RÀ)
yplusl=yp1*DSQRT(rÀuo(r ) /RHo) / ( ¡uu/nuo )
YPLUS=YP*ÐSORT(TAU( I ) /NUO) / (AMU/RHO)
w ( r,M2 ¡ =p59nr ( rau ( r ) /RHo ) * ( 5. 5D0*DLOG1 0 ( 9. 77Ð0'IYPLUS ) )
w ( r, 2 ) =DSORT ( rAUO ( r ) /RHO ) * ( 5. 5D0*DLOG1 0 ( 9. 77Ð0'tYPLUS 1 ) )

u----------
ÀK( r,M2 ) =TAU( I ) /DSQRT(RHo**2*c4 )
AK( I, 2 ) =TAUo( I ) /DSQRT (RHo**2'rc4 )
E ( I,M2 ) =C4*'r0. 75D0*AK ( r,M2 ) ** 1 . 5n0/YPl5. 50D0
E(r ;2) =c4**0.75D0*AK( ! ,2) t * 1 .5D0/YP1/S. SOOO

û----------
5206 CONTINUE

RETURN
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
4444 CONTTNUE

c----------
C TURBULENCE SHEAR STRESS
c----------

DO 4001 I=1,L1
DO 4001 J=2,142
DWDE=0.0D0
IF (J.NE.M2.ÀND.J.NE. 2) THEN
DWDE=0,5D0* (W(r,J+1 )-p(r,J-1 ) )/DE
ELSE rF (J.EQ.M2 ) rUeH
DWDE=(w(r,J) -w(r,J- 1) ) /DE
ELSE rF(;.n9.2) rHEN
ÐwDE=(¡4(r,J+1 )-ç( r,J) )/DE
ELSE 
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385. END IF
386. DWDR=1 .D0/(RB(i )-RA)*DWDE
387. C-----
388. SRz(I,J)=-c4*ÀK(I,J)**2/E(I,J)*DWDR
389. c-----
390. cc4=c3'tAK(I,J)-
391. &C2*C4*ÀK(I,J)**3/E(I,J)**2'IDWDR**2
392, SR2(i,J)=0.05Ðo*CC4+(1.0D0-0.05D0)*sR2(I,J)
393. c-----
394, 4OO1 CONTINUE
395. C-----
396. DO 4002 J=2,tI2
397. Do 4002 I=1 ¡L2
398. DwDx=O.0D0
399. DWDX=(w(r+1 ,J)-W(r,J) ) /DX
400. DWDE=0.bDO*(0.5D0*(w(t,,t+1)+w(I+1,J+1))-0.5D0*
401. & (w(r,J-l )+w(I+1 ,J-1) ) )/oe
402, DWDT=i.Do/(rB-rA)*DwDx-1.Ð0l(RBU(r)-RA)*GU(I,J)xRU(I,J)*DWDE
403. DWDR= 1 . Ð0 / ( RBU ( I ) -RÀ) 'tÐlrDE404. C-----
405, CC1=(-C4*(0.5D0*(ÀK(r,J)+AK(r+1,J)))**2/(0,5D0*
406, & ( E ( I , J ) +E ( I + 1 , J ) ) ) * 1 . D0 /RU ( I , J ) *DWDT )
407, STz(r;J)=0.05D0*CC1+(1.0D0-0.05D0)*srz(I,J)
408. STZ ( r ,M2 ) =STZ ( r ,M3 )
409. C-----
410. cc2=c3*(0.5D0'r(AK(I,J)+AK(I+1,J)))-cz*c¿*
411. & (0.5D0*(AK(r,J)+ÀK(r+1,J)))**3/(0.5D0'ì
412. & (E(I,;)+n(I+1 ,J) ) )*'t2* (DwDr/RU(I ,J))'k*2
413. ST2 (r ,U ) =0.05D0*CC2+ ( 1 .0D0-0.05D0 ) *ST2 ( I ,J )

414 . ST2 (r ,M2 ) =Sr2 ( r ,M3 )
415. C-----
416. cc3=-C2*C4x (0.5D0,r (ÀK(I,J)+AK(1+1 ,J)) )**3/
417, & (0.5D0*(n(r,;)+r(I+1 ,J) ) ) * * 2 *DWDR*DWDT/RU ( r,J)
418. SRT(r,J)=0,05Ð0*CC3+(1.0D0-0.05D0)'tsRT(I,J)
419 , SRT(I,M2)=SRT(I,M3)
420, C-----
421 , 4002 CONTTNUE
422, C-----
423, RETURN
42 4 . CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
425, 5555 CONTINUE
426, C-----
427. WRI TE ( 6,998 ) ITER,SMAX,V(1,8),V(L',1 ,8 ),TÀUA,WV,9¡ÀV
428, I F ( I TER. EQ. LÀST- 1 ) THEN
429. Ðo 5000 I=2,L2
430. DO 5000 J=2,t42
431. woLD ( I ,.: ) =w ( I , J )

432, 5OOO CONTINUE
433. ELSE
434. END IF
435. C-----
436, rF ( rrER,EO. LÀST) THEN
437 . CH=O.0D0
438. wC=O.0D0
439, DO 4999 1=2,L2
440. DO 4999 J=2,M2
441 . wc=DABS( (wolo(r,J)-w(I,;) )/w(I,¡) )
442, IF(WC.GE.CH) CH=WC
443. 4999 CONTTNUE
444, WRrrE(10,999) ((W(r,J),ÀK(r,J),E(r,J),U(r,J),V(I,J),
445, & sRz(I,J),srz(I,J),sR2(I,J),sr2(I,J),sRT(I,J),R(r,J),
446. & THETA(r ),TAU(I ),TAUo(I ),t=1 ,L1),J=1 ,v1 ¡
447. ELSE
448. END IF 
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449, 999 FORMAT(1x,6(1PE10.3))
450. 998 FORMAT( 1X,r4,4X,6 (1PD10.3) )
451. C-----
452. RETURN
453. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
454. 6666 CONTTNUE
455. rF(NF.NE.1) GOTO 600
456. C-----
457. C DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR V
458. C-----
459. DO 5231 I=1 ,L1
460. DO 5231 J=1,M1
461 , GAMT(i,J)=ÀMU
462. GAMR(i,J)=AMU
453, 5231 CONTTNUE
464, C-----
465. C SOURCE TERM OF RADIAL VELOCITY
466. C-----
467 . DO 6000 I=2,L2
468. Ðo 6000 J=2,M3
469. coN(I,J)=0.0D0
470, C-----
471. DEÐX=0.5D0*(0.5D0*(GAMT(r,J+2)+GAMT(I,J+1))*
472. & 0.5D0*(V(r+1,J+1 )-V(r-1,J+1)) /Dx-
473. & 0.5D0*(cÀMT(I,J-1)+GÀMT(I,J))*
474. & 0.5D0't(v(r+1,J-1)-v(r-i,J-1))/Dx)/DE
475. coN(I,J)=coN(i,J)-1.Do/Rv(I,J)*1.D0/(TB-TA)*1.Ð0/(RB(I)-RA)*
47 6, & cv(I,J)*DEDX
477 . c-----
478. DXDE=o.5D0*(0.5D0*(cÀMT(I+1,J+1)+ceUt(r+1,J))*
479. & 1.D0/(nn(r+l )-RÀ)*cv(I+1 ,J)*RV(r+1 ,J)'k
480. & 0.5D0*(v(r+1,J+1)-v(1+1,J-1))/pB-
481 . & 0.5D0*(cÀMT(I-1,J+1)+cÀMT(1-1,J) )x
482. & '1 .D0/(n¡(r-l )-RA)*cV(r-',1 ,J)*RV(r-1,J)*
483. & 0.5D0*(v(r-1,J+1)-v(I-1,J-1))/DE)/Dx
484. coN(I,J)=coN(I,J)-1.DolRv(I,J)**2x1.D0/(rB-TÀ)*
485. & DXDE
486. C-----
4e7, DVDE=O,5D0* (V( i ,J+1)-v( r,J-.1 ))/DE
488. DGDE=o.5D0,r (GV(r,J+1)_cv( r,J_1) ) /ÐE
489. coN ( r , J ) =coN ( I , J ) -1 .D0/ (RB(r )-RÀ)**2*
490. & O.5DO*(GAMT(I,J+1)+GAMT(I,J))*cV(I,J)'r
491 , & DVDE'IDGDE
492. C-----
493, IF(I.NE.2) THEN
494. DUDX=o.5D0x((U(i+1,J)+U(I+1,J+1)+U(I,J+1)+g(¡,J))/4.D0-
495, & (U(r-1,J)+U(r-1,;r+1)+U(r-2,J+1)+U(r-2,J))/4.D0)/DX
496. ELSE
497. DUDX=o.5D0*((U(¡+l,J)+U(r+1,J+1)+u(r,J+1)+U(r,J))/4.D0-
498. & (u(t-1 ,J)+u(r-1 ,J+1))/2.D0)/Dx
499. END IF
50O. DUDE=o.5D0*((U(r,,:+1)+U(l,J+2)+U(r-1,J+2)+U(r-t,J+1))/4.D0-
501 . & (u(r,J)+u(r ,J-1)+u(I-1 ,J-1)+u(I-1 ,J)) /4.D0)/DE
502. coN(I,J)=coN(I,J)-AMU*(v(I,J)/RV(r,J)r<)<2+2.D0/Rv(r,J)",
s03. & (1.D0/RV(r,J)*1.D0/(rB-rA)*DUDX-1.D0/(RB(i)-RÀ)*GV(I,J)*
504. & DUDE) )
505. coN ( I , J ) =coN ( I , J ) +RHo* ( (u(I,J)+u(I,J+1)+u(r-1 ,J*i )+
506. & u(I-1 ,Jl) /4.D0)**2/RV(I,J)
507. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
508. C TURBULENCE SOURCE PART
509. c-----
510. IF(J.NE.M3) THEN
511. DR2DE=0.5D0,r(0.5D0,*RV(r,J+1)*(SR2(I,J+2)+SR2(r,J+1))-
51?. & O.sDO*RV(r,J-1)*(SR2(r,J)+SR2(I,J-1) ) ) /ÐE
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513. ELSE rF(J.EQ.M3) rHEN
514. DR2DE=0.5D0*(RV(I,J+1)",sR2(I,J+1)-0.SDo'íRV(I,J-1)*
515. & (sR2(r,J)+sR2(I,J-1)))/ÐE
515. ELSE
517. END TF
518. DR2DR=1.D0/(RB(I ) -RÀ ) *DR2DE
519, C-----
520. rF(J.NE.M3) rr¡n¡¡
521 , DRTÐE=o.5D0* ( ( SRT ( t - 1 , J+ 1 ) +SRT ( I , J+ 1 ) +SRT ( I ,J+2)+
522, & SRT(r-1,J+2))/4.D0-(SRT(I-1,J)+SRT(I,J)+SRr(I,J-1)+
523. & SRr(r-1,J-1))/4,Ðo)/DE
524. ELSE rF (J.EO.M3 ) rsn¡¡
525, DRTDE=o.5D0* ( (SRT(r-1 , J+ 1 ) +SRr ( r , J+ 1 ) ) / 2 .D0-
526. & (SRT(r-1,J)+SRT(r,J);SRT(I,J-1)+SRr(I-1,J-1))/4.D0)/ÐE
527. ELSE
528, END IF
529. DRTÐR=1.D0/(RB(I)-RÀ)*ÐRTDE
530. C-----
531. I F ( I . NE . 2 . AND. I . NE. L2 ) TT¡EN
532, ÐRTDX=O,5DO* ( ( SRT ( I , J ) +SRT ( I + 1 , J ) +SRT ( 1 + 1 ,J+1 ) +

533. & SRT(r,J+1))/4,D0-(SRT(I-1,J)+SRT(r-2,J)+SRT(I-2,J+1)+
534. & SRr(r-1,J+1))/4.D0)/Dx
535. ELSE rF(r.EQ.2) rHeN
536, DRTDX=o.5D0*((SRT(r,J)+SRT(J+1,J)+SRT(I+1,J+1)+
537. & SRT(r,J+1))/4.Ð0-(SRT(r-1,J)+SRT(I-1,J+',l)l/2.D0)/ÐX
538. ELSE rF(1 ,EQ.L2) rHEN
539. DRTDX=o.5D0* ( ( Snt ( r , J ) +SRT ( I , J+ 1 ) I /Z.oO- (Snt(r-1,,:)+
540. & SRT(r-2,J)+SRT(r-2,J+1)+SRr(I-1,J+1))/4.Ð0)/DX
541 . ELSE
542. END IF
543. C-----
544. DRTDT=1.D0/(TB-TÀ)*DRTDX_1.D0l(RB(I)_RÀ)*GV(I,J)*RV(I,J)*
54 5. & DRTDE
5¿6. C-----
547 . coN ( I , J ) =coN ( I , J ) -RHo/RV ( I , J ) * ( DR2DR+DRTDT-
548. & ( ST2 ( r ,,: ) +Sr2 ( r - 1 , J ) +ST2 ( I - 1 , J+ 1 ) +ST2 ( I , J+ 1 ) ) / 4 ,D0)
549. C-----
550. coN ( I , J ) =CoN ( I , J ) *DE*DX
551. 6000 CONTTNUE
552. RETURN
553. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
554. 600 rF(NF.NE.2) GOTO 601
555. C-----
556. C DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR U
557. C-----
558. DO 5232 I=1 ,L1
559. ÐO 5232 J=l,M1
560. GAMT(r,J)=AMU
561 . GAMR(I,J)=AMU
562. 5232 CONTTNUE
5ó3. C-----
564. C SOURCE TERM OF PERIPHERAL VELOCITY
5ó5. C-----
566. DO 6001 I=2,L3
567. DO 6001 J=2,ti2
568. CON(I,J)=0,0Ð0
569. C-----
570. DEDX=0.5D0*(2.D00*GAMT(I+1,J+1)*ç¡y.¡(I,J+1)/(ceut(r+I,J+1)+
571. & GAMT(r,J+1) )*0.5Ð0*(U(I+',í , J+ 1 ) -g ( I - 1 , J+ 1 ) ) /OX-
572, & 2.Do0'kGAMT(r+1,J-1)'TGAMT(I,J-1)/(GAMT(I+1,J-1)+
573. & cÀMr(r,J-1))*0.5D0*(U(i+1,J-1)-U(I-1,J-1))/DX)/DE
574. coN(I,J)=coN(I,J)-1.D0/RU(I,J)*1.D0/(r¡-r¿)*1.D0l(RBU(I)-RA)"
575. & GU(I,J)'*DEÐX
576. C-----
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577. DXDE=o.5D0'r(2,D0*GAMT(I+2,J)*GAMT(7+1,J) /
578. & (GAMT(i+2,J)+GÀMT(1+1,J))'t
5?9. & 1.D0/(R¡U(r+1)-RA)*GU(r+1,J)'tRU(r+1,J)*
580. & 0.5Ð0*(u(r+l,J+1)-u(r+1 ,J-1)) /DE,-
591. & 2.DO*GAMT(r-1 ,J) 'kcÀMT(r ,J)/(cÀMT(r-1 ,J)+GAMT(r,J) )r,
582. & 1.D0/(RBU(i-1)-RÀ)*cu(I-1,J)*RU(I-1,J)*
583. & 0.5Ðo*(u(r-1,J+1)-u(r-1,J-1))/ÐE)/Dx
584. coN(I,J)=coN(r,J)-1.Do/RU(I,J)**2*1.D0l(TB-rÀ)'t
585, & DXDE
586. C-----
587. ÐuDE=o.5D0* (u( I ,J+ 1 )-u( I ,J-1 ) ) /DE
588. DGDE=O.5D0*(GU(r,J+1)-GU(r,J-1))/DE
589. coN ( I , J ) =coN ( I , J ) - 1 . D0,/ ( RBU ( I )-RA)**2*
590. & 2,DoicÀMT(r+1 , J ) *GÀMT ( r , J ) / ( GAMT ( ¡ + 1 ,J)+cÀMT(r,J) )*
591. & GU ( I , J ) ,'.DUDE*DGDE
592. C-----
593. DVDX=0.5D0*((V(r+1,J)+V(r+1,J-1)+V(r+2,J-1)+V(t+2,J))/4.D0-
594, & (V(r-1,J)+V(r-1,J-1)+V(I,J-1)+V(I,J))/4.D0')/DX
595. IF(J.NE.2) THEN
596, DVDE=0.5D0*((V(t,;+1)+V(I,J)+V(I+l,J)+V(r+1.,J+1))./4.D0-
597. & (v( r ,J-l )+v(r,J-21+v(I+'1 ,J-2)+v(I+1,J-1))/4.Ð0)/DE
598. ELSE
599, ÐVDE=0.5D0* ( (V(t,.t+1)+V(I,;)+V(r+1 ,J)+V(I+1,U+1) ) /4.D0-
60o. & (v(r,J-1)+v(r+1,J-1))/2.D0)/DE
601 . END IF
602 . coN ( I , J ) =coN ( I , J ) +ÀMU* ( 2 . D0 /RU ( I , J ) *
603. & (1.ÐolRU(i,J)x1.D0l(TB-TÀ)*DVDX-1.D0l(RBU(I)-RA)*GU(I,J)*
604, & DVDE ) -u ( I , J ) /RU ( I , J ) * * 2 )
605. coN( I , J ) =coN ( I , J ) +RHo,t ( (v(I,J)+v(I+1 ,J)+v(I+1 ,J-1)+
506. & v(r,J-1))/4.D0)*u(r,J)/RU(I,J)
607. C-----
608. IF(J.NE.2.ÀND.J.NE.M2) IHEN
609. DpDE=O.5D0*((e(r,,:+1)+p(r+1,J+1))/2.D0-(p(r,J-l)+
610. & P(r+1 ,J-1)) /2,D0)/ÐE
611. ELSE rF(J.EO.2) THEN
612. DpÐE=((e(i,J+1)+p(r+1,J+1)')/2.D0-(P(I,J)+
613. & P(r+1 ,J)) /2.Ð0)/DE
61 4, ELSE IF(J.EQ.M2) THEN
615, ÐpDE=((p(r,J)+p(r+1,J)r/2.D0-(p(r,J-l)+
616. & P(r+1 ,J-1))/2.D0)/DE
617. ELSE
618. END IF
619. coN(r,J)=coN(I,J)+'1.D0l(RBU(I)-RA)*GU(I,J)'*DPDE
520. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
621 . C TURBULENCE SOURCE PART
622. C-----
623. IF (J.NE.M2 ) THEN
624. DRTDE=0.5D0* (SRT( r ,J+1 )-sRT(i,J-1) )/DE
625 . DT2DE= 0 . 5D0,r ( ST2 ( r , J+ 1 ) -ST2 ( r ,J-1 ) ) /DE
626. ELSE rF (J.EO.M2 ) tHeN
627. DRTDE=(SRT(i,J)-SRT(I,J-1))/DE
628, DT2DE=(ST2(I,J)-ST2(I,J-1))/DE
629. END IF
630. IF(I.NE.L2) THEN
631. ÐRTDX=o.5ÐO*(SRT(I+1,J)-SRT(I-1,J))/DX
632. DT2DX=o.5ÐOx(ST2(r+1,J)-ST2(r-1,J))/Dx
633. ELSE rF(r.EQ.L2) THEN
634. DRTDX=(SRT(I,J)-SRT(I-1,J))/DX
635. DT2DX=(Sr2(r,J)-Sr2(r-1,J)),/DX
636. ELSE
637, END IF
638. C-----
639. DRTDR=1 .DO/ (RBU( I )-RA)*DRTDE
640. DT2DT=1.Ðol(rB-TÀ)*DT2DX-1.D0l(RBU(I)-RA)'tGU(r,J)*RU(I,J)*
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641 . & DT2DE
642. C-----
643. coN(I,J)=coN(I,J)-RHo't(oRtoR+1.D0/RU(I,J)j'DT2DT+
644. & 2.Do*SRT(r,J)/RU(t,J) )

645. C-----
646. CON ( I , J ) =CON ( r , J ) 'IDE*DX647, 6001 CONTINUE
648. RETURN
649. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
650. 601 rF(NF.NE.3) GOTO 602
651. C-----
652. C SOURCE TERM FOR PRESSURE CORRECTION
653. C-----
654. DO 6002 I=2¡L2
655. DO 6002 J=2,M2
656. coN(I,J)=0.0Ð0
657. C-----
658, coN(I,J)=coN(I,J)+1.Ðo/R(r,J)*1 .DO/(RB(I ) -RA ) *Bïq*nv ( I , J- 1 ) *
659. & (v(r,.1-l )-(u(i,,:)+u(r,J-1)+u(I-1 ,J-1)+u(I-1 ,J) ) /s.oo*
660. & cv(I¡J-1))*P¡
661. c-----
662. coN(l,J)=coN(I,J)-1,ÐO/R(I,J)*1.D0/(RB(r)-RA)*RHo*Rv(I'J)*
663. & (v(I,¡)-(u(I,i)+u(I,J+1)+u(I-1,J+1)+u(I-1,J))/+,ø0*
664. & GV(I,J))'kDX
665, C-----
666, coN ( I , J ) =coN ( I , J ) + 1 ,D0/R(1,J)*1.D0l(TB-TÀ)*RHo*
667. & U(i-l,J)*ÐE
668. c-----
669. coN(I,J)=coN(I,J)-1.Do/R(I 

' 
J ) * 1 . D0 / ( t¡-te ) *nuo*

670. & u(I,J)*DE
67i. c-----
672. coN(r,J)=coN(I,J)-1 .D0/ (RB(I ) -n¡ ) *c ( I , J ) /ErÀ ( J ) 't
673. & RHO* ( U ( r , ¡ ) +U ( r - 1 ,t))/2.Do*ÐX*DE
674. C-----
675, 6002 CONTINUE
67 6. RETURN
67 7, CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
678. 602 rF(NF.NE.4) GOTO 603
679, C-----
680. DO 6669 I=1 ,L1
681. DO 6669 J=1 ,M1
682. GÀMT(I,J)=AMU
683. GAMR(I,J)=AMU
684. 6669 CONTTNUE
685. C-----
686. C SOURCE TERM OF AXIAL VELOCITY
687. c-----
688. ÐO 6003 t=2,L2
689. DO 6003 J=3rM3
690. coN(I,J)=0.0D0
691. c-----
692. DEDX=0.5D0* (GAMT( I ,J+l ) *
693. & 0.5D0*(w(l+1 ,J+1 )-w(i-1,J+1) ) /DX-GAMT ( r , J- 1 ) *
694. & 0.5D0*(W(r+l,J-1)-w(r-1,.t-1))/px)/os
695. coN ( r , J ) =coN ( Í , J ) - 1 .Do/R(I ,J)*1 .Dol(rB-rA)*1.Dol(RB(r )-n¡)*
696. & c(I,J)*DEDX
697. e-----
698. DXDE=o.5D0r.(GAMT(I+1,J)*
699. & 1.D0/(RB(I+1)-n¡)*c(1+1,J)*p(1+1,.7)'*
7oo. & 0.5Ð0*(w(r+1 ,J+1)-i^¡(r+l,J-1) ) /DE-
701 . & cÀMT(r-1,J)*
702. & 1.DOl(RB(r-1)-RA)*G(r-1,J)*R(r-1,J)rr
703. & 0.5D0*(w(l-1,J+1)-w(r-1,J-1))/ÐE)/Dx
704. coN(I,J)=coN(I,J)-1.DolR(I,J)**2't1.D0/(ts-t¡)*
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705. & DXDE
706. C-----
707 . DWDE=o.5D0'k (w( r ,J+1 )-w( r ,J-1 ) )/ÐE
708. DGDE=0.5D0*(c(r,J+1)-G(r,J-1))/DE
709. coN(I,J)=coN(I ,J)-1 .D0/ (RB(I )-RA)**2*
710 . & GAMT ( I , J ) ,,G ( I , J ) *DWDE*DGÐE
7'i i . c-----
712, CON(I,J)=CON(i,J)+4.D0*TAUA/DH
713. C-----
714. C TURBULENCE SOURCE PART
7 r5, C-----
716. DRZDE=o.5D0*(R(r,J+1)*SRZ(r,,r+t)-n(I,J-1)*SRZ(I,J-1))/DE
717 . DRZDR=1.Dol(RB(I )-RA ) *DRZDE
718. coN ( I , J ) =coN ( I , J ) -RHo/R ( I , J ) *DRZDR
7 i9 , c-----
720. DTZDE=o.5D0*(O.5DO*(Srz(r-1,J+1)+STz(r,J+1))-0.5D0't
721. & (srz(r-1,J-1)+srz(I,J-1)))/DE
7 22 . DrzÐx= ( Srz ( r , J ) -srz ( r - 1 , J ) ) /DX
723. DTZÐT=1.Ð0l(TB-rÀ)*DTzÐx-'1.D0/(RB(I)-RÀ)i.G(i,J)*R(I,J)*ÐTzÐE
724. coN ( r , J ) =coN ( i , J ) -RHo/R ( I , J ) '*DTZDTì23. C-----
726. CON(I,J)=CON(I,J)'kDE*Dx
727. 6003 CONTTNUE
728. RETURN
729. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
730. 603 rF(NF.NE.5) GOTO 604
731 . C-----
732. C ÐIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR AK
733. C-----
734. Do 6525 I=1:L1
735. DO 6525 J=2 ,r42
736, GAMT(I,J)=c4'tAK(7,J)*r,2/E(I,J)/sIGK+AMU
737. GAMR(I,J)=c4*AK(r,J)**2/E(I,J)/sIGK+ÀMU
738. 6525 CONTTNUE
739. C-----
740. C SOURCE TERM FOR AK
741 . C-----
742, DO 6005 !=2,L2
7 43 . DO 6005 J=3 ,M3
744, coN(I,J)=0.0Ð0
745, C-----
7 46. DWÐE=o.5D0* (w( r ,J+ l) -W(r ,J-1 ) )/DE
747. DWDR=1.Dol(RB(I)-RA)'kDwÐE
748. Ðr.rDX=0.5D0*(w(r+1 ,J)-w(r-1 ,J)) /Dx
749. DWDT=1.D0/(TB-TA)*DWDX-1.Ð0/(RB(I)-RA)*G(1,J)*R(I,J)*DWDE
7 50. GAK=_RHO"(SRZ(I,J)*DWDR+
751. & O.5DO*(STZ(r,J)+SrZ(r-1,J))/R(r,J)*DWDT)
152. C-----
753. CoN(r,J)=coN(I,J)+GAK'kÐN(r,J)-RHo*E(r,J)
754. coN(r,J)=coN(i,J)*DE*Ðx
755. C-----
756. 6005 CONTTNUE
757. RETURN
756. C-----
759, 604 rF(NF.NE.6) cOrO 605
760. C-----
761 . DO 6526 I=1 ,L1
762. DO 6526 J=2,M2
7 63. GAMT ( i , J ) =c4 *AK ( r,J) r,*2/E( I,J)/sIGE+ÀMU
764. GÀMR(I,J)=C4*AK(I,J)J,*2/E(J,J)/SIGE+AMU
765. 6526 CONTTNUE
i66. C-----
767. C SOURCE TERM FOR E
768. c----- -;;;---



769. DO 6006 I=2,L2
770. DO 6006 J=3,M3
771, CoN(I,J)=0.0D0
7'i2, c-----
773. DWDE=o.5D0*(w(r,J+1)-w(r,J-1))/DE
77 4. DWDR=1.D0,/(RB(I ) -RA ) *DWDE
775. DwDx=o.5D0* (w( ¡ +1 ,,:)-w(I-1,J) ) /Dx
776. DWDT=1.D0/(TB-TA)*DwDx-1.D0/(RB(r)-RA)*G(I,J)*R(I,J)*DWDE
777. GAK=-RHO*(SnZ(r,J)'TDWDR+
778. & 0,5D0*(STZ(i,J)+SrZ(r-1,J))/n(r,,¡)*DWDT)
i7). a-----
zgO. coN(I,J)=coN(r,J)+E(r,J)*(çg1ir6¡6*pN(r,J)-cE2'*RHo*E(I,J))/ÀK(I,J)
781. C-----
782. coN ( I , J ) =coN ( I , J ) *Dx:rDE
783. 6006 CONTTNUE
784. C-----
785. 605 CONTINUE
786. C-----
787. RETURN
788. END
789. cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
790, SUBROUTINE SETUP
791 . c-----
792, IMPLICIT REAL*8 (À-H,O_Z)
793. LOGICÀL LSOLVE,LSTOP
794. CO¡,fl'.rON/w1 /r(52,52,10),CoN(52,52),
795. &AE(52,52),Aw(52,52),ÀN(52,52),AS(52,52),AP(52,52'),
796. &Pr( s2 ) ,0r( 52 )
797. COMMON/W2lcAMR(52,52),Cer'rr(52,52),
798. & P(52,52),Ðu(52,52),Dv(52,521,
799. & TÀUo,TÀU(52),TÀUÀ,DH,RE
800. coMMoN/cRiDS/R(52,52),nu(52,52),RV(52,52),GC(52,52),
801. & c(52,52),cu(52,52),THErÀ(52),ETA(52),Xr(52),RB(52),
802. & cv(52,52),RBU(52),RA,TB,TÀ,THETÀU(52),!1,T2,
803. & ETÀv(52),xIU(52),rHETAc(52),ETÀc(52),Rc(52,52),
804. & RBC(52),DX,ÐE,RELÀX(13),RHO,AMU,SMAX,SSUM
80 5. COMMON/ T NDX/NF , L 1 ,L2,L3,M1 ,M2, M3 , LSOLVE ( 1 0 ) ,
806. & I ST , JST , I TER , LÀST , NTI MES ( 1 O ) , NFMAX ,
807. & rREF,JREF
808, COMMON/COEF /FLOW, Dr rF , ACOF
809. ÐTMENSION U(52,52 ),V(52,52),W( 52,52) ,PC(52,52)
81 0. DTMENSION AK(52,52),8(52,52)
811, EQUIVÀLENCE(F(1,1,1),V(1,1) ), (F(1,1 ,2) ,fJ( 1 ,1) ),
812. & (F( 1,1,3),Pc( 1,1) ), (F(1,1,4),w( 1,1) ),
813. & (F(1,1,5),AK(1,1)),(F(1,1,6),E(1,1))
814. DTMENSTON PC1 ( 52,52 )
815. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
81 6. C RÀÐIÀL VELOCITY
ô17. C-----
818. NF=1
819. rF(.Nor.LsoLVE(NF)) coro 1000
820. c-----
821 . ISr=2
822. JST=2
823, CALL USER(6)
824, C-----
825. DO 100 7=2tL2
826. Do 100 J=2,t43
827. FLow=1,Do/RV(r,J)*1.D0l(RB(I)-RA)*(RHo*R(I,J+1)*
828. & (O.5DO'*(v(r,J)+V(r,J+1))-0.5D0*(u(t,J+1)+u(r-'l,J+1))*
829. & c(I,J+1)))*ox
830. DrFF=1.D0/RV(I,J)*1.Ð0/(RB(r)-RÀ)**2*
831. & (R(I,J+1)*(GAMR(I,J+1)+GAMT(r,J+1)*61I,J+1)*6(1,¡t+'l)))*
832. & DxlDE
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833. CÀLL DIFLOW
834, AN(I,J)=ACOF+DMÀX1(0.0D0,-FLOW)
835. C-----
836. FLow=1.DolRv(I,J)*1.D0/(RB(I)-RA)*(RHo*R(I,J¡'*
837. & (0,5D0*(v(r,J)+v(r,J-1))-0.soO't(u(r,¡)+u(I-1,J))!t
838. & c(I,J)))*Dx
839. DrFF=1.D0,/RV(r,J)*1.Ð0l(RB(I)-RA)**2*
840. & (R( I ,J)* (GAMR( t ,.1) +cer',ft ( t ,,:)*G( I ,J)*G( I ,J) ) ) *
a41 . ç pxlpe
842. CÀLL Df FLOW
843. AS(I,J)=ACOF+DMAX1(0.0Ð0,FLOW)
8L4, C-----
845. FLow=1.D0lRv(I,J)*1,D0/(TB-TÀ)',(RHo*
946, & 0.5D0*(U(r,J)+u(I,J+1) ) )*oe
eqj, DIFF=1,D0/RV(I,J)**2'r1.¡0/(rg-te)i,*2*
848, & GÀMr(r,J)*DE/DX
849. CÀLL ÐI FLOW
850, AE(I,J)=ÀCoF+DMÀx1(0.0D0,-FLOW)
85"i . c-----
852. FLow='1.DoIRV(I,.:)x1.o0/(TB-TA)*(RHo*
853. & 0.5Ð0*(U(r-1,J)+U(r-1 ¡J+1) ) )*ps
854, ÐrFF=1.D0/RV(r,J)*'r2*1.D0/(rn-te)x*2*
855. & GAMT(r,J)*DE/DX
856. CÀLL DI FLOW
857, Aw(I,J)=AcoF+DMÀx1(0.0D0,FLOW)
Õ5ô, C-----
859. Àp ( I , J ) =AN ( I , J ) +Às ( I , J ) +ÀE ( I , J ) +Aw ( I , J )
860. C-----
86I. C UNÐER RELÀXATION HERE
862, C-----
863, ÀP ( I , J ) =ÀP ( I , J ) /RELAX ( NF )
864. coN(i,J)=coN(I,J)+(1.Do-RELÀX(NF))*AP(I,.1)*v(t,.:)
865. C-----
866. Dv( I ,J)=1.D0l(RB(I )-RÀ)*Dx
867 . coN ( i ,,: ) =coN ( I , J ) +Dv ( I , J ) * ( P ( I , J ) -P ( I , J+ 1 ) )
868. Ðv(I,J)=DV(I,J)/ÀP(I,J)
869. 1 OO CONTINUE
67û. C-----
871, Do 681 I=2 tL2
872. CON(I,M2)=1.0Ð20*F(I,M2,NF)
873. AP(I,M2)=1 .0D20
874. AN(I,M2)=0.D0
875. AS(I,M2)=0.0D0
876, ÀE(r,M2)=0.0D0
877. AW(r,M2)=0.0D0
878. 681 CONTINUE
879, C-----
880. CALL SOLVE
881 . 1000 coNTr NUE
882. ccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
883. C PERIPHERAL VELOC I TY
884. C-----
885. NF=2
885. TF( .NOT.LSOLVE(NF) ) GOTO 1OO1
887. C-----
888. IST=2
889. JSr=2
890. CALL USER(6)
891. C-----
892. DO 1 01 t =2 ¡L3
893. Do 1 01 J=2 

't42894. FLow= 1 . D0 /RU ( r , J ) * 1 . D0 / (RBU ( I )-RA)i.(RHo*Rc(I,J)*
895. & (0.5D0*(V(r,J)+V(r+1,J))-0.5D0*(U(r,J)+U(I,J+1))*
896. & Gc(I,J)))*Dx
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897. DrFF=1.Do/RU(I,J)*1.D0l(RBU(I ) -RÀ ) * rr 2 * ( nc ( r , ,r ) *
898. & ( GAMR ( I , J ) +GAMT ( I ,; ) *cc ( I , J ) * * 2 ) )*px/pe
899. CALL DIFLOW
900. AN(r,J)=ACOF+DMAXl(0.0D0,-FLow)
901. c-----
902. FLow=1.D0/RU(r,J)*1.D0l(RBU(r)-ne)*(nuo*Rc(I,J-1)*
903. & ( O.sDO* (v( r ,J-l ) +V( r +1 ,J-1 ) ) -0.5D0* (U( r ,; ) +U(I ,J- l ) ) '*904, & cc(r,J-1)))'tDx
905. ÐrFF=1.Ð0/RU(r,J)*1.D0/(RBU(I)-RÀ)**2*(Rc(I,J-1)*
906. & ( GAMR ( t ,,: ) +cavt ( t ,; ) *Gc ( I , J- 1 ) * * 2 ) )*DX/DE
907, CALL DI FLOW
908, AS(I,J)=ACOF+DMÀX1(0,0D0,FLOW)
909. c-----
910. FLow=1 .Do/RU( r ,J) *1 .D0/ (TB-TA) * (RHo*
9.1 1. & 0.5D0*1u11,.1 )+u(r+1,J)))*DE
912. DrFF=1.D0lRU(r,J),r't2*1.Ð0l(TB-TÀ)**2*
913. & GAMT(1+1 ,J)'kDE/Ðx914. CÀLL DI FLOW
915. AE(I,J)=ACOF+DMAX1(0.0D0,-FLOW)
9 i 6. c-----
917 . FLow=1 .Do/RU( I ,J) x1 .D0/ (TB-TÀ) * (RHo*
918. & 0.5Ð0*(u(r,J)+u(I-1,J)))'*DE
919. DrFF=1.D0/RU(I,J)*'r2r.1.D0/(rs-re)**2*
920, & GÀMT(r,J)*DEIÐX
921 . CÀLL DI FLOW
922. Àw(I,J)=AcoF+ÐMAxl(0.0D0,FLow)
923. C-----
924 . Àp ( I , J ) =AN ( I , J ) +AS ( I , J ) +ÀE ( I , J ) +Aw ( I , J )

925, C-----
926. C UNDER RELÀXATION HERE
927. c-----
928. ÀP ( r , J ) =AP ( r , J ) /RELAX ( NF )
929. coN(r,J)=coN(I,J)+(1.Do-RELÀX(NF))*ÀP(i,J),tu(I'J)
930. c-----
931. DU(I,J)=1.DoIRU(I,J)*1.Ð0/(TB-rÀ)*DE
932, coN ( i , J ) =coN ( I , J ) ;DU ( I , J ) * (P(T ,J)-P(r+1 ,,:) )
933. DU ( r , J ) =DU ( I , J ) /AP ( r , J )
934, 1 01 CONTI NUE
935, c-----
936. DO 682 J=2,M2
937. CON(L2,J)=1.0D20*F(L2,J,NF)
938. AE(L2,J)=0.D0
939. ÀP(L2,J)=1 ,0D20
940, AN(L2,J)=0.0D0
941 . AS(L2,J)=0.0D0
942. Àw(L2,J)=0.0D0
943. 682 CONTINUE
944, C-----
945. CALL SOLVE
946. 1001 CONTTNUE
947. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
948. C PRESSURE CORRECTI ON
949, c-----
950. NF=3
9s1. rF(.NOr.LSOLVE(NF)) GOTO 1002
952. C-----
953. r Srj2
954. JST=2
955. CÀLL USER(6)
956. SMAX=O .0D0
957 . SSUM=O.0D0
958. C-----
959. DO 102 t=2,L2
960. Do 102 J=2,M2 
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961 . rF(J.NE.M2) rr¡nN
962. AN ( I , J ) =Rv ( I , J ) *ov ( I ,.1 )
963. aN ( r ,; ) =AN ( r , J ) 't 1 . D0 /R ( r , J ) * 1 . D0 / ( RB ( I )-RA)*Ðx*RHo
964. ELSE
965. AN(I,J)=0.0D0
966. END IF
967. C-----
968, IF (J.NE.2 ) THEN
969. AS(I,J)=RV(1,J-1)*Dv(I,J-1)
97o. Às ( r ;J ) =AS ( t ,,: ) 't 

'1 .DolR(I,J)*1.D0/(RB(i ) -n¡)*px*nuo
971 , ELSE
972, AS(I,J)=0.0D0
97 3. END IF
97 4 , C-----
975. iF(r.NE.L2) tHpN
976. ÀE(I,J)=1.Do/R(I,J)'t1.D0/(TB-TÀ)*RHo*DE*DU(I,J)
977. ELSE
978. ÀE(I,J)=0.0D0
979. END IF
980. c-----
981. IF(I.NE.2) THEN
982. Aw(I,J)=.1.D0/R(I,J)*1.D0/(TB-TÀ)*RHO*DE*DU(I-1,J)
983. ELSE
984. Aw( I ,J) =0,0D0
985. END IF
986. C-----
98'1 . Ap ( I , J ) =ÀN ( I , J ) +AS ( I , J ) +ÀE ( r ,; ) +ew ( t ,,: )

988. c-----
989, Pc(i,J)=0.0D0
990. SMÀX=DMÀX1(SlAeX,ans(CON(I,J)))
991. SSUM=SSUM+CON(I,J)
992. 102 CONTI NUE
993. c-----
994. DO 902 I=1,Ll
995. Do 902 J=1'M1
996, Pc(I,J)=0.0D0
997. PC1(I,J)=PC(I,J)
998. 902 CONTINUE
999. ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

1000. DO 901 K=1 ,52
1 001 . DO 900 7=2 ,L2
1002. DO 900 J=2,M2'1003. Pc(i,J)=ÀN(I,J)*Pc1(I,J+1)+Às(I,J)'tPc1(I,J-'1)+.
1004. & ÀE(i,J)*PC1(r+1,J)+AW(I,J)*PC1(I-1,J)+CON(I,J)
1005. Pc(i,J)=Pc(I,J)/AP(i,J)
1006. 900 coNTTNUE
1007. DO 903 I=2,L2
1008. ÐO 903 J=2,M2
1009. Pc1(r,J)=Pc(I,J)
1010, 903 CONTTNUE
1011. 901 CONTTNUE
1012. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
I013. C CORRECÎ PRESSURE AND VELOCITIES
1014. C----
1015. Do 1003 L=2;L2
1016. DO'1 003 J=2,t42
1017. P(I,J)=P(I,J)+Pc(I,J)*RELAX(NF)
1018, IF(i.NE,M2) v(I,;)=v(1,.1)+Ðv(i,J)*(Pc(I,J)-Pc(r,J+1))
1019. rF(I.NE.L2) u(1,J)=u(I,J)+Ðu(I ,J)* (Pc(I ,J)-Pc(r+1,J) )

1020. 1 OO3 CONTINUE
1021 . PREF=P(2r2)
1022. DO 889 I=2¡L2
1023. DO 889 J=2¡M2
1024. P(r,J)=P(I,J)-PREF
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1025. 889 CONTTNUE
1026. 1002 CONTINUE
1 027, CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
1028. DO 1004 N=4,NFMÀX
1029. NF=N
1030. rF(.NOr.LSOLVE(NF)) GOTO 1004
1031 . C----
1032, I ST=2
1033. JST=3
1034. CÀLL USER(6)
1035. C----
1036. DO 104 I=2,L2
1037 . DO 104 J=3,M3
1038. FLow=1.D0/R(i,J)x1.D0/(RB(I)-RA)*(RHo*Rv(r,J)*
1039. & (V(r,J)-(U(r,,:)+U(I,J+1)+U(I-1,J+1)+U(I-1,J))/+.OO*
1040. & cv(I,J)))*Px
1041. DrFF=i.Do/R(I,J)*1.D0/(RB(I)-RA)**2*(nv(t,;)*
1042. & (2.ÐO*GAMR(r,J+1)*CeUn(r,J),/(cÀMR(Ì,J+1)+GAMR(I,J))
1043. & +2.D0*GÀMt(I,,:+l)*GAMT(I,J)/(GAMT(I,J+1)+GAMT(I,J))
1044. & *cv ( r , J ) *cv ( i , J ) ) ) *D¡/DE
1045. CÀLL Dr FLOi,t
1046. AN(I,J)=ACOF+ÐMAX1 (0.0D0,-FLOW)*0.5D0
ia4i. c----
1048. FLOW=1.Do/R(r,J)*1,D0/(RB(I)-RÀ)*(RHO*RV(IrJ-1)x
1049. & (v(r,J-1)- (u (r ,;)+u(I ,J-1)+u(I-1 ,J-1)+u(I-1 ,J) ) /¿. oo*
1050. & GV(i¡J-1)))*p¡
1051. DrFF=i.D0lR(I,J)'t1.D0/(RB(1)-RÀ)**2:t(RV(r,J-l)*
1052. & (2.D0*GAMR( r ;J-1 ) *GAMR(r ,J )/ (GAMR(r ,J-1 ) +GAMR( I ,J) )

1053. & +2.D0*GAMT(r,J-1)*GÀMT(I , J ) / (GÀMT ( I , J- 1 ) +GÀMT ( I ,,1 ) )
1054. & *cV ( r , J- 1 ) *GV ( r , J- 1 ) ) ) *DXIDE
1055. CÀLL ÐIFLOW
1056. ÀS ( I ,J) =ACOF+DMÀX1 ( 0.0Ð0,FLoW) *0.5Ð0
1û57. C----
1058. FLow='1.DolR(I,J)'t.1.Do/(TB-rÀ)*(RHo*u(i,J))*DE
1059. DIFF=1.D0lR(7,J)',*2.D0*1.Ð0/(TB-TA)**2*
1060. & 2.DO*GAMT(r+i,¡)*GAMT(r,J)/(GAMT(I,J)+GAMT(r+1,,:))
1061 . ç *ps/ox
1062. CALL DI FLOW
1063. ÀE(r,J)=ACOF+DMAX1 ( 0 . 0D0 , -FLOW ) * 0 . 5D0
1064. C----
1065. FLOW=1.D0lR(r,J)*1.Ð0l(TB-TA)*(RHO*U(I-1,J))'tDE
1066. ÐIFF=1.Do/R(I.J)**2.D0*1.ÐOl(TB-TA)'r*2*
1067. & 2.D9*6ÀMT(i-i ,,,: ) *6AMT ( r , J ) ,/ ( GAMI ( I - 1 ,J)+cÀMT(I,J) )

1068. & *ÐEIDX
1069. CÀLL DI FLOW
'1 070. AW(r,J)=ACOF+DMAX1 ( 0.0D0,FLOW) *0.5D0
1071 . C----
1072. Ap ( I , J ) =ÀN ( I , J ) +As ( r , J ) +nn ( I , J ) +Aw ( I , J )
1073. C----
1074. C UNDER RELAXATION HERE
1 075. C----
1076. AP(I,J)=AP(I,J)/RELAX(NF)
1077. coN(i,,¡)=coN(I,J)+(1.D0-RELAX(NF))*AP(I,J)*F(I,J,NF)
1078. C----
1079. 104 CONTTNUE
1080. c----
1081. DO 7001 I=2,L2
1082. CON(I,M2)=1.0D20*F(i,M2,NF)
1083. ÀP(I,M2)=1.0D20
1084. ÀN(r,M2)=0,0o0
1085. As(I,M2)=0.0D0
1 086. AE ( I ,M2 ) =0 .0D0
1087. Aw(1,M2)=0.0Ð0
'1 088. 7001 CONTTNUE 
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089.
090.
091.
092.
093.
094.
09s.
096.
097 ,
098.
099.
100.
101 .
102 .
103.
104.
10s.
106.
107 .
108.
109.
110.
111.
I t¿.
113.
114,
l15.
tlb.
117 .
1 18.
119 .
120.
1)1
l aa
1.t',
t¿+.

126.

128.
129.
130.
131.
132 ,
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141 .
142 ,
143 .
144 .
t+5.
146.
147 .
148.
t ¿tJ -
150.
151 .
152.

c----------
CALL SOLVE

1OO4 CONTi NUE
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

I TER= I TER+ 1

TF ( ITER.GE.LÀST) LSTOP= . TRUE .
c----------

RETURN
END

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
SUBROUTINE SOLVE

c----------
IMPLI CI T REAL*8 (À-H,O_Z )
LOGICAL LSOLVE, LSTOP
coMMoN/w1 /F (52 ,52, 1o ) ,CON ( 52 ,52) ,

&AE ( 52, 52 ),Aw( 52,52),AN( 52, 52 ),Às (52,52),ÀP ( 52, 52 ),
&Pr(52),Qr(52)
coMMoN/w2lcÀMR( 52, 52 ),GAMT ( 52,52),

& P(52,52),DU( 52,52),Dv(52,52),
& TAUO ,TAU( 52 ) ,TAUÀ,DH,RE
co¡oloñ/cnr os/R ( 52, 52 ),RU ( 52,52),Rv( 52, 52 ),cc ( 52,52),

& c( 52,52),cU( 52,52),THETA( 52),ETA( 52 ),XI ( 52 ),RB ( 52 ),
& cv(52,52),RBu(52),RA,TB,TÀ,tuntau(52),11,T2,
& ETAV(52),xIU(52),THETAC(52),ErAc(52),RC(52,521,
c nsc( 52),DX,DE,RELAX( 1 3),RHO,AMU,SMAX,SSUM
cotfl'foN/ I NÐx/Nr , r.1 ,L2,L3,M1 ,M2,M3,LSOLVE(10),

& TST,JST,ITER,LAST,NTIMES( 1 O),NFMÀX,
& I REF ,JREF

COI'fl',fON/COEF /FLOW , DI FF , ACOF
DIMENSIoN u(52,52),v(52,52),w(52,52),Pc(52,52)
DIMENSION ÀK(52,52),E( 52,52)
EOUrvÀLENcE(F(1,1,1),v(1,1)),(F(1,1,2),u(1,1 )),

& (F( 1,1,3),Pc( 1,1) ), (F( 1,1,4),w( 1,1) ),
& (F(1,1,5),ÀK(1,',1 ) ), (F( 1,1,6),E( 1,1) )

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
I STF=I ST- 1

JSTF=JST- 1

IT1=L2+IST
I T2=L3+I ST
JT1=M2+JST
JT2=M3+JST

c----------
DO l OOO NT=1,NTIMES(NF)
DO 1000 N=NF , NF

c----------
C IMPOSE SYMMETRY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS HERE
c----------

DO 272 J=1,M1
U(1,J)=0.0D0
u(L2,J)=o.oDo
u(L1,J)=0.0D0

272 CONTI NUE
DO 273 J=3,M3
v( 1 ,J ) =1 .Ð0/ ( rB-rA ) *1 . D0lDx*v ( 2 ,J) +1 . D0/ (RB ( 1 ) -RA ) *

& cv( 1 ,J)*RV('1 ,J)*l .DolDE*v(1 ,J-1 )
v( 1 ,,:)=v( 1 ,J) /( 1 .D0/(rB-rÀ)'t1 .D0/Ðx+1 .Ð0l (RB( I )-RA)'*

& cv( 1 ,J)*RV( 1 ,J)*1 .DolDE)
v(L1, J) =1 .D0/ (rB-rA) *1 .D0/DX*v(L2,J) -1.D0/ (RB (L1 ) -RÀ) *

& GV(L1,J)*RV(L1 , J ) * 1 . D0 /DE*V ( L 1 ,J-l )
v(L1, J) =v(L1,J) / ( 1 .D0 / (rB-rA)'k 1 .D0lDX-1 .D0/ (RB(L1 ) -RÀ) *

& cv(L1,J),kRV(L1,J)*1 .D0lDE)
v(L1,J)=v(L2,J)

& + (TB-TÀ) / (n¡ ( r ) -Re) *ox/DE*cv(L1,J)'t
& RV(L1 ,J ) 'kO. 5D0* (v(L1 ,J+1 ) -v(L1 ,J-1 ) )
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1 153.
1 154.
1 '1 55.
1 156,
1157.
1158.

1 160.
1161 .
I tb¿.
1163 .
1164 ,
1 '1 65.
1 166.
1167.
1168.
I tbv.
1170.
1171 .
1172,
1173.
1174,
I t/5.
1176.
1177.
1178.
I I ?O

1 180.

273 CONTINUE
DO 274 J=3.M3
Ì,¡( 1 ,J) =1 .DO / (rB-rA ) *l . D0lDx*w ( 2 ,J) +1. D0 / (RB ( 1 ) -RÀ ) r'

& c(1 .J)*R('1 .J)'t1.D0/DE*w(1,J-1 )

w( 1, j) =w( 1, j ) / (1 .Do / (rn-te)'r1 .pslp¡+1 .D0/ ( RB ( 1 ) -RA) *
& c ( 1 , J ) *P ( 1 , J ) * 1 . D0 /ÐE )

w ( r 1 ; J ) = 1 . ÐÓ/ ( rB-rA ),t 1 . Do /Dx*w ( L2, J ) - 1. D0/ ( RB ( L 1 ) -na ) *
& c (L1 ,J)*R(L1 ,J)", 1 .D0/DE*w(L1 ,J-1)
w(L1,i ) =w(L 1,J) / (1 .D0/ (rB-rÀ) * 1 .D0lÐx-1 .D0/ (RB (L1 ) -Re) *

& c (L1 ,J)*R(L1 ,J) * 1 .D0lDE)
c----------

AK ( 1, J) =1 .ÐO / (rB-rA) * 1 .DO/Dx*AK ( 2,J\ +1.D0/ (RB ( 1 ) -RÀ) *
& c ( 1 , J ) *R ( 1 , J ) * 1 , D0 /DE*AK ( 1,J-1)
ÀK( 1 ;J) =¡r(i ,J) / (1 .Do/ (t¡-te) *1 .D0lDX+1 . Ð0l (RB( 1 )-RÀ)*

& c ( 1 . J ) *R ( 1 , J ) * 1 . D0 /ÐE )
¡x ( lí,,: ) =t,oo / (rB-rÀ )'t 1 .D0lDx*ÀK (L2,J ) - 1. D0,/ ( RB ( L1 ) -Re ) *

& G(L1,J)*R(Ll,J)'*1.Ð0/ÐFì*AK(L1,J-1 )
¡r(rl ,,¡)=Ax(ri ,J) / (1 ,Ðo/ (ra-te)*1.D0/Dx-1.D0/(RB(L1)-RÀ)'t

& G (L1 ,J)*R(L1 ,J)*1.D0lDE)c----------
E ( 1,J) =1 .Do / (rn-te)'r 1 .Ðo/DX*E ( 2,J) +1.D0l (RB ( 1 ) -RÀ) *

& c(1,J)*R( 1,J)*.1.D0/DE*E(1,J-1 )

E( 1,i ) =E( 1,i) / (t .oo / (rs-r¡) *1 .D0lDx+1 .D0/ (RB ( 1 ) -RA) *
& c(1.J)*R(1,J)*1.Ð0/DE)

B ( rl,,¡ ) =t,oo / ( rB-rA ),t 1 . Ð0/ÐxxE ( L2,J ) - 1. D0/ ( RB ( L1 ) -RA ) *
& c(L1,J)*R(L1,J)*1.D0/DE*E(L1,J-1 )
E(L1 ,i)=E(Ll ,,t) / (1 . D0,/ (rB-rÀ)*1 . D0 /DX- 1 . D0 / ( RB ( L 1 ) -n¡ ) *

& G(L1 ,J)*R(L1 ,J)*-1 .Do/DE)
L----------

F (L1,J,NF)=F(L2,J,NF)
ç +(rs-re) / (ns( ¡ )-ne) *px/ps*c(L1,J) *
& R(L.1 ,J) *o,5D0* (n (11 ,,:+1 ,NF)-F(L1 ,J-1,NF) )

274 CONTI NUE
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

JM=M2
7L=L2
ÐO 90 J=JST, JM
PT(ISTF)=O.DO
QT(]STF)=F(ISTF,J,N)
DO 70 i =I ST,I L
DENoM=AP ( I , J ) _PT ( I - 1 ) *AW ( I , J )
PT(I )=AE(I,J)/DENOM
TEMP=CON ( I , J ) +ÀN ( I , J ) *F ( I , J+ 1 , N ) +

& Às(r,J)*F(r,J-1,N)
Ar(r ) = ( revp+¡w ( t , ¡ ) *9r ( r - 1 ) )/DENoM

7O CONTTNUE
DO 80 II=ISTTIL
I=IT1-II

8O F(I,J,N)=F(I+1 ,J,N)*PT(I )+0T(I )

9O CONTI NUE
c----------

DO 190 JJ=JST, JM- 1

f - arn 1 'r'f

PT(ISTF)=O.DO
OT(ISTF)=F(ISTF,J,N)
DO 170 I=IST,IL
DENOM=AP( I,J ) -PT( I-1 ) *AW( 1,J)
PT(I )=ÀE(I,J)/DENOM
TEMP=CoN ( r,.l ) +eN( I,J ) *F ( I,J+1,N) +AS ( I,J ) *F ( I,J-1,N)
er(r ) = ( rEMp+Aw ( r , J ) *Qr ( I - 1 ) ) /psNol'r

170 CONTTNUE
DO 180 I1=IST,IL
I=IT1-I]

180 F(I,J,N)=F(I+1 rJ,N)*PT(I )+QT(I )

178

181.
182,
183.
'1 84.
I Or
186.

1187.
1 188.
1189.
1 190.
1191 ,

192 ,
193.
1q¿
19s.
196.

1 198.
1 199.
1200.
1201 .
1202.
1203,
1204,
1205.
1206.
1207.
1208.
1209.
1210.
1211.
1212 .
1213,
1214.
1215,
1216,



1217. 190 CONTTNUE
1218. C----
1219. DO 290 I=IST,IL
1220. Pr(JsrF)=0.D0
1221 . QT(JSTF)=F( I ,JSTF,N)
1222. DO 270 J=JST,JM
1223. DENOM=AP ( I , J ) -PT ( J_ 1 ) 'TÀS 

( I , J )

1224. Pr(J)=AN(i,J)/ÐENoM
1225, TEMP=CON(I,J)+ÀE(r,J)'tF(1+1,J,N)+AW(r,J)*F(I-1,J,N)
1226. er(J)=(rEMp+Às(I,J)*Qr(J-1 ))/oeNoÌ'4
1227. 270 CONTTNUE
1228. DO 280 JJ=JST,JM
1229, J=JTi -JJ
1230. 280 F(r,J,N)=p(1,J+1,N)*PT(J)+QT(J)
1231 , 290 CONTTNUE
1232, c----
1233. DO 390 II=ISTTIL-1
1234. I=Ir2-II
1235, Pr(JSTF)=0.D0
1236, 0T(JSTF)=F(I,JSTF,N)
1237. DO 370 J=JSTTJM
1238. DENOM=AP(] , J ) _PT ( J- 1 ) *AS ( I , J )
1239. PT(J)=AN(I,J)/DENOM
1240. TEMp=CON(I,J)+AE(I,J)*F(r+'t,J,N)+Àw(t,J)*F(I-1,J,N)
1241. Or(J)=(rEMp+Às(i,J)*QT(J-1))/DENoM
1242. 370 CONTI NUE
1243. DO 380 JJ=JST,JM
1244. J=JT1-JJ
1245. 380 F(I,J,N)=F(I,J+1,N)xpa(.7)+9T(J)
1246. 390 CONTTNUE
1247, C----
1248. 1000 CONTTNUE
1249. C----
1250. DO 400 J=2,M2
1251 . DO 400 t=2,L2
1252. CON(I,J)=0.0D0
1253. AP(I,J)=0.0D0
1254. AN(I,J)=0.0P0
1255, AS(I,J)=0.0D0
1256, AE(I,J)=0.0D0
1257, Àw(I,J)=0.0D0
1258. 400 CONTTNUE
1259. C----
1260. RETURN
1261 . ENÐ
1 262 . ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
1263. SUBROUTINE DI FLOW
1264. C----
1265. IMPLICIT REAL*8 (À-H,O-Z)
1266 . CoMMoN/COEF /nlOW , Or r'¡' , ¡COr
i267, c----
1268. I F ( DABS ( FLOW/DI FF ) .LE. 1 .D-5) THEN
1269. ACoF=] .0D0
1270. GOTO 10
1271. ELSE
1272. END IF
1273. ACOF=DMAX1(0.0D0,(1.0D0-0.1D0*ÐABS(FLOW/ÐIFF))**5)
1274. 10 ÀCOF=DIFF*ACOF
1275, RETURN
1276, END
1 27 7 . CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
1278. SUBROUTINE GRID
12 t-9. C----
1280. C GENERATE CURVILINEAR NON-ORTHOGONÀL GRIDS
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1281 . c----
1282. IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
1283. LOGTCAL LSOLVE,LSTOP
1284. coMMoN/w'l /t(s2,52,10),coN(52,52),
1285, &ÀE(52,52),AW(52,52),AN(52,52),ÀS(52,52),ÀP(52,52),
1286. &Pr(52),0r(52)
1287. cor'Î'roN/wzlcÀMR(52,52),GAMT(52,52),
1288 . & P( 52 ,52 ) ,pu ( 52 ,52) ,Dv (52 ,52) ,
1289. & TAUo,TÀU(52),TÀUÀ,DH,RE
1290. co¡û"roÑ/cRlDS/R(52,52),nu(52,52),RV(52,52),Gc(52,52r,
1291, & c(52,52),GU(52,52),THETÀ(52),ETA(52),Xr(52),RB(52),
1292. & cV(52,52),RBU(52),RÀ,TB,TA,THETAU(52),T1,T2,
1293. & ETAV(52),XrU(52),rHeraC(52),ETÀC(52),RC(52,52),
1294. & RBC(52),DX,DE,RELAX(13),RHO,ÀMU,SMÀX,SSUM
1295. coMMoN/INÐx/¡,1¡',r.1 ,L2 ,L3,M1 ,M2 ,M3 ,LSoLvE ( 10 ) ,
1296. & I ST , JST , I TER , LÀST , NTI MES ( 1 O ) , NFMÀX ,
1297 . & I REF , JREF
1z9B . coMMoN/coEF /¡'l,ow , ol nr' , ¡cor
1299, DTMENSIoN u(52,52),v(52,52),w(52,52),Pc(52,52)
1300. DTMENSION AK ( 5 2 , 5 2 ) , E ( 5 2 , 5 2 )
1301, EOUrvÀLENcE(F(1,1,1),v(1,1)),(F(1,1,2),u(1,'1)),
1302. & ( F ( 1 , 1 , 3 ) , 

pC ( 1 , 1 ) ), (F(1,1,4),W(1,1)),
1303. & (F( 1 ,1 ,5) ,ÀK(1 ,1) ) , (F( 1 ,1 ,6) ,E( 1 ,1))
1304. C----
'1 305. Ð=25.4D-3
1 306. PI =3. 1 415926535897932Ð0
1307, TA=0.0D0
'1 308. TB=PI
1 309. ÀG= 14. 2D-3
131 0. À=AG+25.4D-3
1311. AL=DSQRT(63.5D-3**2+À**2)
1312. r1=DARSTN(63.sD-3/AL)
1 31 3 . B=ÀL*DCOS ( 2 .Ð}r,Pf /3. D0-T1 )
1314. C=66. 0D-3-À
1315. T2=pr-DÀRSIN(25.4D-3IDSQRT(C:k,k2+25.4D-3**2))
1 316. C----
1317. xI(1)=0.0D0
1318. Dx=1 .D00/FLOÀr(L1-1 )
1319, DO 1001 I=2,Ll
1320, xr ( I ) =xI ( I - 1 ) +Dx
1321 . 1001 CONTI NUE
1322, c----
1323. ErÀ(1)=0.0D0
1324. DE=1.D00/FLoÀr(M1-1)
1325. ÐO 1002 J=2tt41
1326, ETA(J)=ETÀ(J-1)+DE
1327 . 1002 CONTTNUE
1328. C----
1329. DO 1000 I=1,L1
1330. THETA( r )=Xr ( r ),k (TB_TA)+TA
1331. 1000 CONTTNUE
1332, C----
1333. RÀ=D
1334. C----
1335, DO 1003 I=1,L1
1336. DT1=THETA( I )-T1
1337. DT2=THETÀ(i )-T2
'1 338. rF(DT1 .L8.0.0D0) tr¡eN
1339. RB( i )=À/DCos(rHErÀ( I ) )
1340. ELSE IF(DT1.GT. O. ODO.ÀND.ÐT2.LE. O. ODO ) THEN
1341 . RB(r )=B/Dcos(2.D0*PIl3.Ðo-rHErÀ(I ) )
1342. ELSE IF(DT2.GT.O.ODO) THEN
1343. RB( I )=c/Dcos(pI-rHErA( I ) )
1344. ELSE 
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1345. END IF
1346. 1003 CONTTNUE
1347. C----
'1 348. DO 1004 I=1 ,L1
1349, DO 1004 J=1 ,M1
1350. R( r ,J)=ETA(J) * (RB( I ) -RA) +RÀ
135,1 . DT1=THETA( T )-T1
1 352 . DT2=THETA (i ) _T2
1353. IF(DT1 .LE.O.ODO) THEN
1354. DRBDT=A*DSrN(THETA(r ) )/DCOS(rHnr¡(r) )**Z
1355. ELSE IF(DT1 . GT. O . ODO . ÀND. DT2 . LE . O . OÐO ) THEN
1356. DRBDT=-B*DSIN(2.ÐO*PIl3.D0_THETA(I))/
1357, & DCOS(2,D}*pr/3.Ðo-THETÀ(r))**2
1358. ELSE I F (DT2 . GT. O . ODO ) THEN
1359. DRBDT=-C*DSIN(PI_THETÀ(I))/DCOS(PI-THETÀ(T)),1*2
1360. ELSE
1361 . ENÐ IF
1362 . G ( I , J ) =ETA ( J ) /R ( r , J ) *ÐRBDT
1363. 1004 CONTTNUE
1364. c----
136s. ETAV( 1 )=DE/2.Ð0
1366, DO 2002 J=2 ,M2
1367, ETAV (J ) =s1¡y (.1- 1 ) +DE
1358. 2002 CONTTNUE
1369. c----
1370. DO 2004 I=1,L]
1371. DO 2004 J=1 ,t421372. Rv( I ,J) =ETÀv(J)'r (RB(I )-RÀ) +RÀ
1373, DT1=THETA(I )_T1
1374. Dr2=rHErÀ(i )-r2
1375, T F (DT 1 . LE . O , ODO ) THEN
1376. DRBDT=A*DS I N ( THETA ( I ) )/OCOS(THETÀ( I ) )**2
1377. ELSE IF(DT1 . GT. O . OÐO . ÀND . DT2 . LE . O . ODO ) THEN
1378. DRBDT=_B*DSIN(2.D0*P]/3,D0-THETA(I))/
1379. & DCOS (2,D}*pr/3.Do-THETA( r ))**2
.1 380. ELSE I F ( DT2 . GT. O . ODO ) THEN
1381. DRBDT=_C*DS I N ( PI _THETÀ ( I ))/DCOS(PI-THETÀ(I ) )*'t2
1382. ELSE
1383. END IF
1384. cv(r,J)=ETÀv(J)/RV(I,J)*DRBDT
1385. 2004 CONTTNUE
1 3I6. cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
1387, xru(1)=DX/2.D0
1388. DO 2999 I=2 >L21399. xrU(r )=xru(r_1)+px
1390. 2999 CONTTNUE
1391 . DO 5200 !=1 ,L2
1392. THETÀU(T )=XIU(i ) * (TB-TA)+TA
1393. 5200 CONTINUE
1394. C----
'1 395. DO 5203 I=1 tL2
1396, DTl =THETÀU( i )-T1
1397, DT2 =THETÀU ( ] )_T2
1398. IF(ÐT1 ,LE.O,ODO) THEN
1399. RBU(I )=À/Dcos(rHErÀu( I ) )
1400. ELSE I F ( DT 1 . GT. O . ODO . AND. DT2 . LE . O . ODO ) THEN
140'1. RBU(r)=B/Dcos(2.D0,rprl3.Do-THETAU(i))
1402. ELSE IF(DT2.GT.O.ODO) THEN
1403. RBU(r )=c/Dcos (pr-rHErÀu( I ) )
1404. ELSE
1405. END IF
1406, 5203 CONTTNUE
1407, C----
'1 408. Do 5204 r=1 ,L2 
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1409. DO 5204 J=1 ,M1
1410. RU(I,J)=ErÀ(J)* (nsu(I )-RA)+RÀ
1411. DT1=THETÀU( I )_T1
1412. DT2 =THETÀU ( I )_T2
1413. IF(DT1 .LE.O.ODO) THEN
1414. DRBDT=AìIDSI N ( THETAU ( I ) ) /DCOS (THETAU ( I ) )'t'*2
1415, ELSE IF (DT1 .GT. O. ODO.AND.DT2.LE. O. ODO ) THEN
1416. ÐRBDT=-B*DSrN(2.D0*PIl3,p0-runteu(¡))/
1417. & Dcos (2.Ð}xPr/3.Do-THErÀu(I ) )'t"2
1418 . ELSE T F ( DT2 . GT. O . OÐO ) THEN
1419. DRBDT=-c*Ds r N ( pr -THETAU ( r ) ) /Dcos (pr-THETÀu( I ) )**2
1420, ELSE
1421 , END IF
1 422 , cu ( r , J ) =ETÀ ( ,: ) /nu ( I , J ) *ÐRBDT
1423. 5204 CONTTNUE
1424. C----
1425. DO 4000 I=1 ,L2
1426, THETÄC(] )=THETÀU(I )
1427. 4000 CONTTNUE
1428. C----
1429. ErAc(1)=DE/2.D0
1430. DO 4002 J=2,t'12
1431 . ETÀC(J)=ETAC(J-1)+DE
1432. 4002 CONTTNUE
1433. C----
1434. DO 4003 I=1 tL2
1435. DT1=THETÀC( I )-T1
1436. ÐT2 =THETAC ( r )-T2
1437 . iF(DT1 .L8.0.0Ð0) tHe¡¡
1438. RBc(r ) =À/Dcos(rHErAC( I ) )
1439. ELSEIF(DT1.GT,O.ODO.ÀND.DT2,LE.O.ODO)THEN
1440. RBc(I)=B/Dcos(2.D0*PIl3.Do-rHErÀc(I))
1441 . ELSE I F ( DT2 . GT. O . ODO ) THEN
1442. RBc (r )=c/Ðcos (PI-rHErAc (I ) )

1443. ELSE
1444. END IF
1445. 4003 CONTINUE
1446, C----
1447, DO 4004 I=1 >L2
1448. DO 4004 J=1 ¡þr2
1449. Rc( r ,J)=ETAC(J) * (RBC( I ) -RA) +RA
1 450. DT1 =THETÀC ( I ) -T1
1451. DT2=THETAC(I )-r2
1452. rF(ÐT1 .LE.0.0D0) rspH
'1 453. DRBDT=À*DS I N ( THETAC ( I ) ),/Dcos (rHetec( I ) )**2
1454. ELSE ]F(DT1 . GT. O . ODO . AND. DT2 . LE. O . ODO ) THEN
1455. DRBDT=-B*ÐSIN(2.ÐO*PTl3.D0-THETAC(I))/
1456. & DCOS(2.Do*Prl3.Ð0-ÎHETAC(I))**2
1457 . ELSE IF (DT2.GT, O. ODO ) THEN
1458. DRBDT=_C*DSiN(PI_THETÀC( I ) )/DCOS (PI-THETAC(I ) )**2
1459, ELSE
.1 460. END IF
1461 . cc ( I , J ) =ErAc ( J ) /Rc ( r ,; ) *oRaot
1462. 4O04 CONTINUE
1463. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
1464. RETURN
1465. END
1 466. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
1467. //GO,FT1OFOO1 DD DSN=XWU. RESULT, DI SP=SHR
1468, / /Go.FT11FOO1 DD ÐSN=XWU.DNFILE,DISP=SHR
1469. //Go.FT12FOO1 DÐ ÐSN=XWU. WEI GHT , ÐI SP=SHR
1470. / /Go.SYDSIN DD x
147 1. / /
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